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PREFACE
The Applications of Tethers in Space Workshop was held in Venice,
Italy during the period October 15-17, 1985. The Hotel Excelsior,
located on the island of L1do, provided outstanding accommodations for
the workshop, which was Jointly sponsored by the Italian Natlonal Space
Plan, Natlonal Research Council, and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Office of Space Flight, Advanced Programs Division.
Workshop coordination was provided by the Centro Internazlonale Congressl
and General Research Corporation. Aerltalia generously provided a gala
dinner banquet for the workshop attendees and their guests, and the
office of the Mayor of Venice hosted a reception at the city hall.
General Research Corporation would llke to thank and commend every-
one who organized, coordinated, and participated in the workshop. The
panel co-chalrmen are especially noteworthy in fulfilllng their roles of
directing and summarizing their respective panels. We are proud to have
participated in the workshop and be a part of the advancement of this
exciting and challenglng fleld which, as is evident in these proceedings,
is evolving into a technically sophisticated and mature science. The
complete documentation of this workshop is contained in the Workshop
Proceedings, Volumes I and 2. The Executive Summary, which contains an
abbreviated compilatlon of the panel summaries, is also provided.
Wi11Iam A. Baracat
McLean, Virginia
March 1986
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FOREWORD
The Tethers in Space Workshop held in Venice, Italy, follows by only
two years the one held in Williamsburg, Virginia, in June 1983. Yet,
much has happened. The most significant events are: (I) the passing of
our beloved leader, Gluseppe Colombo, (2) the announcement by President
Reagan of the Space Station as a national goal, and (3) the initiation of
several tether demonstration missions, already in hardware development or
design phases.
Bepl, whom we call the "Father of Tethers," would be pleased at the
pace of this emerging technology. The development of the Tethered
Satelllte System (TSS), a Joint U.S. - Italy project, is on a firm
course, with the first launch scheduled for 1988. The announcement of
the Space Station goal by the President has provided an anchor for
serious studies of the use of tethers on the Space Station. A whole
panel session was devoted to this subject at this workshop, and was the
second best attended. NASA, Italy, and industry continue to examine the
benefits and technological problems associated with placing a tether
system on the Space Station. We fully expect to see this happen,
although It may be after the Initial Operational Capablllty (IOC).
Are there other tether and tether related missions that can be flown
in the next few years on the Shuttle in addition to the TSS? The answer
Is yes. NASA, with Italy's involvement, will be verifying the principles
of electromagnetic tethers in space to produce power or drag. A series
of flight experiments are either hardware ready, or in hardware develop-
ment. These experiments should enhance the TSS-I mission, and may use at
some point the disposable tether, which itself will require a preliminary
demonstration. Looking to the future, there is much interest in the
tethered platform, with the tether assisting in platform pointing.
NASA's Ames Research Center, again with the Italians, are engaged in a
definition study on this, called the Kinetic Isolation Tether Experiment
(KITE).
v
Our reach in this workshop has not only been to Earth orbit but also
to the planets. Serious attention to tether operations near the Moon,
Mars, and other planets is underway. Some of these ideas are presented
in the workshop proceedings. Although it may sometimes seem that we are
getting ahead of ourselves, these applications may be here sooner than we
think.
Paul A. Penzo
March 1986
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TRANSPORTATIONPANELSUMMARYREPORT
The transportation panel has discussed the following applications
and has ranked them. The ones having the best potential near-term
payoffs are listed first. The rest depend increasingly on future
developments, either in tether technology itself or in the remainder of
the space infrastructure.
i.
•
.
•
J
6,
•
•
The Small Expendable Deployment System for boosting payloads
from the shuttle
Electrodynamic propulsion for small and large orbit changes
within LEO
Boosting of OTVs from the Shuttle, to reduce the delta-V needed
to reach GEO
Launch vehicle capture & release by tethers hanging from
permanent facilities
Artificial gravity on manned deep-space expedition vehicles
during transit
Multl-pass remote aerobraking of planetary orbiters, to simplify
navigation
An equatorial "staircase" or "fire brigade" to high orbits and
escape
"Sllngs" of various sorts:
a. Spinning lunar-orbitlng rock collector/prospector
b. Lunar-surface-based sling to throw rocks into low lunar
orbit
c. Asteroid-based sling (to throw rocks, or to move the
asteroid itself)
d. Roops or solenoids with electromagnetic assist to the
tether strength
The proceedings for the session are organized as follows:
i) General presentations (by Loftus and Vallerani).
2) Concept presentation and discussion summaries (I-8D).
3) Viewgraph presentations on selected concepts•
Joe Loftus_ JSC
Space initiatives have moved away from single mission optimization.
Space Shuttle and Space Station are complementary parts of a new,
general-use infrastructure. With Space Shuttle launches normalized
(e.g., to the Ist and 15th of the month), the Space Station becomes a
temporary cargo storage facility, holding various satellites until their
peculiar insertion windows open. As an accumulator, in this manner,
Space Station almost becomes the equivalent of a 5th orbiter. The point
is that Space Shuttle and Space Station are only parts of a total set,
and all other space hardware and capabilities should be considered as
complementary parts of a greater whole.
Ernesto Vallerani, Aeritalia
o Utilization of tethers for docking
o Explore advantages for use of tethers for planetary
explorations
(A review of Chris Purvis _ idea of multlple-pass tether aerobraklng)
I. Joe Carroll - Shuttle Expendable Tether System or SETS
(Presented at the miniworkshop)
Initially, expendable tethers were considered in conjunction with
the external tank of Space Shuttle. Since less than i lb. tension is
needed to downward deploy the external tank, low tension deployment
captured attention. A proposal for a study resulted. Deploy-only mode
for expendable tethers with low (but not zero) tension means you do not
need a take-up capability. The system that results is a low-tenslon
high-braking capability system that can be used to deboost payloads by a
pendulum swing release. A project to launch a 50 lb. payload from a GAS
can is In the initial hardware development stage, and could fly before
TSS. SETS has been approved for experimentation.
Critical Issues:
-- Operations
-- Hardware
-- SaEety
-- Reliability
Priority: Near Term, High
Recommended Flight Tests: o In works
o Deboost
o Preferred for Ist test
2. Bill Loftus - Electrodynamlc Propulsion of Tethers for Transport
Critical Issues:
-- TSS one mission & success of other early tests
-- IMPORTART Value of electrodynamic propulsion is
considered to be of such high priority that all
possible methods should be looked at during early
tether tests
-- Dynamics of orbital elements
Priority: Near Term, High
Recommended Flight Tests: o TSS I & other plasma contactor
experiments needed
3. Mark Henley - Tethered OTV Operations
OTV is considered a Space Station element. 0TV tether boost
combined with stage and propulsive burn is the concept. Hanging and
swinging tether options being considered, and Shuttle, E.T., and Space
Station as launch mass options. Relative payload gains noted for all
three OTV options: reusable; alr propulsive; reusable aerobraked; or
expendable (in decreasing order). Swinging tethers offer Improved
capabilities over hanging tethers without noticeable penalties. Expend-
able tethers are preferred over reusable tethers. Command and Control
Issues examined.
Mark Henley - Tether Boost Technology Demo Package
Using a Centaur to demonstrate potential to augment OTV deployment
by tether. Demo in 1990s. After Centaur returns to LEO by aerobrake, it
would rendezvous with Orbiter for tether demo. Called Centaur and
Shuttle Tether (CAST) tether demonstration package.
Critical Issues:
-- Shuttle based v. Space Statlo_ launch
--- maximize commonality
-- Attitude control of end mass
-- Release operations of end mass
-- TSS vs. expendable tether
--- TSS Robust but instrumented
Priority: Near Term, High
Recommended Flight Tests: o Centaur & Shuttle Demo
Shuttle Demo
o TSS One & Other
Electrodynamlc
(Plasma experiments)
4. Joe Carroll - Tethered Docking and Release of Shuttle with Space
Station
Results In slightly lower apogee, much lower perigee, tethered
deboost, and propellant scavenging (for transfer to an OMV).
Critical Issues:
-- Space Station SCAR design impact
-- Operation precision
-- Temporary S.S. orbit effects
-- Loads on Space Station
8
Priority: Near Term, High
Recommended Flight Tests: o Can be demo
by SETS or TSS
o Capture
5. Mark Henley - Low RPM Spinning Tethers for Artificial Gravity for
Manned Planetary Excursions
Critical Issues:
-- Can it also be used in LEO?
--- Proof of concept?
-- How much gravity is needed by human physiology?
-- Can it be Shuttle/TSS tested? Concept demonstration
during TSS mission one or two?
Priority: Near Term, High
Recommended Flight Tests: o Some TSS I data
applicable
o TSS I in a spin
mode
o Future TSS or
SETS experiments
6. Chris Purvls - Multiple-Pass Aerobraklng Tethers
Using i00 km, 1 mm dla. tether hanging from a 2000 kg space probe
circularized above a planet with an atmosphere, to reduce orbit height
Saves mass over a "hard shield" aerobrake.
Critical Issues:
-- Material options
-- Schedullng/control options
-- Meteoroid risk
--- Ribbon is better ?
--- Multiple strands
-- Failure
-- Dynamics for tether
--- Elliptical orbit?
-- How deep into atmosphere do requirements of science want
probe to go?
-- Flow fields
-- Specular vs. diverse flow
Priority: Near Term, High
Recommended Flight Tests: o SETS or TSS II
Demo
o TSS II should
yield data
applicable
7. Mark Nenley - Use of Series of Equatorial Plane Tethers as a
Stairway to Escape Velocity
Critical Issues:
-- Need equatorial or polar plane launch
-- Nodes vs. Van Allen Belt
Priority: Later Development
Recommended Flight Tests: o Other flight experiments
should cover
8A. Joe Carroll - Spinning Tethers to Pick Up Lunar Material
Critical Issues:
-- Dynamics
-- Releaslng-aimlng-catchlng (especially core grabber)
-- Deployer hardware
-- Mass concentrations - lunar
Priority: Later Development
Recommended Flight Tests: o Ground based tests
o TSS should be considered
m_
I_
Priority: Later Development
Recommended Flight Tests:
8B. Joe Carroll - Lunar-Surface Based Sling
Launching I0 kg payloads, by a rotating sling on the lunar surface.
An Apollo lander sized vehicle lands and anchors itself to the lunar
surface. A rover retrieves materials and passes them to the anchored
sling, which throws i0 kg into lunar orbit. A lunar orbital tether
station then slings payload into a lunar-Earth transfer.
Critical Issues:
Could it be scaled and tested in a vacuum chamber?
Does this have a customer? Are lunar materials needed?
Bearing loads
Release mechanisms
Can they be caught?
"Safety" issues
Shape of spinning tethers? Dynamics?
Manufacturing techniques for tapered tethers
o Ground tests (vacuum)
i0
8C. Chris Purvls - Rotating Constellation With A Center Reel, To Be Used
To Sling Material From Asteroid Belt Without Landing
Critical Issues:
-- Basic design
-- On asteroid or in space?
-- Release, aiming, etc.?
Priority: Later Development
Recommended Flight Tests: o Ground tests
8D. Chris Purvis - Rotating Hoop of Tether Material, Under Magnetic
Field to Reduce Tension, to be Used as a Method of Sllngin_ Material
from Lunar Surface
Critical Issues:
-- Super-magnetlc technology
-- Supplement the tensile properties of the material
-- Dynamics
-- Releasing-aiming-catchlng (especially core grabber)
-- Deployer hardware
-- Mass concentrations - lunar
-- Electrical energy
-- Throughput potential
Priority: Later Development
Recommended Flight Tests: o Ground tests seem
in order
o Further examination
11
Transportation Concept 8c.
•= lO00kg Masses
Tether Reels
Geared to Motor/
Generator
Nuclear Power
or Solar Cells
Spin Axis
Symmetric Rotating Tether System For Returning Material From Near-Earth Asteroids
(Can be in Free Flight or Bolted to Asteroid)
12
X X X X X X Transportation Concept 8d.
Force
X
X
X
X X
-il xB
x X X
X x
X
Current
x x x X
x X X X
Uniform
Magnetic
Field
• Rotating Hoop Tether
Can Have Rim Velocities in Excess of Material Characteristic Velocity
Magnetic Plates
Tether
(Between Plates)
Field Lines
Plates
Tether
SPINNING TETHER lcm in diameter in very strong 100w/m 2 field can experience no
tension at ) 2kms -1 rim velocity could fling payloads capable of withstanding 4000g's
(Current power - 1000 w )
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SMALL EXPENDABLE DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM (SEDS)
Joseph A. Carroll
Energy Science Laboratories, Inc.
11404 Sorrento Valley Rd., #113
San Diego, CA 92121
619/452-7039
OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION:
• Introduction to Basic Concept
• Summary of Phase I Findings
• • Summary of Phase II Status
e, Potential Applications
• Conclusions & Recommendations
Low-Tension Deployment Followed by Pendulum Swing & Release
What is special about this deployment concept?
Low tension deployment & swinging release
Disposable tether
Comparison of hanging and swinging releases
for equal energy and momentum transfer-
I I I III I I II .. I
Swing amplitude 0°
il in
i, i imll
Tether length
Maximum loads
Tether mass
pmeteoroid hazard
Power dissipation
1
1
35 °
.67
1.33
i
1 .89
1 .27
1 .30
85 °
i
.54
1.69
,91
o-
.12
.002
What advantages does a disposable tether have?
0
• Eliminates time-consuming retrieval operation
• Simplifies deployerz no motors or level-winders needed
• Eliminates need for TSS-like boom & docking gear
• Minimizes tether degradation (new tether each time)
What have we studied during the SBIR Phase I study?
Control strategies
STS operational impacts
Safety & reliability
Deployer locations
Prototype hardware
New concepts
Early applications
Range of performance benefits
t,o
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Equal orbital life circular altitude
I / "_, _ " Apogee-PerigeeNominal Perigee + _.
Launch -_-_-- _, 2 + .156 (Apogee-Perlgee)/H
(no tether)\ _ '
I • . where H = density scale height at perigee
Direct _ _ ,
Insertion f _i Payload Delivery with Tether Systems
Trajectory-- _ * :
STS initially in circular orbit
(no tether) _ . x
STS In eccentric orbit (e = .01)
o
1 O0 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
EQUIVALENT CIRCULAR PAYLOAD ALTITUDE IN NAUTICAL MILES
Benefits of GAS-sized Tether System to STS (Preliminary)
SUMMARY OF SBIR PHASE II EFFORT
(April 1985 -- March 1987)
to
L_
Primary objeetive:
, To bring our concept to flight-test-ready status
Secondary objeetives:
• To determine the range of potential users & benefits;
® To make the test system similar to the operational one;
• To benefit the TSS _ TAS programs.
Phase II Tasks & Fraction of Effort:
• Design_ develop9 test9 & evaluate hardware:
• Analyze systems integration9 safety_ & reliability:
• .Study control options & improve simulations:
®
40%
25%
20%
Identify early applications & performance benefits: 15%
pJ
Possible Tether Recoil Trajectory if Prompt Snag Prevents
Possible Tether Trajectory With RCS Use & "Rocking-Horse" Strategy
A TYPICAL INTEGRATION ISSUE:
"All nonmetallic materials exposed to the payload bay shall be
selected for low outgassing characteristics. Material selection
criteria of 1 percent, or less, total mass loss and 0.1 percent, or
less, Volatile Condensible Material (VCM) as defined in NASA/JSC
Specification SP-R-0022A, or its equivalent, shall be used."
ICD 2-19001, section 10.6.2
Kevlar 29 contains up to about 7% water
comes out rather slowly in a vacuum.
at 55% RH, and that water
Possible solutions
O
O
O
O
to this problem include:
Seek waivers (& hope other users don't object);
Keep the deployer sealed until ready for use;
Dry out the tether before launch & keep it sealed;
Use non-hygroscopic tethers (e.g., Spectra 900).
CONTROLS & SIMULATION STUDIES
O Identify the most important design & operation parameters;
(e.g., effects of payload mass, tether tension, etc.)
e Enhance a use simulation programs to support other analyses;
(We plan to enhance our 2-D simulation program to run on
a Macintosh with simple input & real-time graphic output.
We plan to use GTOSS for most detailed simulations, and
maybe SLACK2 for severed-tether simulations.)
O Refine operations & controls for best-early-candidate users.
(Some new applications require new control strategies.)
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF SEDS
• Dilemma:
• Response:
"Useful" tests are desired with real payloads,
but reliability worries, integration time, and
payload problems may delay early tests.
Use cheap payloads that don't REQUIRE a boost:
® Deployable GAS for calibrating airport radar;
• Other "We'll take whatever we can get" STS users";
• Controlled-reentry test for station priority cargo;
• Chemical release experiments;
• Dedicated passive payloads.
O Later operational uses:
• Electrodynamic power tether for extended STS missions;
® (Re)boosting major payloads (LDEF, AXAF, SolarMax, etc.)
e Boosting supply caches for future use on space station.
r_
oo
O®
®
CONCLUSIONS:
SEDS may provide larger benefits than most
STS enhancements, at radically lower cost.
SEDS & TSS have eomplementary capabilities & roles.
SEDS may facilitate quick-turnaround tether experiments.
REC OMM ENDAT IONS:
• NASA fund one or more early flight tests of SEDS.
• STS users consider what "cheap boosts., can do for them.

OTV OPerATIONS
Mark W. Henley
Oener Dynsmlcs
b'-' ce8"ystemsDwmon
INTRODUCTION
Do tethers make sense for the Orbital Transfer Vehicle? This question is
adressed here, as a part of OTV flightoperations, as the operational issues of
tether launch for the OTV are considered to be more significanteven than
technicalissues. The answer to this question is that tether boost is an attractive
option for OTV in spite of the significantoperational issues. Expendable
shuttle-based swinging tether boost is recommended for near term applications
requiring a moderate (-20%) increase in OTV payload capability.Heavier reusable
tether systems are recommended for far term applicationsfrom the Space Station
or other orbiting facilities,further Improving OTV payload capacity,and with a
corresponding increasein operationalcomplexity.
TETHER PRINCIPALS
The concept of a tether boost for the OTV is based upon the exchange of
momentum between the OTV and a lower orbiting object,such as the Space
Station,Space Shuttle or External Tank. The OTV isgiven a small delta V upon
release,which can be subtracted from the total delta V requirements of the
mission,as illustratedto scalefor the trajectoryof a staticverticaltether in figure
I.Because of the exponential relationshipbetween delta V and payload delivery
capability,a substantialpayload gain is realized by a relativelysmall delta V
Figure I.
reduction.
l _V_ - 440 m/s ](1,440 fl/s)
Pe(,gee /_
= 700 km (. 380 nm,). _t H [
2oou_(11o._,) _ III
Propulsr'v_ lranster |o GEO
O_'b_! of Cenlef ol mass Of le¢hor $_le_ _CITV O,_DR IfI0¢ fe_&_ from telhor $y_iQ_'i
Tether boost forOTV isillustratedin an example trajectory.
31
TETHERED OTV OPERATIONS
GENERAL DYNAMICS
Space SyX#ms Divi_'on
For any action,there is an equal and opposite reaction. The reaction,in this
case, is a loss of orbital velocity by the lower mass in the tethered system.
Momentum (mass x velocity)g_ned by the OTV equals that lostby the lower
mass, and thus a heavier lower mass will have a smaller change in velocitythan
the 0TV (a tighter,upper mass).
A tether is acted upon by the gradient in the gravitationalpotentialof the
earth. The higher mass isfartherfrom the earth'scenter of mass and experiences
lessgravitationalattractionthan the lower mass. This differencein gravitational
attractionresultsin a tension in the tether which is proportional to the vertical
displacement between the orbiting masses. A tether system which is vertically
oriented with respect to the earth will actuallymake one rotationper orbit in an
inertialframe of reference,adding a centrifugalterm (halfthat from the gravity
gradient) to the tension in the tether.A verticallyoriented tether system is in a
stable configuration, whereas a system with a component of horizontal
displacement will not remain in that orientation,but will swing in response to
gravitationalforces (and initialvelocity conditions). Both of these systems are
considered here for OTV boost.
Figures 2 a _nd b illustratethe trajectoriesresultingfrom rei_ase of an OTV
from static(vertical)and swinging tether systems. The lower mass in t,_ese
illustrationsisconsiderably heavier than the OTV, causing lesschange in itsorbit
than the boost to the OTV upon release from the tether tip. The swinging tether
strategy,as noted, results in a substantiallygreater apogee increase for a given
tether length. Operations in the swinging strategyare simplifiedsomewhat by the
reduced tether length,but involve more complicated dynamics. The staticcase
may actually be more difficultto achieve than the swinging case, as orbital
dynamics cause a swinging motion u.pon extension of a tether in the vertical
direction. _._ ---_
/ x
\
4
t
Figure 2a. Statictether boost
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Figure 2b. Swinging tetherboost
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TETHER BOOST SYSTEM OPTIONS
OTV boost through tether operations may utilizea varietyof lower masses for
momentum exchange. The options of using the Space Shuttle, External Tank, and
Space Station as the lower mass are illustrated in figure 3 Additional far term
options are possible, such as a dedicated orbiting transportation node, similar to
the Space Station in its transportation function, but without the constraints upon
tethered operations imposed by Space Station users.
TETHERED OTV BOOST SYSTEM OPTIONS
T
OTV-NSTS OTM-ET OTV-SS
Launch option Swinging OK Swinging OK Hanging only
OTV mass 30 tons 30 tons 30 tons
Other mass 90 tons 35 tons 200 tons
OTV boost 10 x length 7 x length 6 x length
Other deboost
Deboost effect
Accelerations
3 x length
Lower Orbit
Inconsequential
6 x lencjth
Re-entry
Inconsequential
1 x lencjth
Undesireable
Undesireable 11 _OS7OO 3
Figure 3. Several options exist for the lower mass in tethered OTV boost.
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Momentum exchange isdesirablefor reducing the orbitalenergy of the Space
Shuttle and External Tank, but may be detrimental to the Space Station. Space
Station orientationconstraints also limit the tether operations to near vertical
deployment, and the microgravity environment on the Space Stationisexpected to
exceed 10-5 g during tether operations. Space Stationoperational considerations
are noted below in figure 4.
alINIImlAL ¢)YNAlUtlCS
TETHERED OTV BOOST FROM SPACE STATION
,(_ _ , _ Considerations for tether-launched OTV
• Momentum of OTV launched must be balanced by an opposite reaction to
maintain Space Station altitude:
-- Use Space Station propulsion
-- De-orbit mass (ET, Shuttle, etc)
• Change in Space Station altitude must remain within acceptable limits
• Acceleration levels aboard the Space Station will exceed 10-5g during tether
operations (may exceed allowable limits for materials processing)
11105700-4
Figure 4. Space Stationoperationswould be constrained by OTV boost.
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PERFORMANCE BENEFITS
OTV payload capabilityimprovement is the object of tetherboost scenarios.
This increase in payload capability may be utilizedin baseline OTV launch
strategies,or in specialcircumstances when payload mass exceeds normal OTV
capabilities.Relativepayload gain from tetherboost for a referenceOTV isplotted
in figure 5 as a function of initialdelta V supplied by the tether. Payload
improvement is illustratedfor this vehicle in an all propulsive,aerobraked, and
expendable mode of operation. The dramatic difference in percent payload
improvement between these modes of operation is not duplicatedon an absolute
scale (pounds of payload gained). Total payload of thisreferencevehicle without
the tether boost varies substantially depending upon mode of operation
(all-propulsive,aerobraked, or expendable).
Percent
payload
gain
Conditions
• 7,900 Ibm (3,600 kg) inert OTV mass
• 58,500 Ibm (26,500 kg) usable propellant mass
• 1,500 Ibm (680 kg) aerobrake mass
• Isp = 446.4 Ibf.s/bm
• GEO delivery mission
Reusable, all-propulsive
Reusable, aerobraked
Expendable
0
1
500 1000 1500
, I = i i m/s
100 200 300 400 500
Initial _V supplied by telher
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
[ I 1 I I I 11 J,
, , , , -| _ , , , [ , J T
50 1 O0
Swinging tether length from tether system's center of mass
f%nl!
km
2000 ft/s
Figure 5.Relative payload gain depends upon OTV type.
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STATIC vs SWINGING TETHER BOOST
The pros and cons of staticand swinging tether boost systemsare noted in
figure6. The statictether isin a lower energy statethan the swinging tether,and
must dissipate(or store / use) the energy generated during tether deployment.
The swinging tether converts thisenergy, instead,to motion of the tether system
(resultingin an approximately doubled tether delta V for a given tether length);
the swinging tether apparatus isexpected to sufficewith a frictionbrake for low
levelenergy dissipation,as opposed to the more elaborate devices required for the
statictether system. System weight is reduced by the simpler energy dissipation
mechanism, and the tether itselfis approximately 12% lighterthan that required
for an equal delta V using a statictether. Reuse of either system would be
operationallycomplex, probably requiring a tether tip satellitewhich assistsin
system controlduring the reelingin operation. The statictether system, however,
isexpected to be more amenable toreuse.
Issue Hanging* Swinging
Deployment
Power dissipation
System weight
System volume
Tether weight
Tether length
OPS duration
OPS complexity
* Some swinging
Vertical
Needed
Heavier
Greater
10% heavier
Longei" (-double)
Similar
Similar
motion
Horizontal
Not required
Lighter
Lesser
10% lighter
Shorter (---1/2)
Similar
Similar
is generated (& damping operations
needed) with vertical tether deployment & retraction
Figure 6. Swinging tether issues compare well to static (hanging) issues.
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EXPENDABLE vs REUSABLE TETHER SYSTEM
Expendable and reusable tether systems both show potentialbenefitsfor OTV.
A trade between these two alternatives,figure 7, shows that an expendable
system is operationally more desirable, primarily because of the absence of
retrievaloperations. System mass is also a major issue-the reusable system is
expected to be substantiallyheavier, due to the increased mass of the apparatus
(which includes a tether tip satellite),and the substantialelectricalpower is
required for the retrieval operations. An expendable tether may remain
temporarily in LEO, as is suggested below, or may be released directlyinto a
re-entry trajectory.
Issues Expendable Reusable
Timelines Shorter duration Longer duration
Complexity Simpler operation Added operation
Reliability Affected by duration & complexity
Weight Lighter system Heavier system
Control Shuttle/OTV RCS Sub-satellite
Debris Tether stays in orbit No debris release
(Rapid orbital decay)
Figure 7. Expendable tethersmay simplifyOTV tether boost operations.
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An expendable system is only beneficialifthe tether system is less massive
than the propellant required for an equivalent payload increase. In figure 8,
payload increase is plottedagainsttether mass. From the approximation that the
tether mass isone halfthat of the expendable tether system, a limitisderived to
the practicalextent of an expendable tether. In the event that an OTV is
insufficientlysized for a particularpayload, expendable tether launch may be
worthwhile beyond the approximate limit shown here. Note that the regimes
below refer to a particularOTV design and do not necessarilyindicatelimitsfor
other vehicle designs.
L_Payload
Ibm kg
- 40O0
Conditions
* 9,400 Ibm (4,280 kg) inert mass ol OTV & aerobrake
• 58,500 Ibm (26,500 kg) usable propellant mass
• Isp = 446.4 Ibf.sllbm
-3000 • GEO delivery missions, OTV returns to LEO
5,000 -
0
Expendable or
reusable tether
-2000 mtether _1/2 mOT V
for equal payload
I
500
L_Mass OTV & propellant
for equivalent &payload
Ibm kg
( x 1000) ( x 1000)
0 ft/s
- Reusable tether -
mtether _112 mOTV J 20-
for equal payload1_
1 I
1000 1500
_
-10
-5
i I J m/s
0 100 200 - 300 400 500
Initial _V supplied I_y tether
10 20 I 30 40 80
I I I I I I nmiI ' ' ' ' I , , _ I i km
0 50
50 60 70
I =l ! Ii
' I
100
Swinoing tether lenoth from Imher syslem's center of mass
1 2 3 4 I 5 10 15 20 25 30
I I I I I I I II [ l Ibm (x 1000)I I I I I I I I ! I I 1 I kg ( x 1000)
0 .3 .5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15
Swinging tether mass'
"Based upon equations for Kevlar from J Carroll in "Guidebook for Analysis at Tether Applications"
Figure 8. Expendable tetherboost for OTV islimitedin scope.
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EXPENDABLE SHUTTLE-BASED TETHER OPERATIONS
A swinging, expendable tether system is suggested for Space Shuttle
operations. Operation of this system (figure9) is divided into four time periods,
deployment, swinging, release,and post-releaseoperations. In this scenario,the
tether iseitherleftin a low orbit(with am orbitallifetimeon the order of days, so
that orbitaldebris hazard generation is minimal), or isreleased from the OTV into
a re-entry trajectory.
QqNNINIMA&,, _YNA ¢_,MIOCl
$rs,oom=
SHUTTLE-BASED EXPENDABLE TETHER BOOST OPERATIONS
7
2 3 4
1) Tether deployment
• NSTS RCS initiates deployment
• Brake controls deployment rate
2) Tether swinging
• Brake halts deployment
• Gravity gradient causes swing
3) Tether release
• Timed for maximum Delta V gain
• Vehicles enter new orbits
4) Mission complete
• NSTS prepares for reentry
• OTV prepares for first burn
• Tether orbit decays rapidly
IIt_7009
Figure 9. An expendable tether is recommended for Shuttle-based OTV boost.
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A more detailedview of a candidate tether system apparatus is shown in
figure I0. The firstmember of the RMS arm is utilizedas a part of the system,
and is supported by two linesin order to spread the tether'stensionalload across
the Space Shuttle'scenter of mass. The tether itselfresideswithin a protective
sleeve running the length of the firstRMS member; thisserves to protectboth the
tether, by shielding it,and the orbiter, by preventing any potential tether
breakage in thisregion from possibleentanglement with the RMS arm. A remote
disconnect mechanism is shown at the OTV, which is to be activated after a
guillotinemechanism within the tether canister/deployer releases the Space
Shuttle from the lower end of the tether. The canister/deployer suggested is a
derivative of a predecessor currently being developed under MSFC funding. The
system illustratedis not necessarilya finalrecommendation, but represents the
best of several alternatives traded on the basis of weight and volume
minimization.
Latch mechanism
Tether
RMS arm with tether
guide modification
\ Supporting lines (2)
to span NSTS OG
Tether cannister/deployer
CM of Orbiter & ASE
Figure I0. Shuttle-based tetherboost may use a system such as this.
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COMMAND and CONTROL
Three optionsare explored in figure II for the command and controlof
shuttle-basedtetherboostoperationsforOTV. The primary differencebetween
these alternativesof passive,assisted,and activecontrolis the inclusionof
operationsby a tethertipsatelliteor the OTV itselfor the lattertwo options,
respectively. A sufficientdegree of control is expected through passive
operations,inwhich the Space Shuttlesuppliesthe deltaV for initialseparation
and subsequent corrections,and theOTV actsasa dumb mass,becoming activated
afterreleasefrom the tethertip.Assistedand activecontroloptionsare desirable,
but not mandated fortetheroperations.
Tether tip control
Shuttle RCS control
Passive Assisted Active
None Sub-satellite OTV RCS
Primary Back-up Back-up
Deployment rate Tether brake Tether brake Tether brake
Libration damping None/NSTS Sub-satellite OTV/NSTS RCS
Release at Shuttle Guillotine Guillotine Guillotine
Release at OTV Tether tip Sub-satellite OTV control
Degree of control Sufficient Precise Precise
Figure1I. Controlmay be passive,active(sub-satellite),orthrough0TV RCS.
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SAFETY CONS ]DERAT IONS
Tether entanglement and breakage hazards must be minimized, with thorough
contingency planning if tether boost operations are to be considered a realistic
option for the OTV. Figure 12 listsa number of precautions againstthese hazards.
Hazards to Space Shuttle operations are more criticalthan to Space Station
operations due to the more limitedtime and resources availablefor repair. Safety
issues must be considered in depth in the design of tether boost systems for ouch.
Safety Considerations
Hazard Precautions
Tether entanglement • Ensleeve tether in low abrasion tubing
between reel & "rod" tip
• Make system jettisonable
• Supply EVA tools & training for
contingency extrication
Tether breakage • Minimize exposure period to
micrometeoroids & orbital debris
• Monitor tether tension & integrity (e.g.,
fiber optics)
• Jettison tether in event of break
• Use RCS to maneuver away from
jettisonned tether system
• Keep Shuttle altitude high enough to
prevent re-entry
Figure 12. Safety issues must be resolved for tethered OTV operations.
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TETHERED PROPELLART DEPOT
The concept of a tethered propellant depot for OTV propellant storage and
acquisitionon the Space Stationhas been traded againstthat of an attached depot
in figure 13.The Bond number (Bo,the ratioof gravity gradientforces to surface
tension forces) associatedwith a propellant depot located at the bottom of the
Space Station is sufficientfor the settlingof OTV propellants in large diameter
tanks,removing part of the rationalefor such a depot. Safety would be improved
by the more distant locationof potentiallyhazardous propellant supplies on a
tethered depot, but safety would also be enhanced by a contingency supply of
oxygen and water from OTV propellant supplies attached to the Space Station.
Operations in general would be more difficultwith a tethered depot, and the
microgravity environment would be disrupted unless (and perhaps even if) a
second tethered mass were extended from the Space Station in the opposite
direction.
OTV PROPELLANT DEPOT AT SPACE STATION
TETHERED VS ATTACHED
Issues
Operations
L--=
Difficult rendezvous
Tether launch difficult
Impacts Space Station
prox. ops.
Emergency
t life
I . storage
t4;r_
Normal rendezvous
Tether launch ok
Normal SS prox. ops.
Safety Distant propellants Contingency O_ & H_O
Commonality Propulsion, ECLSS
Microgravity More than 10- 5g Less than 10- 5g
Propettant settling LH2 settles (Bo>> 50) LH_ settles (B. > 50)
1 t tob7oO- t3
Figure 13. A tethered OTV propellantdepot isnot necesssarilyrecommended.
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ADVANCED TETHER APPLICATIONS
Advanced applicationsof tethers for OTV extend as far as ones imagination
wishes. Several of these potentialapplicationsare worthy of furtherstudy. Figure
14 illustratesthe use of a tether to exchange momentum between the OTV and its
payload, the scenario shown here isthat of payload delivery to the moon, but the
same concept can be applied to put a payload in an approximate finalorbit. A
rotating tether system might be useful for the creation of an artificialsense of
gravity for manned OTV missions of long duration,such as would be expected in
the exploration of Mars. Earlier it was mentioned that a separate orbital
transportationnode might be desirablein LEO, such a facilitycould use techniques
beyond those already discussed for improving OTV payload capability. For
example, rotationaltether systems are feasible in addition to the staticand
swinging system alternativeswhich have been discussed. These are but a few of
the potentialapplicationsof tetherswhich the OTV might evolve to use in the long
term.
ADVANCED TETHER APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Rotating
tether
Lunar
Tether impacts _ e'_e_ M°°n ) (_
==o
 a.7; suPP
Aero- _ _ _ Spacecrafl released
braking "" 1_ from rotating tether
enter new orbits
Mid-course
corrections
• Momentum transfer via rotating tether can supply part ol the ._V required for
delivery of mass to the lunar surface
• Less AV needed for Lunar Lander
* Less AV needed for OTV relurn to Earth
Similar strategy may be used for GEO delivery
1110"3/0_ 14
Figure 14. Lunar delivery illustratesthe evolution of tetheredOTV operations.
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SUMMARY
The preceding discussionhas centered upon the operational aspects of tether
boost for the OTV. Major conclusionsfrom thisdiscussion are listedin figure 15.
Tether boost for the OTV isrecommended as an option which deserves increased
emphasis in the future. Swinging, expendable Shuttle-based operations have
received little,ifany, attentionin the past,but have been identifiedhere to have a
potentialfor OTV payload improvement. Reusable, space-based tether systems
are considered to be more feasible for long term applicationsinvolving larger
delta V gains. Development and demonstration of OTV-associated tether
technology and operations should be given a high priorityby NASA.
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Centaur And Shuttle Tother
Technology Demonstration Package
Tether assistedOTV launch from an orbiting facility(Shuttle,Space Station,
Platform, etc.)can supply an initialvelocityboost and substantiallyincrease OTV
payload. Technology for tether boost of the OTV isrelativelysimple compared to
other technology advancements with similar performance benefits, such as
aerobraking or advanced engine development. The basic technology for tether
assisted launch can be demonstrated early and effectivelyby the use of the
Shuttle-Centaur as a mock OTV, as issuggested in figure I.
CM of expended Centaur
,_ Tether (-25 km long)
nl m
Latch mecha "s _ RMS arm with tether
// __/ Supporting lines (2)
J/ __ to span NSTS CG J j
Figure I. An expended Shuttle-Centaur may be used to demonstrate the
technology required for tethered boost operations for the OTV.
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The proposed Centaur and Shuttle Tether Technology Demonstration Package
(CAST TDP) can test the operations and hardware for tethered launch of an OTV
from the Shuttle,and can demonstrate an initialvelocity boost achieved upon
releaseof the tether (figureZ).
CENTAUR & SHUTTI.E TETHER TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATED PACKAGE
Trajectory
1 km 24 km Orbit of Centaur
1 1 _ after release Iromswinging t ther
f
Shuttle release
239 km (129 nmi)
(r_ew apogee)
,1 13 km
312 km I
New Shuttle perigee
216 km (117 nmi)
1
l Circular orbit of CMNew Centaur apogee 'J_ of system
552 km (300 nmi) 240 km (130 nmi)
of Shuttle
after release
t I tl_700 19
Figure 2. The CAST TDP trajectory simulates that of a tethered OTV boost.
The CAST TDP is a scaled-down simulation of an actual tethered OTV launch.
The large size of the expended Shuttle-Centaur (Shuttle-Centaur) reasonably
represents the OTV. Tether length, mass and tension, and "OTV" mass and delta V
boost for this demonstration are a modest fraction of those occurring in an actual
OTV launch. The deboost delta V received by the shuttle, a potential secondary
benefit from a tethered OTV launch, is also less significant for the CAST TDP.
Estimates of these parameters are listed in the following table for both the CAST
TDP and a tethered OTV launch.
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Technology
Demonstration
Technology
Application
Lower vehicle
Upper vehicle
Tether length
Tether tension
Tether mass
Shuttle
Expended Centaur
14 n.mi. (_2 s _,)
150 Ibf ( & t o _ )
50 Ibm (: _k_
V gain of upper mass 330 ftls _IOo _/_
V loss of lower mass I 0 ft/s C3 _//_')
Tether guide system RMS arm attachment
Tether container Small canister
Shuttle
Orbit Transfer Vehicle
40 n.mi. ( -_ 7s/:,_)
4,000 Ibf ( / _, oo o _)
4,000 Ibm (/, g'oo _:_.)
750 ft/s (2-_o _:_)
250 ft/s ( 7_ _/_)
RMS arm attachment
Compact palletor canister
Interfacesfor the CAST TDP include both data transmission and physical
connections (Figure3). The Shuttle-Centaur must return to LEO afterfulfillingits
primary mission, requiring avionicsmodificationsidenticalto those found inother
proposed TDPs which return the Shuttle-Centaur to LEO. Additional power may
be required in order for the Shuttle-Centaur to collectand transmit experimental
data such as accelerometer and inertialattitudereadings. Data interfacesaboard
the Shuttle include visual and radar observation, and the monitoring/control of
tether tension,attitude,and deployment velocity.
Interface
Shuttle/Centaur
* Avionics
• RCS
• Grapple fixture
Tether system
• Tether tip
• Tether cannister
• Supporting lines
• RMS attachment
• Tether controls
NSTS
• Visual
• Ku-band radar
• RCS
Requirements
As per aerobrake TDP for return to NSTS
Replace double by quad thrusters
Point through CM of expended Shuttle/Centaur
EVA or RMS attachment to Shuttle/Centaur
Contain & deploy tether
Spread load across NSTS CM
Constrain tether relation to NSTS CM
Control tension, velocity, release time
Monitor position, attitude, dynamics
Monitor distant Shuttle/Centaur motions
Initiate deployment & control attitude
Figure 3. CAST interfaces require minor modifications of existing systems,
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Physical interfaces consist of the connections between the tether system
and the end masses (Shuttle and Shuttle-Centaur), and of the mechanisms which
control tension and release. Tether tension must be transmitted directly through
the Shuttle's center of mass (CM) in order to avoid the introduction of a torque
upon the Shuttle during tether operations; supporting lines are used here to effect
the spreading of the tensional load across a region which includes the Shuttle's CM.
For the CAST TDP, the tether interface with the upper vehicle does not necessarily
need to remotely disconnect, as it would in actual practice, it is desirable, however,
to include a remote disconnect capability in order to accurately simulate a
tethered OTV launch. A redundant tether release mechanism at the Shuttle is
required both for the experiment and in practice, with EVA backup and jettisoning
of tether apparatus available as contingency options to ensure separation of the
tether from the Shuttle.
The CAST TDP offers a relatively lightweight and low cost method of
demonstrating OTV tether launch operations and delta V gain upon tether release
(Figure 4). The TDP achieves minimal weight through the selection of an
expendable, rather than reusable, tether system, and by using the RMS arm in a
dual role (for both manipulating the mock OTV and for spreading tether tension
across the Shuttle's CM). The volume required for the package is also minimal,
allowing an essentially a full Shuttle Cargo Bay Envelope for the primary
Shuttle-Contaur mission. Dimensions of the tether deployment canister are those
of a Get Away Special canister, and would be scaled up for the tethered launch of
an OTV and its payload. Other hardware designed for the CAST TDP is capable of
later use in a tethered OTV launch.
Tether system
• Tether tip mechanism 25 I/
• RMS attachment 100 _/S
• Supporting lines 20 c/
• Tether can ister 150 (_
• Tether & controls 200 q
• Shuttle RCS propellant + 200 ,_ )
• Subtotal; additional weight on Shuttle 695 3 /
• Contingency (= 15%) + 105 e _'
Total 800 Ibm 3 (_3
Figure 4. The CAST TDP offers a lightweight and low cost method
of testing tether boost operations and hardware for OTV.
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Timelmes for the CAST TDP are dependent upon mission selectionand
comanifestation of other TDPs on the same mission. The CAST TDP requires the
return of the expended Shuttle-Centaur to LEO, which is accomplished by several
other proposed TDPs. Timelines (Figure5) thereforebegin afterthe return of the
Shuttle-Centaur to LEO, in a reference scenario which uses an aerobraking
technology demonstration to bring the Shuttle-Centaur back to the vicinityof the
Shuttle.
TIMELINE FOR CAST TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION
Event title
Aerobrake TDP (returns expended Centaur to LEO)
Centaur phasing
Remaining Centaur propellants dumped
Tethered OTV TDP
Centaur co-orbits with Shuttle Orbiter
Orbiter maneuvers close to Centaur
Centaur captured with RMS
Visual inspection of Centaur/aerobrake
EVA to tether Orbiter to Centaur
Remove thermal material samples from Centaur
Tethered Centaur deployment
Release Centaur & tether
Start Duration Finish
00:00:00 34:20:00 34:20:00
34:20:00 06:00:00 40:20:00
34:20:00 01:00:00 35:20:00
40:20:00 00:00:00 40:20:00
40:20:00 00:10:00 40:30:00
40:30:00 00:30:00 41:00:00
41:00:00 00:15:00 41:15:00
41:15:00 00:15:00 41:30:00
41:30:00 04:00:00 45:30:00
41:30:00 00:30:00 42:00:00
45:30:00 06:00:00 51:30:00
51:30:00 00:00:00 51:30:00
Figure 5, CAST TDP timelinesfollow _ompletion of the primary mission.
The CAST TDP timetineisof a relativelyshort duration,with tether system
connection and tether deployment encompassing most of the operational time.
EVA is used in this reference timeline partly for simplicityin making tether
apparatus connections - alternatively,the RMS may be able to perform this
function,shortening timelines and reducing costs. Tether deployment isexpected
to require approximately 90 minutes for extension and 30 minutes for swinging; a
wide margin of excess time is allottedin this reference timeline,which might be
shortened considerably in the actualmission.
The reference timeline estimates,while of relativelyshort duration, may
be further shortened in order to reduce power storage requirements associated
with longer mission durations. Shuttle-Centaur power availabilityduring the
CAST TDP can be omitted at the expense of the absence of data transmission from
the Shuttle-Centaur. We recognize the value of active Shuttle-Centaur avionics
throughout the CAST TDP however, and hence measures are being considered to
reduce timelinesand improve time-dependent power supplies.
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Many issues remain for the CAST Technology Demonstration Pacckage, as
summarized below in figure 6. It is hoped that a variation of the package
discussed in the preceeding pages can be flown in the relativelynear future,in
order to make thistechnology availablefor OTV applications
ISSUES
Centaur & Shuttle Tether TDP
• Should avionics remain activated for TDP?
-- Three-axis accelerometer data desireable
-- Shuttle/Centaur RCS maneuvers possible
-- Requires additional power provision
• Should TDP scope be increased?
-- Current scope limited by selected mission
-- Larger TDP weight allocation desireable
• Is RMS modification approriate?
-- Requalification required
-- Other options may be better suited to TDP
• Are alternate missions available for TDP?
-- Requires return of Centaur to Shuttle
• Several hardware elements required are TBD
-- Attach points on CISS, Centaur & RMS
-- Suitable deployer in early development
• Disposal of Centaur & aerobrake after TDP
-- Can RCS initiate re-entry?
-- Is downward tether boost alternative preferable?
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CONTROLLEDGRAVITYPANELSUMMARYEPORT
During its deliberations, this Panel formulateo a significant class of
opportunities that the panel denoted as "controlled gravity". This capability
offered by tether systems has unique aspects that seemnot to have been fully
appreciated or articulated previously. These topics reach to the very founda-
tions of fundamental science and still have immediately apparent practical
possibilities. In the experience of the Panel membersthis is a rare and pre-
cious circumstance deserving serious and careful attention. Therefore this
report seeks first to convey the concepts of controlled gravity that the Panel
found so intriguing and promising.
A parallel between electromagnetic and gravitational fields may be instruc-
tive. Man's control and use of electromagnetic fields is the very basis of mod-
ern technology. The same is not as true of gravitational fields or their
equivalent acceleration fields (The equivalence of gravitational and accelera-
tion fields is a fundamental tenet of relativistic mechanics). Most of man's
experience is in a familiar and comfortable gravity field of about 9.8 m/s 2
To be sure, higher acceleration fields can be produced in centrifuge apparatus,
and these have widespread practical applications. The advent of spacecraft gave
the first possibility of appreciable durations of near-zero acceleration fields.
The vicinity of the center of mass of a small body in a free-fall gravita-
tional orbit experiences very small acceleration fields. The term microgravity
environment has come into common usage for this situation, although the actual
accelerations may vary by at a factor ± 102 from the I0-6g implied by a literal
interpretation of the term, (g = the acceleration on the equator at mean sea
level on the Earth surface). The possibility to perform experiments in
microgravity and prospects for subsequent commercial operations is the motivation
for serious scientific and development efforts in several national space
programs.
Tether systems offer the new possibility of controlled acceleration fields,
or controlled gravity, in the range from I0-Ig to values below lO-6g, perhaps
even 10-eg. Still smaller accelerations require other techniques, as developed
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for investigations of fundamental gravitational physics (See, for example,
Robert L. Forward, "Flattening spacetime near the Earth," Phvs. Rev. D 26 pp
735-744, 15 Aug 1982). Tether systems achieve their control through placing
experiments at significantly large displacements from the orbit center or zero
acceleration position of an orbiting system. The system may either be in a gra-
vity gradient stabilized configuration (rotating once per orbit in an inertial
frame), or it may be rotating more rapidly.
As used in the previous paragraph, controlled has broad interpretation. It
includes not only the magnitude of the acceleration field, but also its vector
properties, its time dependence, and the uncertainty or noise associated with
them. For example, by varying the length of a tether in accordance with a pre-
scribed control law, a desired time dependent acceleration field can be imposed
on an experiment system. This changing field could be a step function of
increasing or decreasing magnitude, it could be a periodic function or it could
have some other pattern. As another example, the tether length could be varied
to compensate for field variations due to orbital eccentricity, the oblateness
of the Earth or thermal expansion displacements. Thus the applied acceleration
fields might be held constant within tight uncertainty limits. These are only
two examples from many that could be given to illustrate the manner in which the
space tether concept can be used to provide a controlled gravity environment.
In its range of applicability, this is a unique capability. It makes possible
controlled gravity operations of great interest, in the same way that controlled
magnetic and electric fields opened new vistas a century earlier.
The Panel in joint sessions with the Constellations Panel spent some time
reviewing the specific modes in which tether systems can be employed to provide
controlled acceleration fields. These fall conveniently into two cases: I) gra-
vity gradient stabilized configurations and 2) rotating configurations. The
equilibrium acceleration field obtained in case I) for various numbers of bodies
and tethers and at different places in the system are given in subsequent sec-
tions of this document (Napolitano and Belivacqua; Lundquist).
For time-varying gravity gradient configurations, the control laws, motions
and resulting acceleration fields are more complicated but amenable to analysis.
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The radial acceleration field produced by a rotating system, as in case 2), is
well known. The use of a long tethered system has the advantage that the rela-
tive change in acceleration with radial distance can be small (i.e. the field is
more uniform across the dimensions of an experiment). Again a time varying
tether length is a more involved but tractable situation.
Circumstances in which controlled gravity might be applied usefully are so
diverse that the Panel had neither time nor composition to evaluate them in
depth. The Panel did hear presentations and received written statements on
several applications. The presentation and written materials are tabulated
below and reproduced in subsequent parts of this report. Also the Panel as a
group discussed other applications. From these considerations some broad obser-
vations can be drawn.
PRESENTATIONS TO THE CONTROLLED GRAVITY PANEL
Luigi G. Napolitano Tethered Constellations, Their Utilization as
and Franco Bevilacqua Microgravity Platforms and Relevant Features
Charles A. Lundquist Artificial or Variable Gravity Attained by
Tether Systems
James R. Arnold Remarks to Controlled Gravity Panel
Dale A. Fester Tethered Orbital Refueling Study
Enrico Lorenzini
Paul A, Penzo
Dynamics of Tethered Constellations in Earth
Orbit (this appears in the Constellations
Panel section)
Tethers and Gravity in Space
R. Monti Tethered Elevator: A Unique Opportunity for
Space Processing
Kenneth R. Kroll Gravity Utilization Issues
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Biological response to different fixed magnitudes of gravity or to varying
acceleration fields is a topic of significant interest. The organisms of con-
cern range from microscope specimens to man himself. In the range from I0-Ig to
I0-8g, little is known about threshold values for biological phenomena.
Measuring these is a fundamental scientific contribution. It also has practical
implications for extended space missions such as a manned expedition to Mars.
Is some ]eve] of artificial gravity necessary or desirable during such a trip?
If so, what level is required or optimum? These issues could be explored on
tethered platforms in orbit about the earth. If necessary, a mission to Mars
could employ a rotating tethered configuration to supply the desired artificial
gravity.
Fluid mechanics plays ubiquitous roles in space operations, These range
from practical applications, such as propellant handling, to scientific applica-
tions, such as separation of organic molecules or living cells. In all these
operations, the presence or absence of an acceleration field is a crucial
matter. In some instances even a small acceleration field is advantageous, for
example to settle propellants in the desired end of a tank. In other circum-
stances some stringent upper limit of acceleration must be respected, as may be
the case in electrophoretic separation of biological materials. In each of
these examples, a tether system can be applied beneficially. However, in many
cases the optimum acceleration field is just not known. In growing some crystal
from a solution, the dominant mass transport mechanism for the depositing
material may change from turbulent flow, to laminar flow, to diffusion if the
applied acceleration field is reduced over several orders of magnitude. The
quality and quantity of the growing crystal presumably changes also, but where
is the optimum? How sensitive is the product to noise or other unwanted
variation of the field? Do important thresholds exist? Such questions can be
answered definitively only if experiments can be done with different controlled
acceleration fields. This control is again an appropriate role for a tether
mechanism.
The answer to these optimization and threshold questions can have important
fiscal implications both for anticipated commercial operations and for facili-
ties such as the Space Station. The imposition of an unnecessarily restrictive
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acceleration requirement on the Space Station can be very costly (Arnold, this
report). On the other hand, refurbishment to correct for inadequate initial
requirements is also costly. Tether systems can not only facilitate answers to
these questions, but also they can provide a versatile mechanism for control of
the acceleration field at desired positions within the Station.
The tether length to some auxiliary body or bodies can be adjusted to main-
tain the required environment at the position of a microgravity laboratory
module when masses move about the station complex or when masses are added or
removed from the station. In addition, active control should provide more pre-
cise placement of the acceleration field and allow a vertical distribution of
microgravity experiments to be performed sequentially. An artificial intelli-
gence system coupled with acceleration sensors on the station could prescribe
continuous adjustment to accomplish these objectives.
The tethered auxiliary body could benefit as well from the greater acce-
leration field it will experience. This could be the case for a propellant
management depot, which could have a fixed, non-zero, gravity field. These gra-
vity control functions are but some of those discussed by the Space Station
Panel.
An additional implication of a tether for controlled gravity is the isola-
tion it provides from distrubances. A tether acts as a low frequency bypass
filter to lateral distrubances, while work with tether weaves may also provide
some damping of distrubances along the tether. This advantage can be achieved
by moving the distrubances off the space station or moving the microgravity
laboratory off the space station. The later option would minimize the accelera-
tion level seen by the laboratory, but would hamper manned involvement with
experiments.
When more complex, or constellation configurations of three or more bodies
are examined, controlled gravity is a natural consideration. Perhaps the first
example of this class will be an elevator mechanism that attaches to the tether
between two primary bodies and carries a third body upward or downward along the
tether. The acceleration field in the third body thus can be easily controlled
by moving it up or down the tether.
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Finally, the Panel noted that the orbital mechanics of tethered systems and
the gravity control by them is a rapidly developing discipline for which little
standard terminology or notation has evolved. In the interest of more efficient
communication, the Panel recommended the nomenclature in the following diagram.
RECOMMENDED TERMINOLOGY
Microgravity
Low Gravity
10-4 g and smaller
10TM g to 10-4 g
I reduced gravity
Earth Gravity I g
Hypergravity greater than I g } enhanced gravity
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Panel was asked to organize its conclusions and recommendations as they
pertain to three eras: I) the Tethered Satellite System period extending
through the first few TSS flights, 2) the period of Space Station Initial
Orbital Capability embracing its first few years of operation, 3) a post-IOC
period when the Space Station becomes mature and facilities are added systemati-
cally to it. The recommendations also should include a priority list of tether
uses and of economical demonstrations of tether capabilities.
To accommodate this desired reporting format, the Panel prepared the matrix
below. Its vertical columns indicate the three eras. The two horizontal divi-
sions represent, respectively, I} the controlled gravity uses or objectives that
the Panel judged to be appropriate for each era and 2) the demonstrations and
experiements that would address these objectives.
6O
TSS ERA
PRE-IOC
IOC ERA
FOR SPACE STATION
POST-IOC ERA
OBJECTIVES
AND
USES
DEMONSTRATIONS
AND
EXPERIMENTS
Objective is to master
the concept and tech-
nology of gravity
control.
Gravity control would
be applied to:
Life Sciences
Materials Science
Fluid Science
Engineering Uses
Demonstrate gravity
profile generation,
measurement and use,
including appropriate
analysis and evaluation.
Recommended Opportunities
for early demonstrations:
Spinning Orbiter Mission
Orbiter experiments
during tether missions
Elevator on a tether.
Gravity Controlled
experimentation in
Space Station applied
to:
Life Sciences
Materials Science
Fluid Science
Engineering Uses
Science and
application
experiments, possibly
using TSS deployer
Fully exploit
gravity control
in Space missions.
Processes and
applications.
The demonstrations of gravity control during the TSSera are of great
importance to future applications. They fall in two general classes: I)
gravity-stabilized tethered systems and 2) rotating systems. These demonstra-
tions deserve more detailed discussion than can be given in the matrix. This
can best be done individually for someanticipated missions.
Disposable Deployer Mission, (1987). This mission may allow a measurement
of the acceleration field change and particularly the associated acceleration
noise at positions in the shuttle while the tether and payload are deployed.
Appropriate instrumentation for these measurements needs to be identified and
scheduled for the mission.
Spinning Shuttle Mission, (Ig87-8). This mission provides the first oppor-
tunity to begin investigations of controlled gravity and threshold phenomena in
the low gravity range (10 -I to I0-4). Although a tether is not involved in this
demonstration, the rotation principles for achieving low gravity are the same as
for a rotating tethered system. Therefore the mission is included here. The
experiment currently planned has attitude control thrusters firing for a 3 hour
period; however, the spin may be extended for a longer period for those experi-
ments that are sensitive to thruster firings. Maximum yaw spin rate is planned
to be approximately 5 degrees per second. The acceleration level, of course,
varies with position in the shuttle. Fluid science and applications are par-
ticularly pertinent for this mission. Necessary instrumentation and demonstra-
tion equipment should be planned.
TSS-1, (1988)
The first TSS mission provides a fine opportunity to demonstrate and
analyze the resulting acceleration field on the Orbiter including the associated
acceleration noise, during all phases of tether operations. These measurements
should be correlated with other data such as accelerations on the satellite,
tether length and tether tension. This mission should provide the necessary
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information to extrapolate performance of a tether gravity control system for
Space Station,
TSS-2
The controlled gravity experiments on the Orbiter for TSS-I should be
repeated and expanded with the greater deployment length planned for this
mission. This mission may provide an opportunity to test an "elevator" that
moves along the tether between the Orbiter and the Satellite, Such testing
would determine the precision with which the elevator can be placed at a desired
gravity level and would help map the acceleration noise resulting from desired
gravity level profiles,
KITE
The disturbance isolation aspects of this proposed mission may make it par-
ticularly suited to studies of the uncertainties or noise levels that accompany
the obtained acceleration fields.
TSS-3
The controlled gravity objectives for this mission would be similar to
those for TSS-2, except that improved demonstrations should be expected based on
experience with earlier missions.
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TE'I_E.'_.._) CONSTELLATION, TREIR L_ILIZATION AS MICRCGRAVITY
PLATFORMS _"D RZLEVANT FEATURES
Lulgl O. Napolica_o
Unlverslcy of Naples (Italy)
Franco 5avilacqua
Aaricalla, Space Division - Turin (Italy)
Abstract
This paper summarizes the characteristics
of the artificial gravity field acclng on cache-
red platforms. The main characteristics of micr_
gravity envlro_nce ere Idanclfled and the
proveNnte of tethered platforms over the clas-
sical platform gravity configuration are empha-
sized. The new microgravi_ envlron=enc gives
the poaalbilic7 of studying a very large number
of phenomena offe=in$ new potentialities to
mAcrosravlty sciences.
A si_lified analytical investigation is
performed to point out the effects of three
cannel thac affect the artificial sravicy
field, namely: the orblcal eccentricity, the
tether thernml field and the docking of space
vehicles with the =aim platform. The
eccencrlci_ effects are due co the devlaclou of
the tethered system from the ideal noainal
circular orbit. A periodical varlaclon of the
tether lan$ch is induced from the change of
tether cesrperacure duclng each orbit, with a
consequent effect on the gravity field. The
dockAn$ of a space vehicle to the ma_n platform
can introduce on the global system of the
tethered platforas _ dT_amAcal perturbation.
Ultimately, the order of =a_icude of
chest effects are investigated and compared
wtcb each ocher.
t. Characcerlzaclou of the sravic_ field
The space evoluclon introduced by the,
Tethered Satellite and represented by the very
large constellation of already studied complex
tethered platforms cannot forget, as more and
more times underlined, a new field of science
such as _Lcrogravlcy.
Since the new kind of micrograviCy environ_
_-nt offered by Tethers is substantially dlffe-
renc from _he "classical" one, it seems neces-
sary and appropriate at Chls stage to indlvl-
duate the characcerlsClce of the gravlc7 field.
Obviously, the first parameter characce-
rlzin$ a sravlcy field is its level (Fig. L)
ranging, at prssenc,_from the ground value
(g/g -l) to g/g -LO-'of the alr£rafcs flying
para_ollc KlepenA_ orbits, to lO -_ _or Sounding
Rockec_. co 10 "° of the _erres_rial Drop Towers,
co 10" of Spacelab and co LO- of the Automaclc
Platforms (Free Flyers). It must be recognized
that, apart from the variabillc_ around _hem,
chest values define a discrete range of gravity
levels.
One of the parameters never taken into
account is the direction of the "residual"
gravlcy vector; in _he _o!lowlns paragraphs
the reason of chac is clarified.
Once the level and the dlrecclou of g
have been consddered and hopefully controlled.
the time dependence of g represent further
parameters. In parCicular, the duration and the
quality of the choosen g level and direction
,-,st be ana4yze_, beln s the quallC7 characteriz-
ed in terms of persistence of the nominal value
cbrousbouc the duration and of gravlCy pollution.
2e MAcro|ravit 7 environments of classical and
tethered platforms and importance of S-
variations.
The coming of the tethered placfor=s has
changed the way of chinking about the sravica-
cional conditions obtainable in space; in parti-
cular the concept of g-varlaCious is changed.
_n fact, the classical placfor_ gravity configu-
ration is characterized by:
- sl=gle point nominal g-value
- unMno_m direction
- time independent or quasl-sceady no_al
g-value
- different g-quali_y
All _his means chac g-variations are nei-
ther considered nor controlled and, in any case,
represent disturbing parameters.
On the contrary, tethered platforms allow
to look at s-variations as a system performance
and. such as that, they can be continuously con-
trolled. Thus, the =aln characcerlstlcs of te-
thered platforms m/crogravicy environment are:
continuous function of nominal g-values
(both in In_enslc7 and direction)
controllability
g-quellcy higher than classlcal one
possible rime dependen_ nominal g-value
(both in incansi_y and dlrec_ion)
Apart from the quality and controllabili_y
effects, the addition of the ti._e dimension
appears co be the most Important and pro_Lisi=g
parameters offered by the cachet constellations.
The new =Acrogravlcy envlro_menc gives _he
possibility of studying a very large number of
phenomena not yeC inveeclgaced; an absolutely
not complete list of them is reported below in
order CO give an idea on _he possibili=les offer
ed by cachets:
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paramecrlc g-value (intensity and direc-
tlon) investigations in order to obtain a
continuous E(8) curve _E represents any
experlmencal parameter)
imposed and controlled g-level tlme pro-
files; a particular case is represented
by a periodic, both in intensity or direc-
tion, function of g(t), in order to study
_he effects of frequency and amplitude
analysis of the $-Jlccers by simulating
them; up co now g-jitters have been only
measured
effects of s-incermlctencles or, in gene-
ral, effects at g(t) step functions
effects of g(t) hysteresis on different
phenomena
concrollabillt7 of &-noise
3. New pocentlalicles offered by tethers to
mlcr0|ravlc 7 sciencu
The poCenclallcies presented in the last
paragraph are self-explanatory and the
_ortance of them vlch respect co the dlfferenc
field of science should be self-evident.
Eowever, it is interesting to enter expllclcely
the three main fields of science involved with
alcrosravity conditions: Life Sciences, Hacerlal
Sciences,
Fluid Sclencee. For each of them it is easibly
possible _o Indlviduate a number of typical
examples of user's needs:
- Life Sciences
- Decermlnatlon of threshold g values for
biolosical processes
- Material Sciences
- decsrminatiou of the level-frequency
acceptability regions for crystal
srovth processes
- solidification front geometry any dyna-
mics as function of g(C)
- Fluid Sciences
- s-Jitters
- concacc angle hysteresis
- dynamic we_ting
- spreading
- influence of g-hlsCory on criClcal
point phenomena
- stability enhancing by means of time
varletlon of E-levels
The influence of a g-varlatlon capabillcy
on processes is also important, for example.for
the opcimlzatlon of the process i_self by means
of the so-called g-tuning.
4. Main performances and Charac_erisclcs of
a tethered platform
Durins our study on this arsumenc we con-
vinced ourself on the opportunity to concentrate
our effor_ on the dynamics issues related to
Chess off-standard scientific platforms instead
to distribute our actentlon on dlffersnc aspects
llke confer/teflon, architecture and mission,
in order to clearly identify the main characce-
rls_ics of this at_racclve mlcrogravitatlonal
solution before to approach more general aspects.
!C is clear that a tethered platform ex-
hlblts a nec acceleration proportional to the
distance from :he cents: of gravlt 7 of _._m
global :ethered space system and verclcall7
oriented when in stationary s_abilised condl-
tions.
This nec acceleration opposed by the
tether _ension can be viewed as an "artificial
sravity" _hat. at the end of a static vertical
tether, can be _uned at dills:ant values by
controlling the tether lenght: i i.e.:
2
g R.....2.___3
--_o = 3 (Ro.H) ' L
where:
S/So: artificial gravity referred to Earth
Surface gravlt7
R : Earth Surface Radius
ff_ Altitude of Tethered System Center of
gravi_.
Zn the Table I a preliminary evaluation on
artificial gravity levels offered by a tethered
platform for different altitudes and tether
Isnghts is shown:
Tab. 1 - Artificial GravlCy as funcclou of alcl-
cuds and tether lensth
463
1.000
10.000
35.786
Artificial Gravity: g/So
J
Lml n - I00 m Lma x I00.000 m
3.81 lo- 3,1 Lo- 
3.0_ _0-_ 3.04 :0-_
_.7_ _0-_ :.7_ _0-_
[.63 _0 "/ 1.63 10 "_
In particular, limiting our aCtentlon on
low orbit, we can evidanciate tha_ the micro
gravity performances offered by tethers cover
all the range between Automatic Platforms and
Aircraft performances.
In Fig. 1 we have shown three scales,
relevant to low orbit (H - 463 km), medium orbit
(H - 10.000 km) and geoscatlonary orbi= (H =
35.786 km), relatln_ the tether lenght to the
obtained artificial gravity levels.
It is important to say that the possibi!i_y
to modify the artificial gravity level by modi-
fying and controlling the tether lenght, unavoid-
ably induces disturbln_ accelerations effects
due to a quite complex orbital transient
dynamics.
So an imposed and controlled g-level _Ime
profile is to be considered taking into account
this transient disturbing effects.
Another important aspect affecting a te-
thered platform performance is the g-noise
induced by different percurbins reasons like
residual orbital eccentricity of the tethered
system, thermal behaviours induclns tether
lenghu variation, rendez-vous and dockln_ manoeu-
vres of the main scaclon inducin S dynamic per-
turbatlon on _he tethered platforms. These dif-
ferent aspects will be analysed in a preliminary
approach in the next paragraphs.
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The dyna=tcs modal
Since the objective of :his paper was co
outline some aspects oi m£crograviC7 environment,
the analysle was based on a rather simplified
dynaalc modal of the system.
The _osc significant s_liflcacions were
the omission o_ lateral cachet dTnam_cs and the
use of only one normal mode _or the elastic ex-
pansion of the cachet.
The cachet was assumed to have a constant
diameter of 2.3 m and uniform mass distribution
per unic lan$ch.
The microBravit7 platform was aseled co
have a mass of LO con.
From Lazranie's theory the scratch equa-
tion can be expressed in the followin I form:
L , _ z z I
"_Z (1)
Where c_e wo E_er an$1ea _ and
describe cha platform motion, M and nc are the
platform and cha rather masses, Z is the cachet
elonlacion, 1 the unetrecched tether length
and L the cachet lenlch. _ represents the
aaluAar valonlcy of orbital reference frame.
In ch_s equation aa zeneralized forces
were assumed only first order BravicF Bradienc
field and elastic cachet force.
Aerodynamic forces were ne$1ented.
The alamticic 7 was represented by a linear
spring whose epr_n$ constant K Is:
0__u+)"T"
_here d is the diameter of tether and E ia
Youn$' s modulus.
The ener$y dlssipaclon due Co frictional
loesee in the tether material is £n general
small, and the damping was aeaummd Co be null.
5.1 The d_'uam£c effect of the thermal environ
mnc._._.s_s
The effect of the thermal field leneraced
along ohm cachet is one of the most lnCaraecin I
parammcer co be considered in order co investi-
gate the dFna_.Ic behaviour of a system compound
by two bodies connected co this tether.
The main parameters which affect the tether
caurperacure are the follo_rln8:
- Solar kdiacion
- albedo
- Infrared P_tdiacion
- Aerodynamic Heating
AC the orbital altitudes chac are inca-
reec_ng for the analysis of the _tcrogravicy
phenomena, the effect of the atmospheric heating
is negli$ible, therefore it has noc been intro-
duced in this analysis. The si_ulacione consi-
dered durin B chase prelim_nary thermal analysis
have been performed aeaumin$ a cachet defaulc
lenlch of L = tO0 _m (measured aca tempera-
cure of 20"_) and placing the tether in a
circular orbit where ice cancer of =ass alci
cuds, with respect co the earth surface, is of
400 Ks.
A trade off about cvo different re:her
materials has been considered:
302 Stainless Steel
Kavlar _9
Table 2 shows the main properties of :he
_o tethers considered for the calculations.
Table 2 - Characteristics o_ Analyzed Tethers
302 STAINLESS KEVLAR-29
szzn (_z)
CONFIGURATION txt9 Branded Bare braided
Nire Rope (no Jacket)
EXTERNAL 0.89 mm 2.00 mm
DZAMETER
DENSITY 4.05 K_/K I 4.00 KII_Ju
ABSORPTIVZTY 0.44 0,44
_MISSIVTTY 0.L2 0.83
L_ANSION
COEFF. 20.0x10 "8 -2.5xi0 -8
a thermal mathematical modal has been de-
veloped in which the 100 _m tether has been sub-
divided in £00 nodes. The energy balance equn-
ciona have been solved uein I ohm 8LqDA thermal
_M_elyzaE.
The analyses have bean conducted conside-
ring the c_o excr mM orbital conditions under a
thermal point of view, as shown in Fii. 2.
A particular subrouc_e was improved co
exactly simulate the c_lighc effect dur_n$ the
tether encr_ and axis from the earth shadow.
_lch the knowledge of eRa temperature behaviour
of all--tether nodes during one orbit, ic is
possible co quantify the cachet coral a_pansion/
concracclon and the relevant velocltlee and ac-
caleraclous wlch the hypotheses of considering
a completely free tether.
The results obtained during cha above _en-
cloned analyses can be suu_artzad as following:
the maximum thermal gradient between the
two tether ends both for the scalnless
steel and for the kevlar is always lower
chart 15"C, during all the orblCal phases
the cachet averase temperature behaviour
as funcclon of the orbit tame is sho_u in
FiB. 3 for all the analyzed cases
the cachet length variation, the relevant
valocltias and acceleratlone are respeccl-
rely shown in Figs &, 5 and 6.
The analysis of cha previous results shows
the followln$ conclusions:
cha maximum tether length variation during
one orbit due Co thermal loads variation
is of approximately 300 meters for the
stainless steel _echer and of _ meters
for the kavlar tether;
the maximum speed corresponding co _he
above varlsclon is of approxi_acal7 0.3
m/s for the scainless steel and of 0.04
m/s for the kevlar;
cha ma.xCmum acre!station impulse obtain_
ed durln_ the simulation is of O.015 m/s"
(t. Sxt0-- g) fgr the sca._less steel and
of 0.008 m/s" (0.8x10 "o g) for :_e
kevlar.
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To analyse the effecclve dFuamic response
o_ the SFSCem to thermal fiel_ generated by entr7
and exit fro,- the earth shadow the eq. /1/ was
mused.
As additional simplifications the tether
,ass was neglected and the assumption of null
in-plane and our-of-plane !ibratlons was made.
The system orbit was circular wlth _e_L-
m_or axis a = 6778 _ and the unstretched
tether length (aC a ce,-peracure of 20"C) was
assumed i = I00 km.
The°baslc elastic properties of two tether
materials were considered.
For Kavlar 29 a spring constant K - 5.55
N/a was considered with basic mode frequency
fkv " 3.75" i0°a Hz.
For 302 Stainless steel a sprin s constant
K - 8.78 N/m _as found wlch natural frequent7
fat " 4.72"I0 ° Hz.
The SFStem was assumed stretched buc in
_uilibrium as Inlcial condition.
The tether thermal behaviour (described
in the previous par.) was applied to the system,
and the dynamic respo,"se was found by numerical
incesracion of aq. / I /.
The fig's 7 and 8 show the tether elonga-
t_n. and the dyuamlc radial acceleration for
the Kavlar and Stainless materiels and for the
beta values of 0 and 52 degrees.
For Cha Key/At tether the equillbrl ,,s
alonsation results of about 697 m.
The thermal environaenc causes elongation
oecillaClous of about 4 m peak to peak aRplltude
over one orbital period.
The global _ccel_rat£o," disturbance results
of aboc + L.3'10-" m/s'.
The" Stalnles_ tether presents an equill-
brlum elongation of about 4AO ,-. The thermal
transient induces elongation oscillaclons of
_ouc + 30 m amplitude during one orbit. The
accele_tlon_ _isturbance results of about
÷ 2.5"t0- m/s .
The Stainless material induces perturbs-
clone of one order of magnitude greater _han
the Kevlar one.
Kevlar see-- suitable _tarlal for micro-
gravitational environment.
5.2 The d_namic effect of orbital eccentricity
To evaluate the wLicrogravit7 disturbances
due co sull eccsntrlclt7 of the system orbit
the eq. / L / was used.
As additional se_llficatlon the tether
mass was neglected and the assumption of null
In-plane and out-of-plane librations was =ads.
In addition the elastic properties of the _ether
va_e neglected because this kind of disturbances
is not aspected to excite the elastic expansion
mode of the tether.
The orbit semi-major axis was fixed ac
6778from_'I0 "_ tothels"lo-°rbi_l, eccentricity was varied
The Fig. 9 shows the orbital radius, the
angular veloclc7 and the radial acceleration
in function of the true anomaly for five values
of orbital eccancrlcity.
The gravit7 gradient acceleration relevant
to a tether laughS. L - i00 km, for circular
orbit is 0.38& _/s'. Small orbit eccencrlci-
clas cause a disturbance of orbital pericdici_
and amplitude function of eccencrlClCF. 5or a
typical circular error of about 5 _ th_
disturbance results of about L.5"10 _/s"
peak to peak a,-plltude.
5.3 The dynamic effects of dockln S
This section is devoted co give a pre!i-
_inar7 assessment of the g-variatlons induced
by a docking manoeuvre on a tethered platform.
The simplified model,-adopted to represent the
system dynamics, considers the motion of the
subeatelllte as unldlmenslonal along the z-axle
of the tether. Both the geometrical and struc-
tural characteristics of the system components
(namelF, subsaCelllta, tether and upper plat-
form) were assumed according to the definitions
given in the previous sections; here, an addi-
tional system cotponenc (i.e. the shuttle) is
considered to model the dockln S manoeuvre wlth
the upper platform.
Basically, the effect of a dockln$ manoeu-
vre on the subsacellice acceleration levels is
twofold; one is a short-term effect representin S
the subsatallice dyuaa_c response to an exter-
nal impulse due to the dockln 8 and the ocher
is a long-term effect due to the change of the
overall system centre of masS.
The first effect was assessed by conslde-
ring the target (that is, upper pLscform, tether
and subsacelllCe) to be in a circular orbit wlth
los centre of mass at 6778 _a altitude, and the
shuttle approximing to the upper platform with
relaclve veloclc7 alon_ the z-axis.
By assuming a mass raclo M/m - 100 be_een
the upper platform and the subsatell£Ce, lO0 _m
for the tether length (in Kevlar _9) whose lon-
gitudinal stiffness was previously estimated
as E - 5.55 _/m, and the worst case of impact
in the range of the allowable conditions for
the redez-vous and docking manoeuvre, _he
maximum variation of acoeleracio," induced _
the 2 mtcrogravlcy platform _as about 1.10
,-/s . That is, the 0.15 ,-/s of acceleration
induced on the upper platform were damped via
the cachet flexibility unCll the above ,-ention-
ed small value at the lower platform.
The lon 8 term effect arises because, when
the shuttle docks with the upper platform, the
overall system will change. In condlciona of
soft impact the velocities of the various parrs
of the composite system will all be the same
as i=_ediacelF before the docking, while the
center of mass will be different and so the
orbit of the new centre of _ass. Energy and
angular mo,-entum preservation allow for calcu-
lacing bo_h the new semi-major axis and eccen-
tricity of the orbit. Assumln_ chac the velocit7
of the new centre of mass is greater than the
local circular velocicF, the composite system
will be ac the perigee of the new orbit i_edla-
calf after the docking and so the maximum (nega-
tive) variaclou of acceleration on the _icro-
gravity will result after an orbital semlperiod.
_ith the assu,-pcions of the above simplified
=odel, the variation of the centre of mass is
restrlcced to a few ,-stere along the negative
z-axls and so negllgihle E-variaclons as result-
ing from the application of Eq,". / _ /.
Thus, the g-varlaclons induced by :he
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dc_klns manoeuvre may be ¢onsldared,in _Irst
approxl_aclon, very s_all when competed with
chose induced by the ocher already •nalyzed
environments.
Conclusions
Tethered platforms provide • unique mulcl-
disciplinary f•cillc7 for conducting research on
_Icrosravlcy sciences.
The pocenti•licles offered by • tethered
platform are clearly represented in Fig. I in
which • comparison between •rcificlal m/cro-
Iravi_y performances offered by different
solutions as Aircraft. Rockets, Spacelab. Drop
Towers. Automaclc Platforms and • Tethered
System. evidenCiace ice advent•gas in capabili_
Co cover an a_tindad _icrosravic7 range: LO
< 8/8 < lO- for an £ndefinlce time. The
_apabi_i_ co perform a desired s-level elms
profile, actln S on tether fen&he wlch a suitable
control law •ble co minimLtze transient
dlsturbln S effects, represents an important
feature.
The results obcalned by a prellmAnar7
analysis on S-noise induced by different
perturbln S reasons llke residual orbital eccen-
crlclty, tether lenght thermal modification and
dockln S induced dyuam/c effects are reasonably
acceptable.
In particular, tot a low orbit (H - 400
km) and considerin S a tether lenghc of _00 km,
the microsravit 7 disturbances due C_ orbital
eccentricity ran•ins between: 3x_0" < a <
15xi0-- 4is limited co: 4xlO--g <--
< 20xiO- g i.e. from i% co2 5% of ar_Ificlal
_ravlcy v•lue: E/S - 3.8 I0- .
The dynamic ° effects induced by _echer
lenght variation as a funcClon of temperature
behaviour are essentially concentrated in the
_Jo sun-eclipse _ransltlon• per orblc in which
the temperature presents • derlvacive discon-
tlnulcy. ?wo dlfferlnc tether uateriels have
been considered: Stainless Steel and Kevlar
havln_, a coefflclen_ of thermal expansion of
2OxlO _ i/C" and -Z.Sxl0-" L/C e respec-
clvely.
The global acceleration disturbance on a
I00 km _ethered platform in low orbit, as
deduced by • simplified model ._eglecting dampins
effects, has been + 2.5xi0- g for stainless
steel tether and _ _.3x10- _$ for K_vlar tether
i.e. of the order of 6% and 0.3% of artificial
gravity respectively Kevlar seems • suitable
materiel for _Icrogravlt y tethered platforms.
The s-variatlon induced by • docklns
manoeuvre at the upper platform, assumlng • mass
raclo of L00 between _hls platform and the sub-
saCelllcs, L00 ._ of tether lensht, is of the
order of IxlO 8, i.e. lass then I% of
ar_Iflclal $ravi_y. This perturbaclon can be
considered neS1igeable with respect co the
others, cak/ng •lso Into account the slnsularlcy
of this event.
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ARTIFICIAL OR VARIABLE GRAVITY ATTAINED BY TETHER SYSTEMS*
Charles A. Lundquist
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
I. MOTIVATION
The simplest orbiting tethered system demands for stability that the mass
centers of two end bodies be displaced above and below the position of zero
acceleration. Therefore, the contents of the end bodies are subjected neces-
sarily to acceleration fields or "artificial gravity" whose magnitudes depend on
the dimensions and masses of the system. If the length of the tether changes,
so do the fields. Even for a fixed tether length, the acceleration field at a
location in the system may be somewhat variable unless special means are
employed to maintain a constant value.
These fundamental properties of a tethered system can be used to advantage
if small or variable acceleration fields are desired for experimental or opera-
tional reasons. This potential use involves a few expressions from a formu-
lation of tether system dynamics. Some of these formulae have been collected
here for convenient reference.
A special application of acceleration field control using a tether system
is attainment of near-zero gravity. In this application, even small variations
about zero become a critical matter.
11. THE TWO BODY EQUILIBRIUM CASE
The most rudimentary model of an equilibrium tethered system assumes that a
body of mass, m 2 , is connected to another body of mass, m a, by a tether of neg-
ligible mass oriented along a geocentric radius, (See figure I). As shown in
Figure I, Q is the geocentric distance to the center of mass of m_ and m3, and S
is the tether length between m_ and m 3. Further let G De the fundamental gravi-
tational constant, m I the mass of the Earth, and m = m2 + m 3. The Earth is
treated as a point mass, and the orbit of the tethered system is assumed to be
circular. It is easily shown, for this simplistic case, that the orbital angu-
lar rate, _, is given by
Gm, (__.L [1W2 : Q m_ Q -2m3 -, ma [1 + _ ( )] } (2.1)
S
For
analytical treatments of tether dynamics, the use of (_) as a small
*Prepared for the Applications of Tethers in Space Workshop, Venice, Italy,
October 15-I?, 1985.
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parameter for series expansions is useful. To second order in this small
quantity, equation (2.1) can be rewritten approximately as
Gm_ m2m3 _ 2u_ = Q-'F {1 + 3 _ ( ) } (2.2)
Likewise the tension is
T -_ m,Gm'm2m3mQ2 {[1 - _-m3( )]-s [I +--m ( )]
ms Q -, m, Q)][I+- ( 1] [I-- ( }m m (2.3)
To second order in (_) this can be written
(Q) (m"- ms)(Q)'Gm'm2m' {3 + 3 } (2.4)T = mQ 2 m
The corresponding radial acceleration fields to second order are
'<°,-',>Gm, m 3 [3 + (2.5)
")'s = Q2 m m
Gm, m s [3 + } (2.6)
73 = QS m m
where the positive sense is radially outward. These are the fields Yi sensed by
an experiment at the body centers of mass respectively and in a coordinate
system rotating with the orbit of the system.
An orbiting point mass with the same angular rate as equation (2.1), or its
approximation, equation (2.2) would have a radial distance Q given by
02 Gml _3 Gml= --or = -- (2.7)
Q3 _s
The radius Q is in some sense a "center of motion" for the tether system. It
is related to the center of mass by the expression
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43 Q3 [1 m *--m [1 *--m ] } (2.8)
or approximately by
(2.9)Q=Q m2
The Q also differs from the center of gravity of this simplistic tether system.
The center of gravity is defined as the radius, _, at which a single body of
mass m would be subject to the total gravitational force on bodies m 2 and m 3,
m mz m3
-- = -- +-- (2.10)
_2 rz z r3 3
The center of gravity, _, to second order is
3 m2m 3 S z
 =Q(I 2 1= (I I m_m 3 (S)21 (2.11)2 m2
The three centers are also related by
_3 =Q_2 (2.12)
The pertinence of Q is its role as the position at which acceleration is zero
for the angular rate from equation (2.1) or (2.2). Acceleration is not zero at
the system center of mass or the center of gravity.
III. TETHER WITH SIGNIFICANT MASS
If the mass of the tether itself, mT, is significant relative to the mass
of the two end bodies, then the expressions of Section II must be modified. For
a tether of uniform mass density, the orbital rate for the equilibrium
configuration is given by
Gin, [m 2 1 1 _1]=-- --+ m3--+ mT
_z Qm rz 2 r3 z (3.1)
where the total mass is
m = mz + m 3 + mT
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and the center of mass, Q, is
m2 m3 mT (rz ÷ r3Q:Tr_ +&-r_ +m 2 )
The last term in the equation for wz corresponds to the gravitational force on
the tether between bodies 2 and 3. Thus, the center of gravity, Q, for the
system is given by
and
m m 2 m 3 mT
_z rz 2 r3 z r2rs
GmI Gml
Q_2 _a
(3.2)
(3.3)
Equation 3.3 has the same form as 2.7.
To the second order in (_), equation 3.1 becomes
Gm_ m2m 3 m m z m 3 m __wz = Q_ [1 + 13 m----E-"+ _..Z(_._ + --m + _m )}( )2] (3.4)
Correspondingly, the position of zero acceleration is
m mz + __m3+ mT S 2])
= Q[I - 'mzm3___+ _m(_ - 4m)}( (3.5)
'"2 m Q
Likewise, the tensions on body 2 and body 3 and the acceleration fields at
their centers of mass are, respectively
Gm_m_., rm3 m S
T 2 = - m272 = n---T---|3l_-- + -_m]( ) ÷
___ - m m3 m Q z[3 (ms - m2) + (m3 mz) + __l(7 + _m)] ( ) } (3.6)
m m
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Gm,m3, ,.mz m (_)-T,, = m3'Y3 = -'_-i--|3L_"" + "_m] +
- mz - mz m m, m _ z
IV. THREE AND MORE TETHERED BODIES
A radial configuration of three bodies connected by two tethers is the
first constellation system of interest for its resulting acceleration fields.
As a special case, the middle body can be put at the position of zero accelera-
tion.
For the three body case, let m 2 be the mass of the body closest to the
Earth, m 3 be the middle body and m 4 be farthest from the Earth. The radial dis-
tances are rz, r_, r4, respectively. Also for uniform linear mass densities,
denote by m23 the total tether mass between bodies 2 and 3, and likewise use
m34 for the tether between bodies 3 and 4. The tether tension pulling on body 2
due to the tether to body 3 will be denoted by T2_. Similarly, the tension at
body 3 due to the tether to body 2 is T3=. By the same convention, T34 also
acts on body 3 and T43 on body 4. Figure 4.1 illustrates these notations.
For the case in which the bodies execute circular orbits and the tethers
lie along a geocentric radius, the force equilibria are specified by the equa-
tions below. Equation 4.1 pertains to body 2, Equation 4.2 to the tether be-
tween 2 and 3 etc.
Gm_m2
Tz3 + m2r2_ z r22 = O (4.1)
- Tz= + T3z + mz3{rz" + r3)wz" Gm'mz3 = O (4.2)
2 r2r 3
Gm,m3
- T3Z + T34 + msr3_ 2 = 0 (4.3)
r3z
_ T3, + T,3 + ms,(r3, + r,)ua, _ __.Gm'm_"= 0 (4.4)
2 r3r 4
Gm_m4
- T4_ + m4r4u z r4 z = 0 (4.5)
These five equations have five unknowns, namely u z, T2=, Taz , Ta4 , T4a, where
the radii and masses are considered as given.
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Adding Equations (4.1) through (4.5) gives the solution for _z
Gm1 Gm_
5'
where
(4.6)
mQ = m2r a + m23(r2 2* r3) + m3r3 * m34(r3 2+ r4) + m4r4 (4.7)
m mz mz3 m 3 m34 m 4
Q2 r22 r2r3 r32 r3r4 r4 2
(4.B)
m = mz + mz3 ÷ m3 + m34 + m4 (4.9)
Equation 4.6 has the same form as 2.7 and 3.3. In fact, it is clear from
the derivation that the same result can be generalized directly to any number of
bodies and uniform density tethers in a radial linear configuration in circular
orbits.
Using Equation 4.6, the tensions are immediately derived from 4.1 through
4.6. The acceleration fields at the center of mass of each body likewise follow
immediately.
T23 Gml
Tz = mZ = r2_ z r22 (4.10)
T3 z T34 Gml
= = r_W2 2 (4.11)
Y3 m3 m3 r3
T43 Gml
74 = m4 = r4_ 2 r42 (4.12)
If body 3 is to be positioned at the point of zero acceleration (i.e.,
y_ = O) then as expected
r33 = _3 Gml
- _2 (4.13)
But w z is also a function of r3, and therefore Equation 4.13 must be solved for
r3. A cubic equation in r 3 results which can be solved analytically or numeri-
cally.
However, if the two tethers have the same linear mass density, the case
reduces to that of Section 3. This can be seen intuitively because any third
mass can be attached to the tether at the zero acceleration point between two
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bodies without influencing the tension. The same result follows analytically
from equations 4.1 through 4.5 using the uniform density condition,
m23 m34
=
r 3 - r z r4 - r 3
(4.14)
and the condition for zero acceleration at body 3,
--T3z + T34 = 0
Thus, in this case, Equation 3.5 can be written to second order,
r3 = Q = Q[I + (m2m4
m
(4.15)
where
m24(m 2 m, ,124_
+ 3m 'm + m'- + 4m '}(Q)z] (4.16)
m = mz + mz4 + m4 (4.17)
mQ = m2r 2 + m24(r2 + r,2 ) + m,r, (4.18)
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REMARKS TO THE CONTROLLED GRAVITY PANEL
James R. Arnold
The necessary level of acceleration for materials studies (microgravity) on
the space station or other work platform in LEO is not now well defined. Some
suggestions have placed this level as low as 10-7 , 10-8 or even 10-9 g.
Discussions yesterday made it clear that such levels can only be achieved
if many subtle second-order and third-order effects are controlled.
My colleagues in the materials field, and especially just those persons
most active in experimental programs, have convinced me of one basic point:
"The level of microgravity must not be allowed to be the cost driver
for the first facilities put into use".
What should be done is to achieve what can be done with the use of tethers
and intelligent design, but not to attempt highly complex and difficult tech-
nologies beyond that point. I have the impression (perhaps wrong) that acce-
lerations on the order of 10 -s g, or even perhaps better, can be achieved in
this way. This will already allow a rich field of studies in materials science
and related fields.
Venezia, 16 October, 1985
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APPLICATIONS OF TETHERS IN SPACE WORKSHOP
VENICE, ITALY/OCTOBER 15-17, 1985
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
I I I II II IIIII I
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CONTRACT'. NAS9-17059
PROGRAM MANAGER: DALE FESTER (303) 97748699
CUSTOMER: NASA-JSC
KENNETH R. KROLL, TECHNICAL MONITOR
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0 RECOr.lr.]ENDTHE FLUID TRANSFER METHOD AND PARAMETERS
EVALUATE DISTURBANCES, FLUID MOTION, AND DAMPING
0
0
ESTABLISH NECESSARY FACILITY CONFIGURATION DETAILS
DETERMINE TYPE, RELATIVE MAGNITUDE, AND SOURCES OF DISTURBANCES
DEVELOP DAHPING CRITERIA FOR EACH TYPE OF FLUID MOTION
DETERMINE ENVELOPE OF OPERATION IMPOSED BY THE DAMPING CRITERIA
SEIECT PASSIVE DEVICES TO AUGMENT INHERENT FLUID DAMPING AND DETERMINE THE
RESIJLTANTENVELOPE OF OPERATION
ASSESS FACILITY IMPACTS ON SPACE STATION AND OTV DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
ASSESS THE EFFECT OF TETHER LENGTH ON HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH TANK OVERPRESSURE
EXPLOSION AND CONTAMINATION DUE TO PROPELLANT LEAKAGE OR VENTING
IDENTIFY GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS NECESSARY TO PROVE THE TETHERED ORBITAL
REFUELING CONCEPT
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STUDY LOGIC FLOW
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WORK STATEMENT GROUNDRULES
0 _ TETHER CASES
STATIC, VERTICAL TETHER WIIERE MOTION IS DUE TO FLUID MOTION ONLY
GENERAL PENDULUM MOTION THROUGH A FIXED ANGLE EITHER ALONG OR
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBITAL PLANE
0 FACILITY C.G. IS MAINTAINED ALONG TIIE TETHER AXIS
0 PROPELLANTS: LO2/LH2: i00,000 LBM STORAGE AND 45,000 LBM TRANSFERRED
N204/MMH AND N2H4: CONSIDER ONLY IN A CURSORY SENSE
0 INDIVIDUAL'TANKS ARE 14 FEET IN DIAMETER OR LESS AND 90%, 50% OR 10% FULL
0 TRANSFER METHODS: PRESSURE, PUMP, OR GRAVITY FEED
0 THE SPACE STATION, REFUELING FACILITY AND PROPULSION STAGE ARE LOCATED IN A
NOMINAL ORBIT OF 250 NAUTICAL MILES
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MINIMUM TETHER LENGTH
'43
BONDHUMBERMLISTBE OVER50; THUS: PROPELLAI'I[ L, FT ACCELERATION,G
LO2 120 1,4 X 10.5
4 Bo L1 [.112 280 3 2 X 10.5I.. _>
1,16 X 10-7£_D2
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GRAVITY DRIVEN TRANSFER
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0 REQUIREDTETHER LENGTHWAS
FOUND BY EQUATING LINE
PRESSUREDROP TO GRAVITY
HYDROSTATICHEAD
0 LINE PRESSUREDROP IS
BASED ON FANNING EQUATION
- ASSUMES NOMINAL 30 FT
LINE LENGTH
- NEGLECTSVALVE AND
FILTER PRESSURE DROPS
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. EN ;RGY lION
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LH___Z
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TANK AND MLI _IASS, LBM
BOILOFF, LBM
TOTAL MASS, LBM
SLOSH ENERGY, FT-LBF
(10% FILL, 3000 FT TETHER)
TOTAL MASS, LBM
SLOSH ENERGY, FT-LBF
(.10%FILL, 3000 FT TETHER)
L/D = 1 L/D = 2 L/D = 5 L/D = i0
5,716 4,362 5,008 6,163
28,768 21,900 25,230 31,010
34,484 26,262 30,238 37,173
2 3 4 6
1,202 1,299 1,830 2,525
6 7 ii 16
CONICAL
BASED
4,110
20,674
24,784
6
1,262
14
* L02 BOILOFF IS ZERO_ L02 VCS IS COOLED BY H2
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0E.A___,ilITY DESIG
ITEM MASS,LBM
TANKS/FEEDSYSTEM
STRUCTUREAND DEBRISHIELDING
THERMALCONTROL
PRESSURIZATIONSYSTEM
POWER/ENERGYSTORAGE
ACS/PROPULSION
CONTROL/MONITORING
AVIONICS
GRAPPLING/DOCKINGEQUIPMENT
DRY MASS
PROPELLANT
TOTALMASS
5,570
Ii,000
4,000
1,080
1,700
5OO
1,000
5OO
3,000
28,350
i00,000
128,350
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GRAVITY DRIVEN TRANSFER
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IE_ N,_- l:__.l.lJii3"" S ER MET OD SEI_EC'IION
TANK FILL METttODS TRANSFERMEIHODS
0 VENT WIIILEFILLING 0 PRESSURIZED
O EVACUAI-EDFILL 0 PUMPED
0 ULLAGE RECOMPRESSION 0 GRAVITY
_.E!:Zkc_liq!i.FAC_!OR_S
0 ABILITY TO ACCOflPLISHFILL 0 TRANSFER TIME
O VENTING REQUIREMENTS o MASS
0 RELIABILITY
AUTOGEN_O!!S__PR_ESSURIZEDTRANSFER
WAS CHOSEN FOR CRYOGENS
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TANK SHAPE ALTERNAT v ES
[__H2 TANKS (19,000 I_BM)
(
--_-LID= 1
D = 13.3 ft
OD = 13.7 ft
L__O02TANKS (81,000 LBM)
ID = 11.6 ft
L/D = 2
D = II ft
L/D = 5
D = I0 ft
F4
D= 7.1 ft
,_: _; _ __:_ _
, 0 34.
i
I
)
L/D = IO_CONICAL BASED-
D = 5.6 ft
D : 13.3 ftL = 18.4 ft
(9 = 34.50
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-lANK ANALYSI REStlLTS
• . °
LH2
L02*
TANK AND MLI MASS, LBM
BOILOFF, LBM
TOTAL MASS, LBM
SLOSH ENERGY, FT-LBF
(10% FILL, 3000 FT TETHER)
TOTAL MASS, LBM
SLOSH ENERGY, FT-LBF
(.10% FILL, 3000 FT TETHER)
L/D = 1 L/D = 2 L/D = 5 L/D = 10
5,716 4,362 5,008 6,163
28,768 21,900 25,230 31,010
34,484 26,262 30,238 37,173
'2_ 3 4 6
1,202 1,299 1,830 2,525
6 7 ii 16
CONICAL
BASED
4,110
20,674
24,784
1,262
14
* L02 BOILOFF IS ZERO; L02 VCS IS COOLED BY H2
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0
0
F_.A_.G,iI.LIII'YDESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
60'
ITEM MASS, LBM
TANKS/FEEDSYSTEM
STRUCTUREAND DEBRI SHIELDING
THERMAL CONTROL
PRESSURIZATIONSYSTEM
POWER/ENERGYSTORAGE
ACS/PROPULSION
CONTROL/MONITORING
AVIONICS
GRAPPLING/DOCKINGEQUIPMENT
5,57O
11,000
4,000
1,080
1,700
5OO
1,000
5OO
3,000
DRY MASS 28,350
PROPELLANT 100,000
TOTAL MASS 128,350
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TORF LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
II .........
0 STS AVAILABLE PAYLOAD BAY IS 60 FT
DEPLOYMENT IS VIA SPRING LOADED TRUNNIONS AND STS RMS
DEPLOYMENT WILL BE IN PROXIMITY (< 100 M) OF SPACE STATION
0 TORF RMS LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
o
STOWED IN CHANNEL ALONG TORF SIDE
;JRISTAND GRAPPLE FIXTURE SECURED ON TORF AFT END
_,9 FT (2,1 M) TELESCOPING SECTION IN UPPER ARM STOWED IN RETRACTED
POSITION
.,÷,
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FLUD SYSTEM SOHEMA.T_C.....
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I
i02
AUXILIARY PROPUI,SION
0 REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE ATMOSPHERIC DRAG MAKE-UP, SHUTTLE BERTHING, AND OTV
BERTIING
- SHUTTLE AND OTV APPROACH VELOCITIES ARE ASSUMED 1-0BE 2 FT/S
0 CONTINUOUS DRAG MAKE-UP IS NECESSARY TO MINIMIZE THRUSTER INDUCED TORF LIBRATION
A SINGLE BURN OF A 30 DAY REBOOST INDUCES LIBRATION ANGLES OF OVER 30°
WITH 25, 50 OR 100 LBF THRUSTERS
0 USING ONLY H2 BOILOFF IN COLD GAS THRUSTERS, THE APS REQUIREMENT CAN BE MET
WITH A SPECIFIC IMPULSE OF 220 s
BOTH TORF AND SPACE STATION DRAG MAKE-UP CAN BE DONE WITH A SPECIFIC
IMPULSE OF 57O S
0 BASELINE 220 S SPECIFIC IMPULSE THRUSTERS FOR TORF AUXILIARY PROPULSION,
EXCLUDING SPACE STATION DRAG MAI<E-UP
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oiOI,]AL R_; JlREMENToDEBRIS SHIELD DIMEL4 _ '_ ' : I o_
0 NASA SPECIFICATION - A 95% PROBABILITY OF NO PENETRATION OF SHIELD OR TANK IN A
IO-YEAR PERIOD
0 TO MEET REQUIREMENT, AN ALUMINUM PARTICLE, 1 CM IN DIAMETER, MOVING AT 9 KM/S
MUST BE STOPPED
0 BASELINE SHIELD DESIGN IS A TWO-WALL TYPE WITH BUMPER AND BACKWAL[.
0 SHIELD WALL THICKNESSES GIVEN BY EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATION AS A FUNCTION OF
o
m
m
PARTICLE MASS
PARTICLE VELOCITY
PARTICLE DENSITY
WALL YIELD STRENGTH
WALL DENSITY
BUMPER-TO-BACKWALL SPACING
(REF. ESA SP 153, PROTECTION FOR 14ALLEYSCOMET MISSION, BURTON G, COUR-PALAIS)
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0k.,n
TORF DEBRIS SHIELD
0 ALUMINUM TANK WALL UTILIZED AS BACK WALL
DICTATED BY WELD LAND MINIMUM THICKNESS
REQUIRED THICKNESS IS 0.32 CM
0 ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB SUPPORT STRUCTtIREOUTER SHEAR
PANEL UTILIZED AS BUMPER
0 VCS, MLI, AND HONEYCOMB STRUCTURE INNER
SHEAR PANEL PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PROTECTION
0 VCS TUBE EXPOSED AREA IS SMALL
HONEYCOMB STRUCTURE IS
SUFFICIENT SHIELDING
MEETS NASA SPECIFICATION OF 95%
PROBABILITY OF NO PUNCTURE
.46CM
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DISTURBANCE TYPES AND MAGNITUDES
T__YP_EE MAGNITUDE DESCRIPTION
IMPUISIVE 0-16000 LBF-SEC
0-100 IN LBF-SEC
BERTHING
ATTITUDE CONTROL
RANDOM 0-10 LBF CREW MOVEMENT
S INUSOI DAL 2 X 10.2 LBF, 90 MIN PERIOD
10-6 G, 90 MIN PERIOD
DRAG ON SOLAR ARRAYS
LLINAR GRAVITY
O
,,.,.j
STEADY STATE 3 X 10.3 LBF ATMOSPHERIC DRAG
STEP 0.028 LBF STATIONKEEPING
i00 LBF, i0 MIN/30 DAYS REBOOST
l _ANSIEN,S i0-3 LBF
10-2 LBF
FLIIID TRANSFER STARTUP
STEADY FLOW
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INITIAL DYNAMICS ANALYSES
0 SMALL-DISTURBANCE, LINEAR, PLANAR MODEL (2640 FT TETHER)
MODE MOTION PERIOD, s
1 TETHER PENDULUM 3190
2 FACILITY PENDULUM 181
3 FACILITY FLUIDS 124
4 FACILITY FLUIDS 113
5 OTV FLUIDS 95
OTV FLUIDS 76
_0' RAD/LBF _H' RAD/LBF
6 X 10-5 1,5 X 10.4
1.6 X 10-3 5.3 X 10-3
1.3 X 10-2 2.2 X 10-2
7 X 10.3 3.9 X 10-2
3.1 X 10-4 4.8 X 10-4
7.3 X 10.4 2.4 X 10-4
o
oo
FREQUENCY IS A LINEAR FUNCTION OF TETHER LENGTH
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MODEL APPROACH
IHE MODEL IS A COLLECIION OF POINT MASS CONNECTEDBY RIGID LINKS
I...=,
Q
kO
Space Station
©
1
Facility 1 Facility 2
(¥ORF) (OTV)
FH FO OH O0
4 5 6 7
THE FACILITY AND OTV AS A SINGLE RIGID BODY IS REPRESENTED BY 2 MASSES WHICH ARE
SEPARATED BY A DISTANCE WHICH GIVES THE SAME CENTER OF MASS AND THE SAME PITCH AND
YAW INERTIAS. EACH FLUID MASS IS REPRESENTED AS A PENDULUM WHOSE LENGTH IS BASED
ON TANK GEOMETRY
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ANALYSIS APPROACH
---- " • I I I II
0 IDENTIFY WORST-CASE DISTURBANCES
0 EVALUATE LIMITS FOR ZERO DAMPING
FLUID SLOSH AMPLITUDE
FACILITY SWING ANGLE
0 EVALUATE LIMITS FOR DAMPING TIME CONSTANT
o
0 SYSTEM PARAMETERS
m
FACILITY FILL: 10%, 50%, 90%
OTV FILL: 10%, 50%, 90%
TETHER LENGTH: 500 FT, 1000 FT, 2000 FT, 4000 FT
FACILITY MAXIMUM SWING ANGLE: 0°, 15°, 30°
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D !S_TU..R__A_N_C ES
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0 VARIOUS FORCING FUNCTIONS ORIGINATING ON THE SPACE STATION .WERECONSIDERED
w
m
i
IN PLANE
OUT OF PLANE
ALONG RADIUS
STATION DELTA = 1 FT/S (MAXIMUM)
0 DISTURBANCES ON TORF DURING FLUID TRANSFER (~ .01 LBF) ARE NEGLIGIBLE
0 THE WORST CASE DISTURBANCE WAS USED FOR ALL FOLLOWING ANALYSES
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RESULTS
COMPARISON OF DAMPED AND UNDAMPED SLOSH RESPONSES DUE TO A i FTISEC
VELOCITY CHANGE OF THE SPACE STATION. TETHER LENGTH = 1000 FT.
Ltt2 20
ANGLE
DEG. 10
0
UNDAMPED DAMPED
:: LH2 2O --4
[ ANGLE
,o
\
- o L.I
400 800 1200 1600
TIME - SECONDS
400 800 1200 1600
TIME - SECONDS
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RESULTS (CONC_LUDED),,,
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FLUID SLOSH ANGLE AS A FUNCTIONOF TETHER LENGTH FOR A 1 FT/SEC
VELOCITY CHANGEOF THE SPACE STATION
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CONCLUSIONS
iii I II -
0 WORST DISTURBANCES ARE IMPULSIVE
0 FLUID MOTION SENSITIVE TO TETHER LENGTH
0 DAMPING REQUIRED FOR MOTION PERSISTANCE
0 MAXIMUM MOTION INSENSITIVE TO DAMPING
0 MINIMUM DAMPING 5%
%,n
0 MINIMUM TETHER LENGTH 1000 FT
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O_
pOWE.R TOW, ER SPACE,,STAT!ON DESIGN
IPPEIt 8OOM
315 KW DYNAMIC
POWEII SYSTEM
tJPPFR
LOWER KEEL
KEEL
RADIATORS
ALPHA
• ---_ ADJUST
LA[J
MASS: 10 6 LBH
- 432 0
1
3 ALPI4A
ADJUST
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SPACE STATION IMPACT AS E
0
0
0
SPACE STATION HARDWARE NECESSARY TO SUPPORT THE TORF INCLUDES
- TETHER DEPLOYMENT PALLET
- TETHER DEPLOYMENT BOOM
- TORF BERTHING MECHANISM
- TRACKING/RANGING ELECTRONICS
MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES ARE NOT NECESSARY TO DEVELOP THIS HARDWARE
ACCELERATION OF OVER 10-5G ARE IMPOSED ON THE SPACE STATION
BERTHING THE ORBITER OFF-AXIS AT THE STATION WILL IMPOSE ATTITUDE TORQUES AND
SHIFTS IN THE GRAVITY GRADIENT MAGNITUDE
0 PROXIMITY OPERATIONS MUST AVOID TETHER
RENDEZVOUS WITH EITHER THE TORF OR THE STATION INVOLVES NON-KEPLERIAN ORBITS
AND MUST BE DONE "ON THE FLY"
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TORF/OTV OPERATIONS
0 SEVERAL OPTIONS EXIST FOR OTV DEPLOYMENT TO TORF
THE OMV MANEUVERS THE OTV/PAYLOAD PACKAGE TO THE TORF
A CRAWLER TRANSPORTS THE OTV/PAYLOAD DOWN THE TETHER TO THE TORF
0 THE OMV MANEUVER WAS BASELINED FOR THE BERTHING MANEUVER
- RENDEZVOUS WITH OUTBOARD END OF DEPLOYED FACILITY APPEARS BEST
O0
0 HARDWARE NECESSARY FOR VEHICLE DOCKING INCLUDES
D STRONG RMSs
BERTHING RING WITH LATCHES
FLUID TRANSFER CONNECTOR
0 TIMELINE INCLUDES:
SIX OTV REFUELING PER YEAR
SIX OTV SCAVENGING (IF DESIRABLE) PER YEAR
SIX STS RESUPPLY PER YEAR
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PROXIMITY OPERATIONS
0 THE OMV MANEUVERS THE OTV AROUND THE SPACE STATION
- MAXIMUM OTV/PAYLOAD DRY MASS IS 23,000 LBM
0 OMV ORBITAL MANEUVERING DEPENDS ON TORF DEPLOYMENT DIRECTION WITH RESPECT TO
THE SPACE STATION
WITH THE TORF DEPLOYED TOWARDS THE EARTH, THE OTV/OMV/PAYLOAD PACKAGE
RELEASES FROM THE SPACE STATION AND DROPS TO THE TORF. A MISDOCK RESULTS
IN THE VEHICLE AND FACILITY DRIFTING AWAY FROM EACH OTHER
WITH THE TORF DEPLOYED AWAY FROM THE EARTH, THE OMV MUST FIRE TOWARDS THE
STATION TO MOVE AWAY. A MISDOCK RESULTS IN THE VEHICLE AND FACILITY
DRIFTING TOWARDS EACH OTHER
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GRAPPLE MANEUVER
........ I II ......... I I II IIII I
I.-,*
O
0
GRAPPLING SCENARIO FOR OMV/OTV/PAYLOAD PACKAGE
- VEHICLE APPROACHES FACILITY.
- GRAPPLE ARM #1 ATTACHES TO OMV.
- GRAPPLE ARM #2 REACHES AROUND OTV AEROBRAKE AND To.F
ATTACHES TO OTV.
- GRAPPLE ARM #1 RELEASES OMV.
- OMVRELEASES OTV/PAYLOADAND FLIESAWAY.
- GRAPPLE ARM #1ATTACHES TO OTV.
- BOTH ARMSPULL OTV/PAYLOAD TO HARD DOCK ON TORF.
A MODIFIED RMS IS BEING CONSIDERED FOR THE GRAPPLE ARM.
- LONGER AND STRONGER ARMS _y'°"l
LJ- STRONGER JOINTS- STRONGER ATTACH POINTS
- MODIFIED GRAPPLE FIXTURE
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TETHER BREAKING OR SEVERING
0 ASSUME
- THE NOMINAL ORBIT ALTITUDE IS 250 NMI
- THE FACILITY IS ABOVE THE SPACE STATION
- THE FACILITY IS FULLY LOADED
0 FOR A 3000 FT DISTANCE FROM THE SPACE STATION TO THE CENTER OF MASS AFTER
BREAKING:
0
m
m
THE RESULTING SPACE STATION ORBIT HAS A PERIGEE OF 249.6 NMI
THE RESULTING TORF ORBIT HAS AN APOGEE OF 251 NMI
FOR THE TETHER LENGTHS REQUIRED BY THE REFUELING FACILITY, IF THE TETHER
BREAKS, THE SPACE STATION IS NOT INDANGER OF DEORBITING
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MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
......... - m_ ............
0 A TORF APPEARS TO BE TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE
0 THE MAJOR SYSTEM CONCERNS FOCUS AROUND THE COMPLEX OVERALL OPERATIONS
REQUIREMENTS
0 THE ADVANTAGES OF A TORF INCLUDE:
POTENTIAL IMPROVED SPACE STATION STABILITY
POTENTIAL EASIER FACILITY FLUID MANAGEMENT
POTENTIAL IMPROVED SPACE STATION SAFETY
PROBABLE REDUCED SPACE STATION CONTAMINATION
0 FURTHER ANALYSES SHOULD COMPARE TETHERED TO ZERO-G PROPELLANT STORAGE TO
QUANTIFY THESE ADVANTAGES
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CURRENT PROGRAM OVERVIEW
PROGRAM TITLE: TETHERED ORBITAL REFUELING STUDY
CONTRACT: NAS9-17422
PROGRAM MANAGER: DALE FESTER (303) 977-8699
CUSTOMER: NASA-JSC
KENNETH R. KROLL, TECHNICAL MONITOR
_Q
_Q
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: EVALUATE THE FACILITY'S COMPETITIVENESS WITH THE CRYOGENIC
FLUID MANAGEMENT FACILITY (CFMF) ZERO-GRAVITY REFUELING
TECHNOLOGY. THE PROGRAM SHALL EXAMINE THE INTERACTION OF
FLUID AND TETHER MOTION, THE ASSOCIATED OPERATIONS AND
COMPARE THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF EACH FACILITY.
PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE: SEPTEMBER 1985 TO JUNE 1986
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TETHERSANDGRAVITYIN SPACE
Paul A. Penzo
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California
Office of Space Flight
Advanced Programs
NASA Headquarters
Life Science
GRAVITY IN SPACE-LIFE SCIENCE OBJECTIVES
• EASE TRANSITIONBETWEEN Og IN SPACE AND lg ON EARTH
• PROVIDEEARTH-LIKEHABITABILITY AT PARTIAL g
• STUDY EFFECTSOF PARTIAL g ON PLANT, ANIMAL DEVELOPMENT
• STUDY EFFECTSON MAN: CARDIOVASCULAR,SKELETAL, VESTIBULAR
SYSTEMS; PERFORMANCE
• STUDY EFFECTSON INDIVIDUALDEVELOPMENT
• SIMULATE GRAVITY CONDITIONSOF MOON,MARS
• PREPAREFORPOSSIBLEUSE OF ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY FOR MANNED
MISSIONSTO MARS, ASTEROIDS
PRODUCINGVARIABLE GRAVITY IN SPACE
,,,,,j
CENTRIFUGE
• ANY g-LEVEL
• SMALL VOLUME
• LARGE CORIOLIS
• DYNAMIC DISTURBANCE
TETHER
• LOW g-LEVEL (0.1)
• LARGE VOLUME
• LONGDURATION
• NEGLIGIBLECORIOLIS
/
ROTATION
• ANY g-LEVEL
• LARGE RADIUS
• LOW CORIOLIS
• PLATFORM, BUT POSSIBLY
SPACE STATION
FORCESIN TETHEREDORBITALSYSTEM
CENTRIFUGAL
ACCELERATION
RESULTANT FORCESCAUSE
SYSTEM TO STABILIZE
AT THE LOCAL VERTICAL
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TETHER M ASS AS FUNCTIONOF LENGTH
g-LEVEL
0.1 0.15
TAPERED
300
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J
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MATERIAL: KEVLAR 29
SAFETY FACTOR = 3.5
WORKINGSTRESS-- 0.7 x 109 nm-2
DENSITY-- 1450kg m-3
ALTITUDE = 500km
STEADY STATE
LENGTHOFTETHER(kin)
TETHEREDMICROGRAVITYFACILITY
0
DISTANCE
FROMCG
i
200km
20km
2km
200m
20m
2m
20cm
2cm
g'S
10--1
10--2
10--3
10--4
PLATFORM
TENSION = 100 Ibs--_-
SPACE
PROCESSING
FACILITY
20,O001bs.
5 X 10 -_ g's
CONTAMINATION-FREE
AND ISOLATIONLEVEL
lkm
0 g's ..------- MICROGRAVITY("ZERO G")
LEVEL
__ ql g's DUETO DRAGARE OFFSETBYSPACE
"1_[_ THRUSTERIN SPACESTATION,OR
STATION _ 200,000 Ibs, ELECTRODYNAMIC FORCE
"-_ 5 x lO-Sgs GENERATEDBY TETHERMOTOR
LIFE SCIENCESGRAVITY LABORATORY
(GRAVLAB)
TECHNOLOGYREADINESSPOST IOC
L,,,3
("*"_TTLE ORBITER__
_.,,... MISSIONS
• SOLAR POWERSYSTEMS
• BEAM BUILDING
• SPACELAB EXPERIENCE
• TETHER EXPERIENCE
• SATELLITE SERVICING
• MANNED OMV
,.. {"_ACE STATION__
_...,. PROGRAM
• PLATFORM CONSTRUCTION
• LONG TERM HABITATION
• MANNED OPERATIONS
• EXTENSIVE SERVICING
GRAVLAB DESIGN-TETHER PLATFORM CONCEPT
t_-=
TETHER
REEL
SYSTEM
MODULE
MOTOR
, END MASSES ASSUMED
EQUAL AND ROTATING
ABOUT COMMONCENTER
, SOLAR ARRAYS ARE
DE-SPUN AND SUN
ORIENTED
SOLAR ARRAYS
(DE-SPUN)
I
DEPLOYED
RETRACTABLE /
TETHER
f
10km
--PROPELLANT/MOTOR
LENGTH
( AV -- 125m/s)
4 km
5 km
6 km
8 km
10 km
RPM
0.75
O.48
0.33
0.20
0.12
g-LEVEL
1.25
0.65
0.38
0.16
0.08
GRAVLAB DESIGN-STATION CONCEPT
l
i
l
i
i
l
l
SOLAR
DYNAMIC POWER
._-SPUN)
ELEVATOR
MANNED MODULES
PROPELLANT/MOTOR
DOCKING
PLATFORM
• 4 MODULES, 2 AT
EACH END ROTATE
ABOUT A COMMON
CENTER
lOOm
ELEVATOR
TRANSFERS MEN,
SUPPLIES TO EITHER
END
RPM AV G-LEVEL
1 lOm/s 0.11
2 20m/s 0.45
3 30m/s 1.00
GRAVLAB STATION DESIGN-TETHER ENHANCEMENT
..,..,..,..,..,..,.__
lOOm
TETHER REEL
AND CONTROL
M 1 (MASS)
900m
"_ M2(--.OIM1)
PROPELLANT MOTOR
(Deployed)
• TETHER MAY BE USED TO CONTROL
ROTATION (HENCE G-LEVEL) WITHOUT
USE OF PROPELLANT
DEPLOYED
LENGTH RPM G-LEVEL
0 +2.0 0.45
400 1.6 0.30
700 1.2 0.16
9OO 1.0 0.11
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
• LIFE SCIENCESSHOULDCONSIDERUTILIZINGTHE LOW GRAVITY LEVEL
AVAILABLE WITH THE SHUTTLE LAUNCHEDTETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
• THIS SYSTEM CAN SUPPORTLONGDURATIONEXPERIMENTSWHEN PLACED
ON THE SPACE STATION
• POST IOC, SPACE STATION AND TETHER SYSTEMS WILL BE AVAILABLE
TO BUILD A ROTATINGSEPARATE VARIABLE GRAVITY LABORATORY
• FOR SUCH A LABORATORY,TETHERS CAN PROVIDEA LARGE AND EASILY
VARIED RADIUS TO REDUCECORIOLISEFFECTS, AND VARY THE g-LEVEL

TJ:;TH_RED ELEVATOR: A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR SPACE PROCESSING
R. MONTI
1. tN'?RODUCTION
i_it(_st Fluidynamic and Material Science experiments in
>_crogravity Environment have emphasized the importance of
t}_, r,,sidual gravity level and of the g-jitter on Fluids
Phy_{ics phenomena.
'!'!_{0 studies point out at the importance of:
]) studying the combined steady residual g-level and/or the
g- _itter on the different classes of experiments.
_) studying the non-linear effects on the fluid systems such
as: accumulation during the experiment time, stability of
fronts ( liquid-fluids interfaces, solidification fronts,
dil fusion fronts) and consequently evaluating the effects
ul)on the processes under study.
3) separating the effects of the residual constant
gravity-level from the effects of g-jitter.
The above points are of interest not
analysis of the experimental results
design of microgravity
tlJ{:, Sponsoring Space
Companies to adopt
requirements of the
laboratories. Sound
sought about
experiments, but
Agencies and/or
useful criteria
platforms and of
requirements are in
only for a proper
and for a rational
also for allowing
the Manufactoring
in the design
the microgravity
fact desperately
below whichthe residual gravity levels,
scientific returns from the various experiments can be
('ll_{<I]-ed; the danger is to make expensive and useless e[fort_{
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in reducing the gravity field at too low levels that are too
demanding for Space hardware.
A number of the above questions could be resolved by
experimenting at conditions of zero-gravity (say at levels
.L
of i0 g) and by evaluating the effect of increasing gravity
levels on single experiments, if the possibility exists of
increasing at will the residual gravity.
2. G-LEVEL TOLERABILITY OF SPACE PROCESSING EXPERIMENTS
']h<, strong reduction of the g-level ensured by the Space
environments is not always sufficient to guarantee the
tI_<:rmofluidynamics fields wanted by the experimenters (that
is the fields
conditions).
For instance, the
solidification fronts,
corresponding to real zero-gravity
problems of the stability
of the stability of the
of the
symmetry
c()ndi tions (spherical, cylindrical and plane) points out at
th{ , [_ossibility that there might be a number of accumulation
processes (memory of the system) particularly when the
boundary conditions are somehow dependent on the
thermofluidynamics fields themselves.
As an example we briefly analyze the application of a
%_-I, vc[ step disturbance and its effect on the propagation
of a plane solidification front.
In consequence of the g-level, buoyancy forces are produced;
they induce a convective velocity field which distorts the
concentration and/or temperature fronts ahead of the
solidification front in the liquid where the process of
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so]idification takes place and which is mainly controlled by
diffusion processes in absence of gravity.
This distortion depends on the level of the residual
gravity, on the characteristics of the fluid and on the
boundary conditions.
The relation between the order of magnitude of the induced
convective speeds and of the diffusion speed can be taken as
a measure of the disturbance.
The ratio between the convective speed and the diffusive
sl_e<d can be very high, also for small values of the imposed
g-level, and, consequently, also the distortion of the
s()]idification front can be relevant. The return of the
g-level to very small values, even if the boundary
conditions have not changed, seldom allows a return to the
conditions of a plane front within a reasonable time (the
tl_,.]ma] and mass diffusion velocities, are typically very
Another important example is the effect of a g-level on the
sl_i_crical symmetry of a thermofluidynamic field.
Let use consider a spherical drop of a liquid or a solid
sphere that are dissolving or forming in a liquid matrix at
condition of zero gravity; typical examples are those of the
sol<tion growth or of the drops formation (e.g. cooling
through a miscibility gap).
Periodical g-_itter disturbances have different effects on
the overall drop motion and on the thermofluidynamic field
around the drop: the overall drop motion may be not relevant
ill a purely g-jitter field with zero average value
(displacements of the drop relative to the liquid tend to
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cancel out during a cycle) but
concentration field distortion could
some stability limits are trespassed.
the temperature and
be of importance if
The order of magnitude of the times necessary to cause the
distortion, in comparison to those needed to return to
.;iH]crical fronts, are in the same ratios as the (induced)
c(,nvective velocities and the diffusion velocities:
Vc/V d = gL /_;D
where D is the thermal (or mass) diffusion coefficient and
i< the density variation consequent to a temperature or to a
concentration non uniformity.
Referring to typical values for the
results (for g=10 _ _ ):
3
t_/t 4 _ i0
t_/t a _ 1o
(mass diffusion)
acqueous solutions it
(thermal diffusion)
l'l,is would mean that it is necessary to wait a time of the
order of 15 minutes for each of 10 g disturbance that lasts
one second only, in order to obtain the zero-g concentratio_
conditions again, and to wait a time of the order of 2
minutes, in order to obtain th_ conditions again for th,
zcro-g temperature distribution.
Of course the real situation is more complex insofar as
c,_nvective motion has to decay to a zero velocity condition
(the decay is related to the viscous momentum
time _/_ ) and the zero-g concentration and/or
Fields must have time to reach purely diffusive
The evolution towards those
propagation
temperature
conditions.
conditions strongly dep_nds _ '
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t}le problems under study and it is difficult to give general
q_lantitative indications.
I_ :he case of g-jitter with a certain frequency it is more
dlf_ £cult to anticipate what is the order of magnitude of
t}_ times involved, mainly because those caused during a
_,mli-period might be compensated by that induced in the next
_i-'mi-period.
'l'i_, _ise becomes more difficult if limits of stability are
t_-e_;l,assed, this occurs when, for instance, the
_i dlsturbance is able to induce in the liquid sort of Benard
cells that create a flow pattern that may be independent of
the direction of the g-level during the semiperiod.
{. POTENTIALITIES OF A TETHERED ELEVATOR
I_ is desiderable the realization of a platform able to: I)
_ t levels of zero gravity to certain payload, 2) allow a
, (,n, v<_]]ed change of this level within values of I0 _ < g/_ <
]() _n(] 3) create accelerations with controlled amplitudes
and frequency.
]n fact application of controllable g-levels allows to
answer a number of questions posed by recent results of the
experimentation in microgravitational Fluidynamics.
'FILL, Tethered Elevator could have the possibility of
[,roviding variable g-levels (both steady and g-jitter)
around a very low steady g-level (that can be realized when
the Elevator is near the center of mass of the Space
Station-Tether complex). Sliding the elevator at a distance
((_) from the center of mass one gets a steady g-level that
i_ ai,F,roximatively equal to: g/_ = 3I/R; R beinq thE,
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distance of the center of mass from the center of the
( ty[,ical]y g/_ = 4.4 lO_for each meter of the
(])).
Whc_ positioning a variable periodic
p,,y]oad a clean g-jitter disturbance
wou d not be otherwise obtainable by
two [_ossibilities make the Elevator a unique facility
he] b, resolving a number of still open questions.
earth
distance
oscillation to the
can be obtain that
other systems. These
to
4. MODEL EXPERIMENTS
A number of experiments can be deviced to ascertain the
, ! t< ct of the g-level on some class of experiments.
Two experiments falling within the fluidynamics problematics
indicated in Section 2 are briefly described.
A) A copper sphere is suspended inside a transparent liquid
lii_L_]× (See Fig.]) and is observed by holography or
jntc,rlerometry in order to
h, ating the sphere by Joule
_ I_ t_ , starting [rom an
visualize the isotherms. When
heaters embedded in the copper
isothermal spherical simmetry,
(_ ._ . when locating the payload at the CG of the system, or
vur] ' close to it) and before any interference occurs with
n()n spherically-symmetric boundaries (if any) the isotherm
[,<ittern look as in Fig.2. The thermal field can then b_:
disturbed either by moving the payload gently out of the CG
(to a steady g-level) or inducing a preselected g-jitter. At
those new conditions the isotherms (that will be
axi_,/mmetric along the induced g direction) will evolve
tow,_rds another pattern due to the convective flow field
i_{l_iccd by the thermal buoyancy forces (Fi_1._ "
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evo._ition time depends on the values of the flow velocities.
Art_:r a quasi-steady pattern has been established, the
zero-g conditions are reestablished on the payload: the
_'/_tem will the evolve towards the initial, spherical
symmetric, diffusion controlled situation.
TJl<' time necessary to restore the zero-g thermal pattern
wilJ depend on the value of the flow field velocities and on
the characteristic thermal diffusion time.
I{) A very similar experiment can be deviced for a mass
di[fusion controlled experiment in which a dissolving sphere
_)I _(>lid material is suspended in a solution
i_<)-concentration fronts are visualized by a
d agnostic apparatus. A spherical symmetry can be
I : ti_e diffusion controlled (zero-g) process by
L<,u:_]_iry geometry and conditions.
']'h_" measurement of the times
a×isymmetry and
g-jitter levels
\_li(J criteria
iml)ortant class
and the
similar
ensured
suitable
necessary to disturb the
to restore it at different steady and
will greatly help in the establisment of
for the g-level tolerability in a very
of MS experiments (e.g. solution crystal
<iJ<)_.'tl_and vapour crystal growth).
5. C()NCLUSIONS
'J'h<, Tethered Elevator will greatly contribute to the
_<,]utions of many still open problems that are preventing a
i,_ucll widc.r utilization of the Space environment in the
Microgavity area.
J), ,,_ led study must be carried out to enable the E]evat<_r to
i" i,._m ,_}onq the' I_ir'l]y described ]ines.
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Fig. 1 - Snherical heater suspended in a transparent box
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GRAVITY UTILIZATION ISSUES
Kenneth R. Kroll
Johnson Space Center, NASA
Can the extra cost of a tether be justified?
Is movement of the space station center of gravity acceptable?
should microgravity laboratory modules be moved to the tether?
should balancing tether applications be used?
Is changing proximity operations procedures and hardware acceptable?
Can a tether crawler be developed?
• Can docking be done at a center of gravity which is on the tether?
Will platforms be permanently deployed•
Where will servicing be performed?
• Is tether movement to be limited?
Can experiments be stopped for disturbances?
Which is more important: manned involvement low disturbance levels?
Can experiments be remotely controlled?
Can power and communications be supplied through the tether to a moving
platform?
Will laboratory movement adversely affect experiments?
What are the best procedures for limiting tether movement?
Can disturbance sensitivity and variable gravity laboratory coexist?
Is liquid settling the primary use of gravity?
Are long tether lengths for small sizes practical?
How can higher gravity level medical experiments be integrated into the
space station system using a tether?
Venezia, 16 October, 1985
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CONSTELLATIONS PANEL
149
CONSTELLATIONSPANELSUMMARYEPORT
Introduction
The Constellations Panel, because of its limited number of
attendees, shared its life during the Workshop in part with the Micro-
gravity Panel and in part with the Space Station Panel. It could,
therefore, benefit from the inputs of two different panels which are
related to tethered constellations. Tethered constellations, in fact,
can provide a valuable solution to projects such as the mlcro-g/varlable-
g laboratory, the multl-probe tethered system, and the centrifuge for
low-gravlty applications.
The followlng presentation highlights the versatility of tethered
constellations and the various different configurations that have been
conceived so far. The presentation is divided into three sequential
tlmeframes which have, as a central reference point, the IOC (Initial
Operating Capability) phase of the Space Station program. Therefore the
demonstration flights of certain one-dlmensional tethered constellations
belong to the Pre-lOC-Era while the final, operational utilizations of
the one-dlmenslonal tethered constellations belong to the IOC-Era. All
the other more complex configurations, such as the two-dlmenslonal
constellations and a couple of new ideas developed during the Workshop,
have been listed under the Post-lOC-Era category.
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Pre-lOC-Era
iI Demo flight for the micro-g/varlable-g (space elevator) with a
modified TSS system (e.g., adding a down-scaled elevator to the TSS)
e Shuttle-borne, multi-probe I-D system for simultaneous data collec-
tion (e.g., measurement of spatial geophysical gradients with good
time correlation)
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°FD
DEMO MULTI-g/VARIABLE-g
TS_cALED DOWN
VATOR
_t
_t
_t
2. DEMO
FD
MULTI-PROBE SYSTEM
(BEADS ON THE TETHER)
1 PROBE
2 PROBE
3 PROBE
)TSS
@
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lOC-Era
3. Micro-g/Varlable-g Lab (space elevator) Space Statlon-borne
• Space Station c.o. (orbital center ~ center of mass) management
5. Space Statlon-borne multl-probe system
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3. l-D, 3-Mass, Vertical, Tethered Constellation (SS at one end)
PURPOSE - Multi-purpose system:
- micro-g/variable-g
- controlled g variations
- service to the end platform
NEED - Strongly requested by the mlcro-g community
- g-tunlng
- g-Jltter
- controlled-g time profile
- hysteresis cycles
BENEFITS - Unique capability of providing time varying g-profile from
microgravity level to 10-2g
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
END PLATFORM
MICRO-g/VARIABLE-g
LAB
J
ORBITAL CENTER
.),
I _1 _ SPACE STATION
Y
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FEASIBILITY - hlgh
PRACTICALITY - high
COST BENEFIT POTENTIAL - N/A for variable-g applications
- TBD for mlcro-g applications
PRIORITY - Ist
REQUESTED TECHNOLOGY - Very accurate accelerometers for mlcro-g
applications
- Very smoothly operating reeling systems or
crawlers
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES - None for micro-g/variable-g combined
OTHER THAN TETHERS appllcations
NEAR TERM APPLICATION - Demonstration flights wlth the Shuttle (modify
TSS system by adding a simplified elevator)
FUTURE APPLICATIONS - Attached to the Space Station
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4. I-D, 3-Mass, Vertical, Tethered Constellation (SS in the middle)
PURPOSE - Management of the system's orbital center
NEEDS - Especially required if another payload is deployed on a tether
and the micro-g lab is on the SS
BENEFITS - Greater operation flexibility w.r.t, micro-g experiment
schedule
_ SCIENTIFIC PLATFORM
MICRO-g LAB
C.O. AT THE ORBITAL CENTER
_I BALLAST
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FEASIBILITY- high
PRACTICALITY- high
COSTBENEFITPOTENTIAL- TBD
PRIORITY- ist
REQUESTEDTECHNOLOGY- Very accurate accelerometers
ALTERNATIVEAPPROACHES- Alone if tethered systems are deployed on one
OTHERTHANTETHERS side and simultaneous mlcro-g experiments have
to be performed
FUTUREAPPLICATIONS- Attached to the Space Station
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5. I-D, More Than 3-Mass, Vertical, Tethered Constellation (multl-probe
tethered system)
PURPOSE - Measurement of spatial geophysical gradients
BENEFITS - The system can reach low altitude orbits that are not
achievable otherwise
- It provides simultaneous data at different locations (good
time correlation of the measurements)
FD
SHUTTLE
(OR SPACE STATION)
LV
EARTH \
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FEASIBILITY- high
PRACTICALITY - medium high
COST BENEFIT - N/A
PRIORITY - Ist
CRITICAL DESIGN AND REQUESTED TECHNOLOGY - o Dynamic analysis
o Crawling system
o Operational sequence for
deployment and retrieval
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES - None if simultaneous data collection is required
OTHER THAN TETHERS
FUTURE APPLICATIONS - Space Shuttle flight (or Space Station)
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Post-lOC-Era
All the following applications are supposed to be free-flylng systems.
6. Quadrangular 2-D constellations electrodynamically stabilized.
7. Quadrandular 2-I) constellatlons stabilized by differential air drag.
8. Pseudo-elliptical 2-D constellation, electrodynamlcally stabilized.
9. Centrifuge for low-g application: >lO-3g.
10. Torquing of a spinning station (or vehicle) for controlling the
precession rate of the spin axis.
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6. 2-D, Electrodynamlcally Stabilized Constellation (ESC)
PURPOSE - Separation of Junctions in a physically connected configuration
FEASIBILITY - Medium
PRACTICALITY - With complexities
PRIORITY - 2nd
CRITICAL DESIGN - o Multl-reel system control
o Better dynamics analysis required
FUTURE APPLICATIONS - TBD
= 10 Km =-
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
FORCES
/
E
0
FLIGHT
DIRECTION
CURRENT
LOCAL
VERTICAL
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7. 2-D, Differential Drag Stabilized Constellations (DSC)
PURPOSE - Separation of functions in a physically connected configuration
FEASIBILITY - Medium
PRACTICALITY - With complexities
PRIORITY - 2rid
CRITICAL DESIGN - o Multi-reel system control
o Better dynamics analysis required
FUTURE APPLICATIONS - TBD
_ 1 0 Km =I
E
".4
0
FLIGHT ¢_
DIRECTION
1
LOCAL
VERTICAL
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8. 2-D, Electrodynamlcally Stabilized, Pseudo-Elliptlcal Constellation
(PEC)
PURPOSE - External frame for stabilizing light structures (e.g.,
reflectors, solar sails)
FEASIBILITY - High
PRACTICALITY - Medium high
PRIORITY - 2rid
CRITICAL DESIGN - Multl-reel system control
FUTURE APPLICATIONS - TBD
E
o
FLIGHT
DIRECTION CURRENT
I
1 0 Km _l
,1
LOCAL
VERTICAL
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NEW IDEAS
, CENTRIFUGE FOR LOW GRAVITY: >lO-3g
M1
DOCKING PORT
FOR SERVICING
rl r2
SPIN AXIS
M2
"-t
I
g2
10. TORQUING OF A SPINNING STATION FOR CONTROLLING THE PRECESSION RATE
OF THE SPIN AXIS: (e.g., Keeping the spin axis aligned with the
local vertical)
kJ
H 2R F IIAxIS
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CONCLUS tONS
I-D vertical constellations provide unique capabilities (Ist priority)
- 3-mass system (space elevator) can provide variable-g environ-
ment from microgravity level to lO-2g.
- More-than-3-mass system provides simultaneous data collection
at different locations.
- 3-mass system (SS in the middle) for SS orbital center
management allows simultaneous micro-g experiments and other
tether assisted experiments.
2-D constellations (2nd priority)
- Stable configurations proposed for providing a separation of
functions among physically connected platforms.
- Pseudo-elliptical constellations provide an external 2-D frame
for stabilizing light structures (e.g., reflectors, solar
sails).
RECOMMENDATIONS
Improve the fidelity of dynamics models, especially w.r.t, tether
dynamics
Tether construction
- multi-function tether concept to be further developed
- tether physical characteristics; effects on the system dynamics
Ingenious design of crawling systems
Improve the knowledge of mlcro-g/varlable-g requirements
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DYNAMICS OF TETHERED CONSTELLATIONS
IN EARTH ORBIT
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ENRICO LORENZINI
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APPLICATIONS OF TETHERS IN SPACE WORKSHOP
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SUMMARY OF PRESENTATION
• PHASE I STUDIES
STATION KEEPING OF SINGLE-AXIS AND TWO-AXIS CONSTELLATIONS
- WRAP-UP OF PHASE I STUDIES ALREADY PRESENTED TO NASA/MSFC
- FURTHER ANALYSIS CARRIED OUT ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONSTELLATIONS
- SINGLE-AXIS VERTICAL CONSTELLATIONS. LOW-G PLATFORM
Oo
• PHASE II STUDIES
DEPLOYMENT OF CONSTELLATIONS
- SINGLE-AXIS VERTICAL CONSTELLATIONS WITH THREE MASSES
--DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
--DAMPING OF VIBRATIONAL MODES
PHASE I STUDIES
DYNAMICSAND STABILITYOF A HORIZONTALTETHER
WITHA DOWNSTREAMBALLOON
'.,0
'STABILITYCONDITIONWHEN NEGLECTINGTHE
TETHERDRAGCONTRIBUTIONIS GIVENBY: L..
- cD - ,i
_" P £
'THE SYSTEMDECAYBY'
A2+A 1
da _ 2 C D ml+m 2 p _/_-adt
l_z,"_
'STABILITYAND SYSTEMLIFETIME,WITHOUTREBOOSTING,ARE CONTRASTINGREQUIREMENTS
'MAXIMUMHORIZONTALTETHERLENGTHACHIEVABLESTRONGLYLIMITEDBY TECHNOLOGICALLY
ATTAINABLEA/M RATIOOF THE BALLOON(MAXIMUMA/M " io - 2o M2/KG)
DRAG STABILIZATIONLIMITS FOR SINGLE-AXISHORIZONTALCONSTELLATIONS
AREA/MASS = A/M2 = 10 M2/KG
o
z(km)
150.
200.
300.
400.
500.
Minimum Atmo. Density
Exospheric Temp. = 600K
hmax(m)*
2.31xi05
da
d--_(km/
day)**
2.84xi03
Maximum Atmo. Density
Exospheric Temp. = II00K
hmax(m)
3.23x105
Ha
d--t(km/day)
3.97xi03
1.89xi04
5.47xi02
3.57xi01
3.64
2.29xi02
7.05
0.42
0.04
4.79xi04
4.51xi03
7.58xi02
1.61xlO 2
5.82xi02
5.36xi01
8.80
1.83
*h
max
= maximum horizontal length for stable
configuration
**da
dt orbital decay rate
ORIGINAL"FISH-BONE"CONFIGURATIONSTABILITYANALYSIS
...j
I,-,
'STABILITYCONDITION,WHENNEGLECTINGTHE
HORIZONTALTETHERDRAGCONTRIBUTION,IS:
_%p --%a2 (3A2+dt2_2_ 3A_+dt_) , i
6 h M2 M1
-TETHERAIM RATIO INCREASESBY DECREASING
ITSTHICKNESSBUT IT IS NEVERTHELESSMALL
WHEN COMPAREDTO THE BALLOONS,
-THENECESSITYOF A MASSIVEDEPLOYERSYSTEM
AT MASSM22 STRONGLYREDUCESTHE MAXIMUM
A/M RATIOOF THE DOWNSTREAMVERTICALTETHER
SUBSYSTEM,
"_2b ,4,
I r
f'12. = 2/J_tl +mlZ£
(:>-:-
e
(l'h "_,Ft,"-1 e,
,m,2,A_ C _- '
'CONCLUSIONS
-THE"FISH-BONE"CONSTELLATION,WITHOUTANY MODIFICATIONS,HAS A STABILITY
(MAXIMUMALLOWABLEHORIZONTALTETHERLENGTH)LOWERTHANTHE SINGLEAXIS HORIZONTAL
CONSTELLATION,
STABILITYLIMITS FOR A "FISH-BONE"CONSTELLATIONVS, ORBITAL ALTITUDE
'ASSUMPTIONS
£2 = £I = 20 km
A2/m12 = i0 m2/kg ;
dt2 = 1 mm (kevlar) ;
mll = m12 = 200 kg
m21
Al/mll = 4x10 -3 m2/kg
dtl = 2 mm (kevlar)
= i000 kg ; m22 = 800 kg (deployer) + 200 k_ (balloon) = I000 kg
bo
z(km)
150.
200.
300.
400.
500.
Minimum Atmo. Density
Exospheric Temp. = 600K
hma x (m) *
9.54xi04
7.81xi03
2.26xi02
!
1.47xi0
1.50
am
d--_(km/day)**
5.99xi04
4.83xi03
1.49xi02
8.87
0.84
Maximum Atmo. Density
Exospheric Temp. _ 1lOOK
hmax(m)
1.33xi05
1.98xi04
1.86xi03
3.13xi02
6.65xi01
da (km/day)
dt
8.38xi04
1.23xi04
1.13x103
1.86xi02
3.86xi01
*h = maximum horizontal length for a stable configuratlon
max
**da
-- = orbital decay rate
dt
'SOMECONCEPTUALEXAMPLESOF TWO-DIMENSIONALCONSTELLATIONSHORIZONTALLY
STABILIZEDBY AIR DRAG (DSC)
F_
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-WITHTHIS CONFIGURATIONTHE DRAG FORCEIS FULLYEXPLOITEDTO GUARANTEE
THE MINIMUMTENSIONLEVELINTHE HORIZONTALTETHERSAND NOT TO COUNTERACT
GRAVITYGRADIENT,
'SOME CONCEPTUALCONFIGURATIONSOF TWO-DIMENSIONALCONSTELLATIONSWHERESHAPE
STABILITY IS PROVIDEDBY ELECTRODYNAMICFORCES(ESC).
,.,,.$
1
•v (26) Lv
-ELECTRODYNAMICFORCESSTRETCHTHE CONSTELLATIONWHILETHE RESULTANTIS ZERO
SO THATTHEYDON'T INCREASETHE ORBITDECAY,
DESIGN PARAMETERSFOR DSC AND ESC
"ASSUMPTIONS
Orbit Altitude = 500 km; mto t = 4x5000 kg = 20 metric tons;
*T = Tension in the horizontal tethers
**Orbit decay rate computed for average atmo. density.
h/£ = 0.5; Near Equatorial Orbit.
"DSC WITH HORIZONTAL TETHER DIA. =.2 mm.
Ln
_r(s)
0.02
0.04
0.06
T/3V_ 2
1.21xlO 8
2.42x108
3.63x108
Mln. Atmo. Density
Exosp. Temp.- 60OK
dia. balloon (m)
137.92
195.05
238.88
Aver. At_o. Density
Exosp. Temp.= 8OOK
dta. balloon (m)
51.78
73.22
89.68
Max. Atno. Density
Exosp. Temp.- IIOOK
dla. balloon (m)
20.72
29.3l
35.90
mD
Orbital Decay
(km/day)
0.62
1.25
1.87
h(km) [(km)
9. 18.
14. 28.
23.5 47.
"ESC (OPTION i) ALL ALUMINUM TETHERS WITH THE SAME DIA.
*T(N)
0.06
O.1
0.2
.0.3
0.6
V - Electro
Motive
Force (KV)
J
13.80
1
10xl08
h(lon)
I0
t(km)
20
Diameter
Conductive
Tether (mm)
O.21
0.27
O. 38
0.47
0.67
Current Power
(Amp) (kw)
0.2 2.76
O.33 4.55
0.67 9.23
1.O1 13.80
2.03 27.98
Solar
Panel
Area (m2)
20.
32.5
66.0
98.6
199.9
Orbit
Decay
(km/day)
1.61xlO -2
1.83xi0 -2
2.39xi0 -2
2.93xi0 -2
4.55xi0 -2
"ESC (OPTION 2) HORIZONTAL WIRES ALUMINUM, VERTICAL WIRES COPPER
- COMPARATIVE TABLE
T(N)
0.3
I(_ap)
1.01
v.(gv)
13.8
10.6
7.6
Power(IV) Comments
13.8 All vire 81uainun
10.6 Horizontal A1 + .38 sun dia. copper
vertical
7.6 Horizontal A1 + .54 see dis. copper
vertical
o_
"ESC (OPTION 3) HORIZONTAL WIRES KEVLAR VERTICAL WIRES COPPER
- FRONT VERTICAL WIRE AS ALFVEN ENGINE
- REAR VERTICAL WIRE AS POWER GENERATOR
- POWER TRANSFER (TRANSFER VOLTAGE 5kV, EFFICIENCY 90%)
BIFILAR LINE TO DELIVER POWER MADE OF SAME COPPER WIRE
I(A) T(N) Vdel ivered(rV) V(rV) P(KV) Comments
0.2
0.33
0.67
1.0
0.2
0.33
0.67
1.0
0.06
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.06
0.1
0.2
0.3
2.96
2.54
1.71
1.07
3.32
3.08
2.54
2.17
2.44
3.06
4.89
6.53
1.58
1.93
3.06
3.93
*Vertical tether copper R = 3000 ° dis. *= .38 sun
**Vertical tether copper g = 15001] dia. = .$4 sun
.49
1.02
3.26
6.53
.316
.643
2.04
3.93
PSEUDOELLIPTICALCONSTELLATIONELECTRODYNAMICALLYSTABILIZED(PEC)
'ASSUMPTIONS
- ALUMINUM WIRE DIA. = .67 mm
- THIS KIND OF STRUCTURE CAN BE USED AS
EXTERNAL FRAME TO STABILIZE A LIGHT
TWO-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE
(e.g. A REFLECTOR)
FD
F
gg
C2) f
e
",,.,.I
Case 1
h = 2a *=20 kn
= 2b = 40 ks
Case 2
h = 2a : I0 kz
_ =2b =20ks
1.130
.565
Voltage
12.4
3.10
TI(N)
1.35
T2(N)
.56
(kV)
.339 .141
Perimeter
96.88
48.44
F
gg
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TRIANGULARCONSTELLATIONSSTABILIZED BY AIR DRAG
',,-,I
O0
• STABILITY ANALYSIS
- ASSUMPTIONS
ORBITAL ALTITUDE = 500 km
3-MASS i000 kg EACH
BALLOON BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT = i0 m2/kg
BALLOON DIA. = I00 m
"CONCLUSIONS
A SMALL PITCH ROTATION OF THE
CONSTELLATION MAKES ONE OF THE
INCLINED TETHERS GO SLACK.
Constellation Rotation (des) that ©arises one of the inclinod
tother to 80 slaeko as _ function of 8oc_etrioal parameters
0.3 0.5
h(kn)
$. 4°.42 2:03
]o. 2'.22 ]:o_
15. ,_.4s o:67
0.7
1°.39
0:69
1.0
0 °. 95
0:47
0_.31
8 _
_I L-v
PRELIMINARYCONCLUSIONS ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONSTELLATIONS
"ORIGINAL "FISH-BONE" CONSTELLATIONS ARE STABLE WITH VERY SHORT HORIZONTAL
TETHERS (LESS THAN i00 M. AT 500 KM ALTITUDE).
"ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS ARE QUADRANGULAR DSC's AND ESC'S AND, FOR SPECIAL
APPLICATIONS, PEC's.
"IN ALL OF THEM ROTATIONAL STABILITY IS PROVIDED BY GRAVITY GRADIENT
(SUITABLE MASS DISTRIBUTION) WHILE SHAPE STABILITY IS PROVIDED BY
DRAG FORCES OR ELECTRODYNAMIC FORCES.
_D
"SUITABLE DESIGN PARAMETERS CAN PROVIDE GOOD STABILITY WITH A REASONABLY
LOW POWER REQUIREMENT FOR ESC's AND FEASIBLE BALLOONS FOR DSC'S.
"ESC's HAVE A STRONGER TENSION IN THE HORIZONTAL TETHERS THAN DSC's AND
AN ORBIT DECAY SMALLER BY AN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE.
"ESC's ARE SUITABLE FOR LOW INCLINATION ORBITS. AN OSCILLATION AROUND THE
VERTICAL AXIS AT ORBITAL FREQUENCY IS UNAVOIDABLE BECAUSE ESC's TEND TO
KEEP THEIR LONGITUDINAL PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO THE B VECTOR.
"DSC's CAN FLY AT ANY ORBITAL INCLINATION. THE YAW OSCILLATION SHOWS UP AT
HIGH INCLINATION ONLY DUE TO THE EARTH'S ROTATING ATMOSPHERE.
SINGLE-AXIS,VERTICAL CONSTELLATIONWITH THREE MASSES
Oo
0
"GOOD STABILITY
"MIDDLE MASS LOCATED AT THE SYSTEM ORBITAL CENTER FOR LOW-G APPLICATIONS
"ORBITAL CENTER IS 1.2 m LOWER THAN THE SYSTEM C.M. IN THE CONSTELLATION
UNDER INVESTIGATION
"DESIGN PARAMETERS ADOPTED
-ORBIT ALTITUDE = 500 km
-ORBIT INCLINATION = 28.5 °
-TETHER LENGTH = i0 km
-m I (S/S) = 90.6 TON
-m 2 (BALLAST) = 9.06 TON
-m 3 (LOW-G) = 4.53 TON
"STATION KEEPING PHASE HAS BEEN SIMULATED
-J2 GRAVITY TERM TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
-TETHER TRANSVERSE MODES NEGLECTED
-LONGITUDINAL DAMPERS NOT INCLUDED IN
THE SIMULATION
Flight
Direction
c.m.
End Platform (m2)
!
;
| Low-g Platform (m3)
//f_ Space Station (ml)
Local Vertical
to the Earth Center
=Z
I-I
I
Z
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d
I
O
° i
0 _ ._
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"ACCELERATION LEVEL OF LOW-G PLATFORM PRELIMINARILY ESTIMATED TO BE AROUND 10-8g.
-RADIAL COMPONENT, SHOWN IN THE FIGURE e IS THE DOMINATING COMPONENT
Co
Radial
Acc. (g)
10 -8
Oo
_10 -8
S
Z
hA55 5VNOOL
II 3A
$
i[ * ' _ _-- _u IIIUE "I0'
[ 2 Orbits
'4 Orbits
"SINGLE-AXIS, VERTICAL CONSTELLATIONS APPEAR PROMISING FOR LOW-G/VARIABLE-G APPLICATIONS
"HIGH FIDELITY ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL PERTURBATIONS NECESSARY
PHASE II STUDIES
• TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL IMPLEMENTED TO STUDY AND OPTIMIZE DEPLOYMENT MANEUVERS
OF SINGLE-AXIS VERTICAL CONSTELLATIONS WITH THREE MASSES
- SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE NECESSARY FOR PARAMETRICAL STUDY OF DEPLOYMENT
- STUDY GOAL IS TO DEVISE A DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY WHICH MINIMIZES THE
DISTURBANCES
- SAME DESIGN PARAMETERS AND
ORBITAL CHARACTERISTICS AS
IN STATION-KEEPING STUDIES
THROUGHOUT DEPLOYMENT
STUDIES
(ACCELERATION LEVEL) ON BOARD THE LOW-G PLATFORM
/__(bal lut)
_ v¢.l"
B&$S)
z (local vertical)
lagrangian coordinates:
e = in-plane angle
£ - la_era| deflection
[l - tether lmngth of tether #1
Z 3 - tether length of tether t2
• (orbit sin, i-major axis)
¢o the center of the Earth
SELECTION OF THE DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
• ASSUMPTIONS
- NO DAMPERS
- UNSTRETCHABLE TETHERS
- INITIAL ALIGNMENT ERROR OF THE THREE MASSES: e = 5 CM
• DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
- RATE CONTROL LAW DESIGNED IN ORDER TO KEEP THE MIDDLE MASS AT THE
SYSTEM C.M. THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE MANEUVER
- LATERAL DEFLECTIONS (AND ACCELERATIONS) OF THE MIDDLE MASS ARE KEPT
LOW BY FOLLOWING THE ABOVE MENTIONED STRATEGY
- WHEN DEPLOYMENT IS COMPLETE THE MIDDLE MASS SHOULD BE MOVED TO THE
ORBITAL CENTER
• DETAILS ON THE CONTROL LAW
- ACCELERATION PHASE (CONSTANT ANGLE)
(t) = _ EXP (st) o < t < t_ (TRANSITION TIME)
- DECELERATION PHASE
_(t) : _f - (_ - _T) exp [-#(t-tT)] tT < t < tsK
# = _ eT/(e, - e_)
- ALL THE CHARACTERISTIC LENGTHS ARE IN THE SAME RATIOS AS THE _ULLY
DEPLOYED TETHER LENGTHS.
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Figure 2.4.1 Tether length vs. time. DEPLOYMENT
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Figure 2.4.2 Tether speed vs. time. DEPLOYMENT
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Figure 2.4.3 Constellation's in-plane angle vs. time.
Initial value = 20 ° .
Figure 2.4.8 Lateral deflection of the middle mass vs. time.
Initial value = 0.05 m. DEPLOYMENT
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(b) Upper Mass m 3
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Figure 2.4.9 Horizontal acceleration component of the middle
mass vs. time for an initial lateral deflection = 0.05 m.
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Figure 2.4.10 Vertical acceleration component of the middle
mass vs. time for an initial lateral deflection = 0.05 m.
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COMMENTS ON DEPLOYMENT SIMULATIONS WITHOUT DAMPERS
- BY MAINTAINING THE MIDDLE MASS AT THE SYSTEM C.M. THE
PERTURBATIONS ON IT ARE MINIMIZED DURING DEPLOYMENT.
- THE ACCELERATION LEVEL, HOWEVER, DEPENDS ON THE INITIAL
MISALIGNMENT ERROR OF THE THREE MASSES.
O
- AT THIS STAGE OF THE STUDY DAMPING OF LATERAL OSCILLATIONS
APPEARS THE MOST DIFFICULT.
- THE MIDDLE MASS SHOULD BE MOVED TO THE ORBITAL CENTER
(ZERO ACCELERATION POINT IN STEADY STATE CONDITION), WHEN
THE DEPLOYMENT HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
DAMPING OF VIBRATIONAL MODES
• IMPROVED TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL
- ELASTIC TETHERS
- LONGITUDINAL TETHER OSCILLATION DAMPERS
• MODIFIED TETHER CONTROL LAW
- OPTIMIZED ANGULAR FEEDBACK FOR RATE CONTROL LAW
--OVERALL LIBRATION CONTROL
--EFFECTIVE ALSO IN DAMPING TRANSVERSE OSCILLATIONS
• THE ORBITAL VELOCITY STRONGLY AFFECTS THE IN-PLANE RESPONSE SO THAT
THE BEST DAMPING CYCLE IS NO LONGER SHAPED LIKE A YO-YO CYCLE.
• THE BEST OSCILLATION CYCLE MAKES THE SATELLITE FOLLOW AN S-SHAPED
TRAJECTORY WITH DECREASING TETHER LENGTH FOR RETROGRADE TETHER
LIBRATION.
• TETHER LIBRATION DAMPING (8)
- ENERGY DISSIPATED PER CYCLE
Eo = 2 /j_ (_-n)Odt
- THE TERM DEPENDING ON fl (ORBITAL RATE) IS DOMINATING
- IN ORDER TO HAVE Ed >> 0 A GOOD CONTROL LAW IS
]_c = esx (I - K0O) so that Ed --_2e Ke af]dt Sdt
\
• TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION DAMPING (e)
l
- ANGULAR FEEDBACK THAT TAKES INTO _
ACCOUNT THE LATERAL DEFLECTION
DAMPS OUT LATERAL OSCILLATIONS
e,o,= e,,, [z - K,,(o - ,le,)] tether #i
tether #2
I
i
l I
l
• TETHER LONGITUDINAL OSCILLATION AND TETHER LIBRATION HAVE
FREQUENCIES DIFFERENT BY AN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE
• SIMULTANEOUS MULTI-FREQUENCY DAMPING BY REEL-CONTROL IS AN OPTION.
REEL-CONTROL TUNED IN TIME SHARING TO FREQUENCIES THAT ARE TO BE
DAMPED OUT IS ANOTHER OPTION
%0
• A LONGITUDINAL DAMPER (SPRING + DASHPOT) PER EACH TETHER IS PROBABLY
A SIMPLER SOLUTION
- THIS SOLUTION IS ADOPTED
IN THE FOLLOWING SIMULATIONS
- EAcH DAMPER IS TUNED TO THE
RESPECTIVE TETHER' S
LONGITUDINAL FREQUENCY
- CRITICAL DAMPING FACTORS
ARE MORE EFFECTIVE THAN
SUBCRI TI CAL ONES
- LONGITUDINAL DAMPERS
STRONGLY REDUCE THE LIKELI-
HOOD OF SLACK TETHER
4.Z_ZZ/
V
b&
• MODIFIED DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY + DAMPERS
- LONGITUDINAL DAMPERS ACTIVE XXqROUGHOUT THE WHOLE MANEUVER
- ACCELERATION PHASE EQUIVALENT TO PREVIOUS DEPLOYMENT (CONSTANT ANGLE)
- WHEN TETHER VELOCITY OF PHASE I MATCHES TETHER VELOCITY REQUIRED BY
ROTATIONAL DAMPER ON, ROTATIONAL AND TRANSVERSE DAMPERS ARE SWITCHED ON
--A COSINUSOIDAL TRANSITION LAW IS USED TO MATCH THE TETHER LENGTHS
--THE ROTATIONAL DAMPER DRIVES THE SYSTEM' TO A COMPLETE DEPLOYMENT
£c = _I exp (st) acceleration phase
_c = _s_ [l-fir - k,(0 - _/_)] rotational damper on
fir = (_tr- _itr) cos (_ t/Tit)
- MODIFIED DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY RESULTS IN A FAST MANEUVER
- THE ELASTIC TETHERS ASK FOR EXTRA CARE IN THE INITIAL PART OF
THE MANEUVER
--IN LINE THRUSTER RECOMMENDABLE
--PRESENT SIMULATIONS START AT A TETHER LENGTH (20 M AND 200 M
RESPECTIVELY) WHERE THE IN-LINE THRUSTERS ARE SUPPOSED TO GO OFF
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• COMMENTS ON DAMPING OF VIBRATIONAL MODES DURING DEPLOYMENT
- EFFECTIVE WAY OF DAMPING LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL AND SYSTEM
LIBRATIONS HAS BEEN DEVISED
--DAMPING OF LATERAL OSCILLATIONS REQUIRES A GOOD KNOWLEDGE
OF THE THREE-MASS ALIGNMENT
--ROTATIONAL ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO THE LOCAL VERTICAL ALSO
REQUIRED. A LOWER ACCURACY THAN THAT FOR THE LATERAL
DEFLECTION IS NECESSARY.
- FAST DEPLOYMENT HAS BEEN ATTAINED
- INITIAL OSCILLATIONS DAMPED OUT IN FEW HOURS SO THAT FINAL
ACCELERATION LEVEL ON THE LOW-G PLATFORM IS LOWER THAN THAT
ESTIMATED IN THE STATION-KEEPING STUDIES (THE FORCING TERMS
ARE INACTIVE THIS TIME).
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TECHNOLOGYANDTESTPANELSUMMARYEPORT
October 16th 5umary
Either the Technology and Test panel did an outstanding Job at the
Williamsburg workshop two years ago, or the same people are repeating the
recommendations that .ere made then. In actuality, it is a combination of
the two situations because the baslc tether technology requirements have not
changed nor have the people who .ere involved in 1983 changed all that much.
In fact, the new panel members reinforce the position of the continuing
members. As a result o? this situation, the panel makes no new recommenda-
tion nor does it have any new applications to propose. This position is
pending interfaces and inputs from the other discipline panels, but prelimi-
nary discussions indicate continuing technology concerns from the other
panels also.
The Technology and Test panel spent the day in formal presentations and
reviews of the ongoing technology related work. The morning session was
spent reviewing the Atmospherlc/Aerothermodynamlc or tethered "wind tunnel"
concept, specifically the TSS-2 proposal, and the Shuttle Tethered Aero-
thermodynamic Research Facility feasibility/definition study results. The
panel endorses this work as an important near-term tether application and
recommends an aggressive design and development program. (It was also
brought to the panel's attention that a high priority recommendation of the
S&A panel was a low atmosphere mission similar to that proposed by STARFAC).
The second technology area reviewed was tether mission (science) and system
(engineering) instrumentation. Ongoing studies have concentrated on the
definition of Instrument requirements for the atmospheric/aerothermodynamlc
mission but have also touched on general tether applications system perform-
ance monitoring and control instrumentation such as satellite positioning
laser systems to supplement CPS capabilities, tether temperature, and tech-
niques for failure detection (fiber optic). An instrumentation issue
surfaced as a result of a stated requirement for a tenslometer to be located
at the satelllte during TSS-2 and STARFAC missions to define system drag and
support system control and post-flight dynamic modeling and performance
analysis. If such a measurement is necessary for TSS-2, why shouldn't TSS-I
also have such a measurement to support similar analysis. As a result of
discussions, the panel recommends that the inclusion of such a measurement be
studied and implemented if possible.
The morning session was concluded with presentations, by Turcl, relative to
the status of Aerltallan studies: (I) Tether Pointing Platform, a syst_
similar to that proposed by Lemke of NASA _RC to provide a controlled remote
platform for TBD tether application; (2) Tether Space Elevator Mechanism
Concepts, the development of which is an enabling technology for Variable
Gravity Applications and transportation of platforms and systems along a
tether.
The afternoon was spent reviewing various dynamic slmulation/mission modeling
capabilities. Although SKYHOOK and CTOSS were not formally presented, they
were discussed and are considered the base simulation systems at this time.
2O8
The question being asked is "Is there a need for a 'universal' simulation
capability and, if not, how can mission designs and analyses be regulated and
controlled for consistency and reliability?" This subject will be discussed
tomorrow, and a recommendation will be made.
Not included in today's summary because of a lack of interested or involved
participants (which is probably a result of a lack of activity in the area)
was the subject of tether materials and configurations. This lack of activi-
ty is of concern to the panel because a recommendation to initiate applica-
tions related tether requirements and development studies was made at the
Williamsburg workshop. Tether materials and configurations is an enabling
technology without which the tether application program cannot mature and
evolve.
Tomorrow's activities will center around briefings from 3oe Kolecki relative
to Electrodynamlc Technology and 3oe Carol relative to Expendable Tether
Capabilities. The latter will provide a method for accomplishing early tech-
nology related tether tests, as well as continued tests during the interim
years between TSS-1 and TSS-2 which now may be as much as 3 years. Finally,
the panel will review Its activities and formulate its final recommendations.
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REVIEWED:
• ATMOSPHERIC/AEROTHERMODYNAMIC (TETHERED WIND TUNNEL) CONCEPT
-- TSS--2 PROPOSAL----CARLOMAGNO
-- STARFAC FEASIBILITY/DEFINITION----SIEMERS
PANEL ADVOCATES CONCEPT/RECOMMENDS CONTINUED DEFINITION
AND DEVELOPMENT
• INSTRUMENTATION----WOOD
-- SCIENCE FOR ATMOSPHERIC/AEROTHERMODYNAMIC
-- ENGINEERING FOR TSS/TA5
TENSIOMETER REQUIREMENTS FOR TSS DYNAMICS MODEUNG AND
CONTROL (?) MAJOR CONCEJRN RELATIVE TO INSTRUMENT
AT SATEWTE
• TETHER POINTING PLATFORM CONCEPT 5TUDIES----TURCI
-- TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTING TAS MISSIONS TBD
• TETHER SPACE ELEVATOR MECHANISM CONCEPT (CRAWLER)
-- ENABUNG TECHNOLOGY FOR VARIABLE GRAVITY
-- ENABUNG TECHNOLOGY FOR TRANSPORTATION ALONG TETHER
CONCEPTS
• DYNAMIC MODEUNG
-- "UNIVERSAL" SIMULATION CAPABIUTY (?)
TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
Session XV
Final Oral Report
October 17, 1985
This is the final oral report of the Technology and Test panel. Whereas the
other workshop panels are primarily concerned with the definition of tether
applications, the Technology and Test panel's emphasis has been relative to
the accomplishment of promising tether applications. It is the opinion of
the panel's members that the early definition of the enabling technologies
and the initiation of programs required to resolve the tether related
technology issues is critical to the success of the TSS program as well as
the growth and maturing of the tether concept. In addition to defining
specific tether technology issues, the panel has defined a technology based
application as well as several systems concepts requiring technology
development to realize their potential. The technology Issues, application,
and systems defined are:
1. Tether Requirements/Materials Configuration
2. Tether Dynamics
3. TSS-2 Supporting Technology
4. Shuttle Tethered Aerothermodynamic Research
FacllIty--Application
5. TSS-1/Electrodynamic Tethers
6. Space Elevator--System
7. Tether Pointing Platform--System
8. Time
Technoloqy Issue--Tether Regulrements/Materlals/Conflguration
In spite of a lack of participants with a specific interest in this
technology area which concerned the panel, the panel expressed considerable
concern relative to the issue with the conclusion that the definition and
development of tethers is the singular most critical technology related to
the implementation of the tether applications defined to date. It is impera-
tive that the tether characteristics/requirements necessary to accomplish the
various proposed applications be defined. One of the ongoing tether technol-
ogy related activities which must be continued and expanded is the definition
of potential tether environments and the development of tethers that are
compatible with that environment. Issues such as temperature, atomic oxygen,
ultraviolet and Infrared radiation, micrometeroid impact, and many others
must be defined and addressed. An extremely important issue related to the
Shuttle Tethered Aerothermodynamic Research Facility tether application is a
high temperature tether capable of operating under large loads at tempera-
tures in excess of 1000° K. Another significant tether characteristic that
must be defined and will require considerable development is the requirement
to be conductive in order to generate or transmit power or provide a
communication link between tethered system and parent vehicle.
Another critical design consideration for future tethered applications is the
incorporation of tether system redundancy to minimize or eliminate payload
loss or parent vehicle damage due to tether damage or failure. A related
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technology system recommended for design and definition is a system of
instrument capability that mould detect tether failure and provide early
warning for system safety.
As a result of these tether issues, the Technology and Test panel recommends
that (I) NASA and PSN initiate a coordinated program to define tether
requirements and a development and test program to evaluate tether concepts
and materlals, (2) that, because of the importance of this issue and the lack
of specific participation relative to this technology issue, a Tether
Requlrements/Materlals/Conflguration panel be established for the next
workshop to generate interest and activity in the area.
Technology Issue--Tether Dynamics
The panel spent cons lderable time reviewing tether dynamic simulation
capabilities. It is believed by the panel that the development of accurate
dynamic simulatlon/misslon modeling capabilities is critical to the accept-
ance of the tether concept. It is imperative that the dynamic character-
istics of TSS-I and TSS-2 be accurately predicted to ensure the acceptance of
the concept. Nothing will do the program more damage than to have the flight
dynamics differ from the predictions. With this in mind, the panel expressed
concern that there are numerous special purpose simulation capabilities in
existence and the number is growing at what seems to be an exponential rate.
This lack of control of the dynamic modeling and simulation programs elimi-
nates any basis for program comparison or checking relative to application
feasibility studies and mission planning. This lack of a coordinated
dynamlcs/mission simulation capability was of concern to the Technology and
Test panel as was an Inability, due to environment simulation capability, to
generate a test case for evaluation of the various dynamic models. Even the
major programs, SKYHOOK and the recently developed GTOSS, require
verification.
As a result of the panel concerns, It is recommended that the existing Tether
Dynamics Working Group's activity be expanded to include the design, develop-
ment, implementation, and review of a dynamics "test case" Incorporating the
TSS-I and TSS-2 missions for program verification. Concepts for earlier
simulation tests should be seriously studied and considered. The Tether
Dynamics Working Group should oversee and provide a peer review function of
the results of the "test case" simulation results and, as a result, make
recommendations relative to future development of dynamic/mission simulation
capabilities as required for tether applications. As with the Tether
Requirements/Materlals/Conffguratlon issue, the establishment of a Dynamics
panel for future workshops is recommended. (As major technology Issues
evolve into significant work areas, their considerations by the Technology
and Test panel is no longer productive except in overview capacity.)
Technology Issue--TSS-2 Supporting Technology Programs
The success of TSS-I and TSS-2 is critical to the evolution and growth of the
tether concept. While the TSS-I mission will be discussed later, the
successful accomplishment of TSS-2 has significant implications to future
atmospheric tether missions and related programs. There are several TSS-2
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related technology issues which concerned the Technology and Test panel,
namely:
Instrumentation
Materials
Aerothermal Analysis
Dynamics
Configuration (Sate11Ite)
The issue of instrumentation relates to the design and development of both
the mission control instrumentation; such as, tensiometers, which the panel
recommends at each end of the tether for all the TSS missions for dynamic
control and post-flight verification, and tether temperature sensing for
mission control and tether performance verification as well as science
related instrumentation. Relative to the science instrumentation, it is
important to note that the TSS-Z mission will operate in a region of the
upper atmosphere that imposes peculiar measurement requirements to define
molecular species and determine ion and electron concentration at both the
satellite surface as well as across the flow field; i.e. Mass Spectrometer
and Rayleigh Scattering (laser systems), respectively. While Mass Spectrom-
eters are flight qualified, their design is peculiar to each mission, and
laser flow-field profiling is a ground-based capability requiring consider-
able study prior to flight certification. Finally of concern was the
development of heat flux sensors for the satellite and the tether and the
need for instrumentation capable of detecting tether failure.
The panel was also concerned about tether and satellite materials. Since the
panel is interested in extending TSS-2's operating range (below 130 km
altitude), studies relative to both tether and satellite materials that will
perform at higher temperatures are reconwnended. The development of high
temperature tether and satellite materials is a prerequisite to the accomp-
lishment of aerothermodynamic research in the free-molecule and transition
flow regimes proposed for TSS-2, as well as being of interest and value to
the proposed STARFAC missions. These proposed TSS-2 studies are required to
define thermal, as well as aerodynamic, design parameters for future atmos-
pheric missions. Preliminary studies indicate rapid increases in tether
temperature as well as significant increases in length of tether required to
accomplish lower altitude missions. The increased tether requirement occurs
as the aerodynamic drag on the tether and satellite approaches the gravity
gradient force, and the tether deployment angle deviates significantly from
the vertical. These aerothermodynamic phenomena result in requirements for
considerable studies relative to tether/satellite dynamics as well as mission
studies relative to the deployment, mission operations, and retrieval of the
tethered system, specifically relative to communication, tracking and
satellite/tether control. The TSS-2 Nttssion, as well as extended capability
baseline geometry missions, could significantly contribute to an understand-
ing of the upper atmosphere and upper atmospheric aerothermodynamics.
Finally, the panel expressed considerable concern relative to the mission
turn-around time between TS5-1 and TSS-2 and the lack of compatibility of the
objectives of TSS-1 and TSS-2 satellite configurations. It is believed that
such delays will considerably compromise the impact on the success of the
first mission and thereby the potential growth of the concept and its
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applications for space station particularly. Consideration should, there-
?ore, be given to the development of two satellites--one for electrodynamic
missions and one ?or atmospheric missions.
The primary recommendation relative to TS5-2 is the initiation of detailed
system studies to define the mission limitations of the present TSS configu-
ration and the definition of the modifications, both tether and satellite,
required to extend the present capability to lower altitudes. Such studies
would include all the previously discussed T55-2 supporting technology
issues.
Technology Issue--Shuttle Tethered Aerothermodynamic Research Facility -
STARFAC
This is the Technology and Test panel's proposed tether application and is an
extension of the proposals presented relative to TSS-2. STARFAC is a
research proposal that would take advantage of the tether concept's peculiar
capability to provide in-situ steady-state aerothermodynamic/atmospheric
data. The proposal recommends the extension of the TSS-2 capability to an
altitude of 90 km. While present studies indicate that a passive TSS-2
configured satellite may be limited to 100 km altitude, the inclusion of
negative lift, propulsion, or tether configuration changes, could extend
this capability. The supporting technologies as discussed relative to TSS-2
are:
Instrumentation
Materials (see Technology Issue--Tether Requirements/
Materials/Configuration)
Configuration
Dynamics/Mission Design (see Technology Issue--Tether
Dynamics)
The STARFAC proposal extends the research capability to include the
transition and possibly slip flow regimes while the TSS-2 is probably limited
to the free-molecule regime. This capability expands the studies required to
support the development of the enabling technologies.
The panel recommends that studies be initiated as soon as possible relative
to mission design and limitation definition, as well as the development and
test of required hardware systems with emphasis on instrumentation and high
temperature components. These recommendations are complimentary to the TSS-2
recommendations.
Technology Issue--TSS-I/Electrodynamic Technology
The interaction between the Electrodynamic and Technology and Test panels was
initiated as a result of concerns expressed by Technology and Test panel
members relative to TSS-I success. The interaction resulted in a "charged"
discussion about the success potential of the planned mission. As a result
of this discussion, it was Jointly agreed, the details of the agreement were
included in the Electrodynamic panel's final report as given by 3oe Kolecki,
"that a plasma contactor {hollow cathode) should be included and operated on
the Orbiter during the TSS-I mission."
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For the future of the electrodynamic tether concept, the development of
tether conductors and insulators is critical. It is recommended that, as
discussed in Technology Issue--Tether Requirements/Materials/Configurations,
tether materials receive priority study with significant emphasis on electro-
dynamic applications. (Electrodynamic and atmospheric high-temperature
tether configurations are of particular significance to the tether program
because of the TSS program and the near-term potential of these two
concepts.) Finally, the success of the eleotrodynamic tether concept depends
on the generation of power in kilowatts which requires the development of
high voltage power management and control hardware. (See Electrodynamic
panel's report for details.)
Technology Issue--Space Elevator (Crawler)
The Implementation of many tether applications requires the development of a
tether crawler for tether inspection but primarily for the transport of
materials and equipment between a space station, for example, and a tethered
work station. Such a system capability requires the development of technolo-
gy and then the design and development of the required mechanisms. The panel
encourages continued design effort relative to the Space Elevator (Crawler)
concept. Such work is presently underway by Aerltalia.
Technology Issue--Tether Pointinq Platform
The Tether Pointing Platform is a system proposed by both NASA and Aeritalia
for various applications relative to tether controlled operational missions.
The Technology and Test panel recommends continued study of this concept
leading to feasibility definition and demonstration.
Technology Issue--Time
The Technology and Test panel is concerned relative to the timely definition
and development of the application's enabling technologies. The development
of these technologies must be accomplished to allow the evolutionary growth
of the tether concept. Technology will control the future of the tether
(second only to dollars).
The only recommendation that can now be made is that the technology related
programs discussed be implemented as soon as possible, qulckly, NOW!
That concludes the final report of the Technology and Test panel--thank you.
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TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
TECHNOLOGY ISSUE "
• TETHER REQUIREMENTS ! MATERIALS I CONFIGURATIONS
• DEFINE TETHER CHARACTERISTICS TO SUPPORT TETHER APPLICATIONS
I,-.=
• ,REDUNDANCY
• ENVIRONMENT COMPATIBILITY
• CONDUCTIVE / NON-CONDUCTIVE
• HIGH TEMPERATURE
• TRANSMISSION CAPABILITY
POWER
COMMUNICATION
• FAILURE DETECTION
RECOMMENDATIONS :
• INITIATE COORDINATED NASA/PSN PROGRAM TO DEFINE REQUIREMENTS AND
INITIATE DEVELOPMENT AND TEST OF TETHER CONCEPTS AND MATERIALS
• ESTABLISH TETHER REQUIREMENTS I MATERIALS /CONFIGURATION PANEL
FOR NEXT WORKSHOPTO GENERATE INTEREST / ACTIVITY
TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
TECHNOLOGY ISSUES :
k,.,=
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ELECTRODYNAMICS
• TETHER MATERIALS
• CONDUCTORS
• INSULATORS
• POWER MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
• HIGH VOLTAGE
• INCLUSION I OPERATION OF PLASMA CONTACTOR (HOLLOW
CATHODE) ON ORBITER DURING TSS-1 MISSION
SPACE ELEVATOR (CRAWLER)
• MECHANISM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
TETHER POINTING PLATFORM
• CONCEPT DERNITION
TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
TECHNOLOGY ISSUE :
• TSS-2 SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
• INSTRUMENTATION
• TENSIOMETER
• TETHER TEMPERATURE
• HEAT FLUX SENSORS
• FLOW FIELD PRORLING INSTRUMENTS (RAYLEIGH SCATTERING)
• MASS SPECTROMETER INLETS
• TETHER FAILURE DETECTION
• MATERIALS
• TETHER
• SATELLITE
• AEROTHERMAL ANALYSES - THERMAL CONSTRAINTS
• DYNAMICS I MISSION STUDIES
• COMMUNICATION
• TRACKING
• CONTROL
• CONFIGURATION (TSS-2 AND TSS-1)
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• DEFINE MISSION PLAN WITHIN CAPABILITIES OF PRESENT CONFIGURATION
• DEFINE MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO EXTEND PRESENT CAPABILITY
TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
TECHNOLOGY ISSUE :
SHUTTLE TETHERED AEROTHERMODYNAMIC RESEARCH FACILITY
CONCEPT TO EXTEND ATMOSPHERICIAEROTHERMO CAPABILITY TO
90 km ALTITUDE
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SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY
• INSTRUMENTATION
• MATERIALS
• CONRGURATION
• DYNAMICS/MISSION DESIGN
RECOMMENDATIONS :
INITIATE STUDIES RELATIVE TO STARFAC DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND TEST
WITH EMPHASIS ON :
INSTRUMENTATION
HIGH TEMPERATURE COMPONENTS
TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
TECHNOLOGY ISSUE :
• TETHER DYNAMICS
. SPECIAL PURPOSE SIMULATION CAPABILITIES ARE NUMEROUS AND GROWING
• NO BASIS FOR COMPARISON I CHECKING
• NO COORDINATED DYNAMICS I MISSION STUDY CAPABILITY
FO RECOMMENDATIONS:
• DERNITION / DEVELOPMENT OF TSS-1 I TSS-2 DYNAMICS TEST CASE
EXPAND DYNAMICS WORKING GROUP'S ACTIVITY TO INCLUDE
IMPLEMENTATION AND REVIEW OF TEST CASE RESULTS AND PROVIDE
PEER REVIEW FUNCTION- RECOMMEND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT FOR
TETHER APPLICATIONS
• ESTABLISH DYNAMICS PANEL FOR FUTURE WORKSHOPS AND TAS REVIEWS
TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
TECHNOLOGY ISSUE :
TIME
RECOMMENDATION :
IMPLEMENT TECHNOLOGY RELATED PROGRAMS QUICKLY
(NOWl)
REFERENCE-I
AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR DEPLOYMENT, RETRIEVAL AND CONTROL OF
TETHERED SATELLITES
by
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The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
October 1985
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ABSTRACT
Within the next few years, there will be a SpaceShuttle mission wherein
satellite on a conducting tether will be flown 20 km above the orbiter and a
non-conducting tether satellite will be flown 100 km lower than the spacecraft
orbit of 200 kmto 240 km. These tethered satellites will be deployed by a
system consisting of a precisely-controlled winch and an extendable boom-ty_e
projector. Onceprojected a distance above or below the spacecraft, the
satellites will begin to feel the effects of the gravity gradient and pull away
with increasing force, requiring winch braking to control deployment speed. ;or
satellite retrieval, the winch will require power input. The process of o_ti_m
tethered satellite control obtained through braking and/or powering the winch
can be rather complex and will require the development of a set of syszem
control laws. This complexity arises from several factors of tethered satei]ite
dynamics. The atmospheric drag on the satellite and its tether will vary vitq
altitude, especially when the lower satellite moves down into the transition
flow region below 130 km. It is also believed that the satellite will develco
swinging motions which must be damped by precise tugging of the winch.
Additional forces on the tether will result from the electrodynamic effects th_z
occur when a current flows along the conOucting tether. Other control com_liz_-
tions arise from the use of moving subsatellite instrument packages deployeo
from the spacecraft or from the deployment of a subsatellite from the main
tethered satellite.
It is believed that an expert system could be very beneficial to the optimjm
control of the tethered satellites by the winch and boom. The University oF
Alabama in Huntsville is currently developing an expert system (called DEX) that
can be used for docking maneuvers of the 0MV. A similar concept can be used to
develop an expert system to control the tethered satellite system's reel and
boom mechanism. The use of this expert system can substantially reduce the man-
power requirements during the deployment and retrieval of tethered satellites.
Additionally, it can maintain a stable configuration in the interim by intro-
ducing controlled damping through variation of the tether tension.
Because the only tethered satellite system data available to date is derived
from simulation studies, it may not be initialy possible to construct a complete
knowledge base. Thus, the tethered satellite control laws, sensor signal pro-
cessing, self-learning and manual over-ride capabilities must be built into this
proposed expert system.
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SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
- provide informatlons relative to the aerodynamic and heat transfer
coefficients within the range of the thermo-fluid-dynamic condi-
tions experienced by the satellite during TSS atmospheric flights,
bO
bO
-improve the understanding of the gasdynamic processes occurring
downstream of the bow wave standing in front of the satellite,
-. implement the knowledge of the chemistry and physics of the upper
atmosphere related to satellite aerothermodynamics,
- check for the existence of an overshooting of the air drag coeffi-
cient of the sphere in the transition regime (Bird AIAA J, 1966,
Kussoy & Stewart AIAAJ, 1970),
TECHNOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES
- define TSS capabilities with regard to atmospheric flights.
-exploit parallel feasibility studies concerning tether materials, aero-
dynamic stabilizers etc.
- provide valuable engineering informatlons on the TSS overall experimental
envelope of operation.
MOTIVATIONS
current wind tunnel technology does not provide reliable thermo-
fluid-dynamic data in the combined low Reynolds number and large
Moch number regime.
OQ
present computational methods cannot yield the required thermo-
fluid-dynamic coefficients because of computational limitations
and/or lack of an experimental data base.
designers who need free-molecule/transition-flow regime data are
forced to resort to empirical representations based upon sparse
flight data and/or extrapolation of wind tunnel data.
-tile research will give preliminary results on the feasibility
of a tethered system mainly devoted to oerothermodynomic research.
AIMS
the present .research yields o complete set of
extended range of flight conditions and/or the
encompassed by TSS,
measurements within the
long time of operation
bo
bo
_4D
o proper instrumentation allows the execution of "in
to characterize the upper atmosphere and provides
develop and validate theoretical models of free
flow fields.
situ" measurements
the data base to
molecule/transition
the comparison of computational data with flight
produce a rellable design tool for future flight
in this regime,
measurements can
systems operoting
in the flrst
free stream will
ore also present
and speed ratio,
atmospheric mission the molecular mean
vary by two orders of magnitude.
for temperature, Pressure, density,
free path of the
Large variations
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RELATION TO OTHER ONGOING RESEARCH PROGRAMS
_Q
- research to define the Orbiter's aerothermodynamics in the free-molecu-
le/transition flow regime is currently sponsored by the Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) of NASA as part of the Orbiter
Experiment (OEX) program.
-SCOWT is the first step toward developement of the Shuttle Tethered
AerothermodynamicResearch Facility (STARFAC)
-advanced hypersonic flight systems which operate in the rarefied atmo-
sphere as Aeroassisted Orbiter Transfer Vehicle (AOTV) and Entry Re-
search Vehicle (ERV) are presentely under feasibility study,
- SCOWT supports the development of the computational models required in
order to design the above flight systems and to reduce the development
time and flight demonstration costs,
INVESTIGATIONAPPROACH
A comprehensive set of measurements is performed to characterize:
- state vector of the satellite (position, velocity, attitude)
- free stream characteristics (composition, density, etc,)
- satellite/flow field interotion (forces,
boundary layer composit lon)
skin temperatures, heat fluxes,
I.Q
£,Q
CURRENTLY IDENTIFIED
MEASUREMENTS
GROUNDBASEDSHUTTLEAND
CANDIDATE METHODS
UNDER CONSIDERATION
N.A.
SATELLITE RELATIVE
SHUTTLETRACKINGS
TSS ATTITUDE
TETHERTENSION
SATELLITE ACCELERATION
INTERNAL TEMPERATURES
SURFACE TEMPERATURES
HEATFLUXES
FREE STREAM GAS
ANALYSIS
BOUNDARY LAYER GAS
ANALYSIS
FLOW-FIELD PROFILING
TO
3-AXES GYRO-SYSTEM
3-AXES TENSIOMETER
3-AXES ACCELEROMETER
GROUNDED JUNCTION THERMO-
COUPLES
CO-AXIAL OR PARALLEL RIB-
BON THERMOCOUPLES
STANDARD SENSORS AS THIN
FILMS,CALORIMETERS,ETC.
FREE STREAM MASS SPECTRO-
METER
BOUNDARY LAYER MASS SPEC-
TROMETER
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING, IR,
LASER FLUORESCENCE
PROJECTED R&D
REQUIREMENTS
EXTENDED
t
MODERATE
t
STATE VECTOROF THE SATELLITE
_Q
- the ground based Shuttle tracking and the satellite-relative-to-Shuttle
tracking give the TSS Best Extimated TraJectory (BET),
-BET together with the outputs of the. 3-axes accelerometer-gyro system
give the complete state vector of the satellite (position, velocity and
attitude),
bo
LO
UI
SHUTTLE
TRACKING
SHUTTLE
RELATIVE
TSS
TRACKING
TSS
GYROS
L
v
TSS
BEST
ESTIMATED
TRAJECTORY
TSS
ATTITUDE
TSS
STATE VECTOR
POSITION
VELOCITY
ATTITUDE
DERIVATION OF TSS STATE VECTOR
TENSIOMETER
t_
- the overall force exerted by the tether on the satellite is measured by
a three component balance (tensiometer).
- the force measurement together with accelerometer data can provide the
fluid dynamic drag,
- in the atmospheric mission the presence of tensiometer on the satellite
will give valuable informations on tether dynamics,
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TSS
ACCELEROMETERS
( Body axes)
TENSIOMETER
FREE STREAM
MASS
SPECTROMETER
ACCELERATION IN
INERTIAL AXES
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TSS STATE
VECTOR
DBAG
ON TSS
I
DRAG
COEFFICIENT
DERIVATION OF DRAG COEFFICIENT
THERMAL MEASUREMENTS
t,Q
Oo
internal
couples.
adeguate
temperatures can be measured with grounded
Present In-house thermocouple calibration
without further development,
junction thermo-
facilities are
surface temperatures
ribbon thermocouples.
will be performed to
ments.
can be measured with either co-axial or parallel
An experimental measurements verification program
insure that the sensors meet the accuracy require-
heat flux measurements can
selecting the sensor by
frequencies considerations,
be performed by one of the
temperature level and heat
standards methods
rate level and
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TItERM
SIGNAL
COUDITIONING
MODULE
SKIN
TEMPERATURES
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HEAT
FLUXES 1
POSITION AND
ATTITUDE
RELATIVE
TO SO_
TSS
STATE
VECTOR
MAGN I'I'UDE
AND DIRECTION
OF VELOCITY
CONVECT ION
HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT
DERIVATION OF CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
HEAT FLUX MEASUREMENTS
-heat flux sensors must be investigated with regard to their frequency
response.
Ix,)
.p-
O
- heat flux sensors
at known points,
generally ere bodies whose temperatures are measured
-four types of one-dimensional heat flux sensors have to be basically
considered: thin film (T1)_ thick film (T)_ wall calorimeter (T2)_
gradient sensor (AT).
- the slab back face can be either insulated (adiabatic; Q2=0) or main-
tained at a given temperature (in contact with a heat sink; T2=0).
- amplitude and phase lag are dependent on frequency e)and thermal diffusi-
vity coefficient a.
NOTATION FOR ONE-DIMENSIONALHEAT FLUX SENSORS
Ql = IQ11_in_t
.T = I Tlsin (_t + _)
AT = T -T
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:REQUa,lC. RESPONSE OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT FLU:< SENSORS (PHASE LAG)
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DATA REDUCTION OF MASS SPECTROMETERS MEASUREMENTS
BOUNDARY LAYER MASS SPECTROMETER
•-o "boundary layer" mass spectrometer ls being developed to measure the
gas composition and the ratio of neutral to charged molecules and atoms
et the satellite surface (behind the bow wave),
- tl_e instrument is a small double-focussing mass spectrometer projected
to weigh on the order of few kgs,
-to l_ave minimal effects on the flow, an "effusive" inlet is being
developed based on a small disc containing parallel capillaries.
THE DOUBLE FOCUSSING MASS SPECTROMETER
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Ion source --"
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SENSORFOR CONCENTRATIONPROF!LE
with regard to the Interaction between the
flow field, the possibility of measuring the
the boundary layer by means of on lnfrored
sensor will be evaluated,
satellite surface and tl_e
concentration profiles in
(IR) concentration profile
-this study will define boundary layer resolution,
and level of concentrations which con be measured,
spectral bondwidtl_s
- alternatively the Royleigh scattering
tecl_niques will be investigated,
and the laser fluorescence
T SS SECTION V IEW
TYPICAL MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
Tether_to shuttle
Tensiometer
FSMS_
Direction
of travel
2-4
0 or T channels
on stabilizer
boom and tail
Stabilizer _
LeGend
FSMS -Free stream mass spectrometer
BLfvlS - Boundary layer mass spectrometer at TSS surface
"- - Surface temperature sensor or heat flux sensor,
not on same streamline as any other sensor
C - h'eusekeepin_c temperature sensor
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CONCLUSIONS
.I:"-
-SCOWT's primary objective is to perform "in situ" measurements to
provide aerodynamic and heat transfer coefficients at the conditions
experienced by the satellite during TSS atmospheric flights.
-a complete set of measurements is performed in order to provide the
data base to develop and validate theoretical models of free-molecule
transition flow fields.
- tlle researcll is well related to other ongoing programs sucll as STARFAC,
AOTV and ERV presently being investigated.
-SCOWT supports the development of the models required to design tl]e
above flight systems and to reduce development tlme and flight demonstrc_-
t ion costs.
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Pressure ! Number iDensity
tort N/cm _
28 96
Research
Vehicles
252
from: Heicklen,J.,"Atmospheric Chemistry,"
Academic Press,1972.
REPRESENTATIVE ATMOSPHERIC DAYTIME ION CONCENTRATIONS
t,o
EQUILIBRIUM AND NONEQUILIBRIUM GAS PROPERTY
COMPARISONS FROM AT POINT AWAY FROM THE WALL
Sphere cone at altitude : 58 km: Mach- 14: Angle of attack = 30o
I.5 - x lO-4 3- x lO"4
1.0
.5
0 i I I
Viscosity.
N-SIm 2
Density.
kglm3
2 /
/
J
/
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I I I
Velocity,
mlsec
3OOO
2000
1000
0
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4000
Temperature,
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2OOO
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I
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Nonequilib. flow,
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Distance. cm
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STARFAC
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION
L_
L,n
RESPONSIBILITY OF TSS (STARFAC) TECHNOLOGY AND TEST PANEL AT LaRC
(SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION; INSTRUMENT RESEARCH DIVISION)
• DEFINE ENGINEERING MEASUREMENTS NECESSARY FOR
CONTROL AND HOUSEKEEPING
• DEFINE SCIENCE MEASUREMENTS NECESSARY TO INVESTIGATE
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC ENERGY AND MOMENTUM TRANSFER
• DEFINE INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS AND ASSESS
STATE-OF-THE-ART
• MEASUREMENT ADVISORY PANEL TO INTERFACE AEROTHERMO-
DYNAMIC, ENGINEERING_ AND MEASUREMENT SPECIALISTS
LaRC
7/18/85
STARFAC
SCIENCE MEASUREMENTS
O_
CURRENTLY IDENTIFIED
MEASUREMENTS
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION
HEAT FLUX RATE
SURFACE PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION
FREE STREAM GAS
ANALYSIS
BOUNDARY LAYER GAS
ANALYSIS
FLOW-FIELD PROFIUNG
GAS DENSITY
BOUNDARY LAYER
TRANSITION
WALL CATALYSIS
CANDIDATE M ETHODS
UNDER CONSIDERATION
THERMOCOUPLES
PROJECTED R &D
REQUIREMENTS
EXTENDED
THERMOCOUPLES, CALORIMETERS
CAPACITANC E, VA RIABLE
RELUCTANCE
FREE STREAM MASS
SPECTROMETER
BOUNDARY LAYER MASS
SPECTROMETER
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING, IFL LASER
FLUORESCENCE
PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, MASS
SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENTS
PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS
MASS SPECTROMETER TEMPERA-
TURE MEASUREMENTS
:$
MODERATE
LaRC 7/18/85
STARFAC
ENGINEERING MEASUREMENTS
t.n
..j
CURRENTLY IDENTIFIED
MEASUREMENTS
TETHER TENSION
TETHER TEMPERATURE
SATELLITE SURFACE
TEMPERATURE
HEAT TRANSFER RATE
SATELLITE INTERNAL
TEMPERATURE
DYNAMIC SURFACE
PRESSURE
INTERNAL PRESSURE
ACCELERATION (DRAG)
SATELLITE COORDINATE:
SATELLITE / STS
COMMUNICATIONS
CANDIDATE METHODS UNDER
CONSIDERATION
TENSIOMETERS, ACCELEROME--
TERS
REFLECTED ACOUSTIC WAVE
PROPOGATION
THERMOCOUPLES
THERMOCOUPLES, CALORIMETERS
THERMOCOUPLES, RADIOMETERS
PROJECTED R&D
REQUIREMENTS
EXTENDED
CAPACITANCE, VARIABLE RELUC-
TANCE
THERMOPILE, CAPACITANCE
ACCELEROMETERS, GYROSCOPES
LASER RADAR
FIBER OPTICS, ELECTRONIC,
LASER
-It
ft.
-ill.
LaRC 7118185
TSS- 2 FREE STREAM GAS ANALYSIS
t,o
Ln
CO
Objectives:
Approach:
Quantitatively determine neutral and ionized gas concentrations
(NO _ 109, N+-= 106/cm3), in order to relate global variations
in free-stream compositionto TSS-1 operational behavior and
to electrodynamic measurements.
Modify and integrate an existing flight qualified Venus probe
high resolution mass spectrometer for TSS use.
Development:Design and fabricate free-stream inlet; minor modificationof
electronics to optimizeoperationparametersfor TSS mission,
incorporatedata storagesystem.
THE DOUBLE FOCUSSING MASS SPECTROMETER
Flow Effusive inlet
0777777727
Ion source--_ Spacecraft wall
flectrostatic lens
C.n
Ion beam
detector plane
Inhomocjeneous field
magnetic lens
THE EFFUSIVE INLET
Gas flow through
the ellusive inlet
5 2
cm
_- Gla_s disc _ lO pm diameter
capillaries
I,O
O
POTENTIAL _INTRUINVE MIEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
FOR HYPERSONIC BOIRII_ARY-LAYER RESEARCH
Technique
Passive
Measurement Issues
Mass spectrometry
Thermal emissions
Optical
Species concentration
Temperature, species
identity
Sampling and collecting, single
point measurement
Poor spatial resolution with
averaging effect
Rayleigh scattering Total density Noise from stray light, particulates.
and high fluorescent emissions
behind shock
Raman scattering Temperature.
concentration
species Same as Rayleigh - limited to
N2 identification below 52 kin,
N2 thermometry below 40 km
i ii i ii ii ii
QUANTITATIVE PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS AND CANDR)ATE
MEASUREMENT METHOOS FOR AEROTHERMODYNAMIC STUDIES
Currently Identified
Measurements
Surface temperature
Heat flux
Internal temperature
Surface pressure
Acceleration
Free-stream composition
Boundary-layer composition
Density
Flow-field profiling
Boundary-layer transition
Wall catalysts
CandidateMethods
Under Consideration
Thermocouples
Thermocouples, calorimeters
Thermocouples, radiometers
Capacitance,variable reluctance, thermopile
Accelerometers, gyros
Free stream neutral/charged particle massspectrometer
Boundary-layer neutral massspectrometer
Pressure. temperature, massspectrometermeasurements
IR, Rayleicjhscattering, laser fluorescence
Surface temperature and pressure measurements
Determine from mass spectrometermeasurements
J
ii | i m
STARFAC
MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION DEFINITION STATUS
• MAJOR ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE MEASUREMENTS IDENTIFIED
(3", CANDIDATE MEASUREMENT METHODS IDENTIFIED. BUr NOT SELECTED
FOR EACH, STATE-OF-THE-ART ASSESSMENT CONTINUING
• R & D REQUIRED • ALL METHODS WILL REQUIRE AT LEAST MODERATE
ENGINEERING R & D TO MEET SPECIFIC TSS REQUIREMENTS
DATA ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS, USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE,
CONTROLLED DATA SYSTEM, AND COMMUNICATIONS METHODS BEING
ASSESSED
LaRC
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EXAMPLES OF MEASUREMENTS REQUIRING R & D
Fo
O_
L_
TETHER TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION - RECENTLY IDENTIFIED REQUIREMENT
FOR 100 KM FLIGHT ; REFLECTED ACOUSTIC WAVE PROPAGATION BEING
CONSIDERED FOR MEASUREMENT
FLOW FIELD PROFILING - MAJOR LIMITATIONS ARE LOW SIGNAL DUE TO LOW
DENSITY (N=lOt31CM31 , REQUIREMENT FOR SMALL, HIGH POWER SOLID STATE
LASER AND DETECTOR ARRAYS; RALEIGH OR RAMAN SCATTERINC_
FLOURESENCE ARE CANDIDATES
DENSITY AND GAS ANALYSIS - R & D REQUIRED FOR NON-INTRUSIVE, NON-
PERTURBING SAMPLE SYSTEMS AND FOR MULTIPLE ION BEAM DETECTOR;
CURRENT FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETER TECHNOLOGY IS ADEQUATE FOR
TSS APPLICATIONS
LaRC
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PAUL M. SIEMERS, LaRC
GEORGE M. WOOD, LaRC
HENRY WOLF, AMA
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STARFAC
The Earth's atmosphere from 90 .l_m to 200 km provides the last eerothermodynamics
frontier, This atmospheric region is taking on even more significance as n_n
advances into space on fl more routine basis with plans for a permanent prese, lce
requiring even more extensive capabilities to "fly" in and through this region.
Present NASA programs which require but also can provide an understanding of
tile aerodynamics and aerothermodynemics of the free molecule and transition flows
that exist at these altitudes are the Aeroassisted OTV, Entry Research Vehicle
and the Tetl/ered Satellite. Each of these programs provides a unique opportunity
to do flight research In the rarefied upper atmosphere. However, the Tethered
Satellite Program provides, because of its capability to obtain global_ln-situ,
steady.state,dote, the greatest potential to:
1. Define the performance of aerodynamic shapes as a function
of environmental characteristics (free n_lecule, transition,
slip flow regimes).
2. Detine the cllorocteristics at the upper atn_sphere and the
globul variability of properties such as c_npositlon tem-
perature, pressure and density.
Such date are required to accomplish the systematic development and verification
of analytical prediction techniques required to support advance configuration
designs.
SHUTTLE TETHERED AEROTHERMODYNAMIC
RESEARCH FACILITY
hO
,,..j
/
/
/
!
/
FREE MOLECULE FLOW
!
TRANSITION FLOW
CONTINUUM FLOW-__
\
\
\
ORBITER
O_
CO
AOTV
LID RAN

STARFAC
PROPOSED RANGE OF ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES
rJ
o
ALl, km
9O
IO0
175
150
letup OK
176
210
B54
1.4x10 -3
2.4x10 -_
t JxiO -_
?.7xlO -_
B.4xlO °7
3.63x10 -_
5.6x10 -7
1._xlO .°
2.1x10 -9
?.SxtO -lu
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28.40
25 10
Z4.10
Z1 )0
HI I)1
0.01
m Kn I
.01 I
0.1 0.1 I
10 10 I
50 _O I
tOO IO0 I
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• OBJECTIVE
.,,.j
ESTABLISH THE FEASIBIUTY OF A TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
CAPABLE OF OPERATING FROM THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER AND
ACCOMPLISHING AEROTHERMODYNAMIC RESEARCH AT AN ALTITUDE
BETWEEN 90 KM AND 200 KM
LaRC
7118/85
STARFAC
APPROACH:
DEVELOP OR MODIFY AS REQUIRED A TETHER SYSTEM SIMULATION
PROGRAM TO STUDY SYSTEM ELEMENTS RELATIVE MOTION, STABILITY
FORCES, TEMPERATURE, DEPLOYMENT, RETRIEVAL, ETC.
DEVELOP CONTROL LAWS AND LOGIC AS REQUIRED TO MEET STARFAC
MISSION OBJECTIVES
PERFORM SYSTEM TRAJECTORY SHAPING STUDIES TO ESTABLISH
OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
• PERFORM MISSION SIMULATION TO DEFINE CONCEPT MISSION ENVELOPE
• DEFINE SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE DATA REQUIREMENTS AND
ESTABLISH INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
LaRC
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SIMULATIONS
SIMPUFIED MISSION
-,,j
(.,.)
• EQUATORIAL, CIRCULAR ORBIT
• SHUTTLE ALTITUDE MAINTAINED
• SPHERICAL 500 kg SATELLITE
• STAINLESS STEEL TETHER,
1 1/2 mm DIAMETER
LaRC
7118/85
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SIMULATIONS
ELLIPTICAL ORBIT MISSIONS
• PURPOSE • PROVIDE THERMAL RELIEF FOR TETHER
t_
lethcr Length
(kin)
larger Actual
90 96._
90 101.8
_0 96.6
9O 96.6
90 99.8
90 97.7
90 94.2
Orbit Patterers
(kin)
Perigee _ogee
2OO
2OO
2OO
2OO
200
ZOO
220
?40
260
260
)00
qO0
SateLlite
Altitude
(ka)
109.B
115.0
116.7
11J,8
124.6
137.2
159.9
IeLher
lemperature('K)
770
709
697
730
6O8
551
502
]_lmS Jo#l
Orbiter
(No=tons)
368
25O
376
250
253
354
I_p 1oy
I ime
(see)
I I _40
11401
114)&
11401
11504
| 1560
117:10
Orbiter
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MdintendlU:e
lstf i,_ite ladss
hif iiiiLe Mdss
|.fi,iite Hdss
No, ie
i.fi,iitc I_,sS
iiifi,ii te I_sS
hifiai te Hd_s
CONCLUSIONS
• NO THERMAL RELIEF
• REDUCED DATA PERIOD
• TETHER DYNAMICS PROBLEMS
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SIMULATIONS
• INCLINED ORBIT (REAL) MISSIONS
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INCLINED ORBIT SIMULATIONS
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INCLINED ORBIT SIMULATIONS
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INCLINED ORBIT SIMULATIONS
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ORBITER ALTITUDE LOSS VERSUS STARFAC ALTITUDE
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MISSION TIMELINE
TYPICAL MISSION
• DEPLOY TO INITIAL TARGET ALTITUDE
I MAINTAIN SHUTTLE ORBITER ALTITUDE BY CONTINUOUS
z_V MANEUVERS
• ACCOMPUSH MINIMUM OF ONE ORBIT DATA PERIOD
• DEPLOY SATELLITE TO SECOND ALTITUDE
• REPEAT SEQUENCE
O0 Hi ss ion
I line
(Scc)
0
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16799
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PROCESS MAY BE REPEATED UNTIL ORBITER MAINTENANCEAV BUDGET DEPLETED ITBD)
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CONCLUSIONS •
r_
Co
THE FEASIBILITY OF DEPLOYING A TETHERED SATELLITE TO AN
ALTITUDE OF 100 KM HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED
THE FEASIBILITY OF DEPLOYING A TETHERED SATELLITE TO AN
ALTITUDE BELOW 100 KM IS POSSIBLE BUT COSTLY
THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF AEROTHERMODYNAMIC RESEARCH AT
ALTITUDES BETWEEN 100 AND 200 KM IS PRACTICAL
• CIRCULAR SHUTTLE ORBITS PROVIDE OPTIMUM MISSION TIMELINES
MISSIONS BELOW 125 KM ALTITUDE REQUIRE THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A HIGH TEMPERATURE TETHER
• TETHER MISSIONS ARE LIMITED TO ORBITAL SPEEDS
LaRC
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
Co
L,n
• ACCOMPLISH DETAILED MISSION STUDIES
• OPTIMIZE SKYHOOK
• INCORPORATE GTOSS
• TSS BASELINE I MINI-MOO MISSIONS
• FOREBODY MODIFICATIONS
• CONICAL
• RUDDER MODIFICATIONS
• CONTROL
• WAKE FLOW
• DISPOSABLE TETHER MISSIONS
• AERODYNAMIC (L/D) VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
• PROPULSION AUGMENTED MISSIONS
• INSTRUMENTATION DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
• TETHER DEVELOPMENT
LaRC
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TETHER POINTING PLATFORM AND SPACE ELEVATOR MECHANISMS
ANALYSIS OF THE KEY CONCEPTS FOR SATP AND SCALED SATP
OCTOBER 15 - 17, 1985
E. TURCI
AERITALIA
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TETHERPOINTINGPLATFORM AND sPAcEEiEVATOR-M-ECHANisMs-/-iiiiii_i_iiii.___-i!
QQ
!
i
ANALYSIS !
i ! _ [ I
I _ i r ,I i _ I I
OF!THE KEY CONCEPTS FOR SATP
I
i
PANEL PRESEI_TATION
i
v
ATP
PREPARED _Y: I E'TURCI_
AERITALIA_SS: SF'AcE MECHANISMS I_EADER
2ND APPLICATIONS OF TETHER IN!SPACE WORKSHOPS
I
VENICE,_ITALY
OCTOBER- 15,17 1985
I
TETHERPOINTINGPLATFORMANDSPACEELEVATORMECHANISMS
oo
?
I
,
1,1
i
I
TEfHER
I
I
!
SCOPE
THE IDEA TO
POItNTING
i
?.ONTR
i
PLATFORM MECHAN ISM
I
t
OL AND STABILIZE
s i
i
' i
t
FHE ATTITUDE OF A PLATFORM BY
MEANS OF A MOVABLE TETHER, ATTACHMENT POINT WAS PROPOSED IN 198_
BY iMR,LEMKE L G, -NASA-AMEs,_ ' , _ I
CONTROLLED DISPLLACEMENTS OF THE ATTACHMENT PO:INT GENERATE TORQUES
i
ON ITHE PLATFgiR_ PROVIIDING !THE STABILIZATION
i
• i
AXES , '. i '
J
STABILIZATION ACCURACY AS HIGH AS FEW ARCSEC
IOF THE ROLL _ PITCH
i r
IS POSSIBLE IF THE
MECHANISM REALIZES PRECISE ATTACHMENT POINT DISPLACEMENTS WITH A
' ; ! I i i
SUFFICIENTLYiLARGE FREQUENCY BAND RESPONSE, i i 1
MECHANISM CONCEPTs AND TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS ARE GIVEN:HEREFOR
SAT_ ; i THEPROPOSEDCONFIGURATIONSAS U_mEFOU.aeI_i_IN
I
A SCALED
J . ,
• I J I ; I I ICO.STRAXNTSi I ' ' ' ": i i : ! .] ; _ .,
......TEIHERPO!NTING_PLAI.FORMMECHANISMS .........
o
L
TET,HER TErlSION Ii :lOON
, i
TETHER "_ILT ANGLE : _,-'4 DEG.
POI ING [ PLANE,AREA IN X Y
POSITI, 0_- ACCURACY
RESPONSE FRgQUENCY
: i ;
OPERATIVE LIFETIME:
+
i
: '< 0,]_ MM
2 CM_
i
BAND : MAX, OBTAINABLE
LIMITED TO ONE MONTH i
I
1.2
The concepts evaluated in this study are described
by the following sketches of fig i.
I
Fig.l tethered pointing platform mechanism
concepts a), b), c).
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CONCEPT A) - iTHE POSITION OF P IS CONTROLLED
I(HINGES OF THE ARMS _, , _z ) -
h i
l
BY THE ROTATIONS _, , G_
L : i
CONCEPT B) -
ITHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COMMANDED CARTESIAN COORDi-
i
! I i ,: i
NATES i_ _ Y_ AND THE ROTATIONSi _ e_ I
, ' i
IS" Yp _Icose l+ _c_J_ _ i i
: i , • ROTATIONSi" _a ,i_z ;i
!CONTROLLED BY M1 AND M 2, ARE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF
i i
THE ICARTESIAN COORDINATES, ,
THE DRAWBACK OF THE CONCEPT IS A TOO HIGHINERTIAL _OAD
OF MI
B) IS AN _MPROVEHENT. OF A) WHERE M 9 MOTOR IS AXIALLY
MINIMIZES THE INERTIAL
ALIGNED WITH M]; THE IMPROVEMENT
LOAD_OF M] DUE TO Mp BUT DOES NOT AVOID' HEAVY ARMS AND
VERYTIGHT BALL BEARING ASSEMBLIES DUE TO CANTILEVER ARMS,
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PLATFORMANDSPACEELEVATOR MECHANISMS .......... 1
L_
-_ 3 BASELINE CONCEPT-DEsCRIPTION
• _ i I i
_! ! ! , ,
i t !
, I
!CONCEPT C) HAS BEEN ASSUMED AS
!THE ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
I t _ I
THE iLAYOUT,
IIDENTICAL;ROTAffY ACTUATORS
!DARDIZATION) _ '
'i I
BOTH ! ' iACTUATORS! CONS ISI OF
BASELINE AND ANALYZED -
IN FIG,2 ILLUSTRATE THE CONFiGURA?ION _ND
: : I I t
* I i , I
, .i , i
i 1
CONTROLAZIMUTHANDELEVATIONANGL S(S AN-
: _ ! i i !
: i ! i T
i _ i i 1
: MOTOR , SYNCHRO, OPTICAL ENCODER!,
ITHE ELEVA_ON ACTUATOR IS AXIALLY ALIGNED WITH THE AZIMUTH ONE SO
: i
AS TO MINIMIZE; ITS INERTIAL. LOAD, _
i i
IRREVERSIBLE GEAR COUPLINGS ( WORM & WORMGEAR - SPROCKET TOOTHED
SECTOR_ -pROVID E A FULL RANGE OF TILTELEVATION ANGLESWHEN THE MOTOR
•TURNS A FULL ROTATION; THE RESPONSE TIME CAN BE DESIGNED IDENTICAL
ON A BOTHICHANNELS, ' THE OVERALL ASSEMBLY IS RUGGED SO TO ENSURE GOOD
ACCURACIES; BACKLASH IS MINIMIZED OR MADE NULL,
i :
i
|oo
Iil
jJ\
FIG,2 TETHER POINTING PLATFORM MECHANISMS
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DO
..,j
I I
1:,4
! i _ ' i
! I _ i i
i 1
BASELINE CONCEPt-CONTROL' ANALYSIS _ i
, i i !i I i r _ i
i
THE CONTROL BLOCK DTAGRAM FOR!THE AZIMUTH CHANNEL IS LLUSTRATED
I IIN F , , _ _ I _ i
T ! : i i i
TEMPORAL. RESPONSES TO STEP;COMMANDS ARE GIVEN (coMPUTER SIMULA.I
TIONS !) IN FIG, 4 AND 5 WITHOUT AND WITH LEAD/LAGFILTER,I
THE MOTOR HAS BEEN ASSUMED TO BE A D,C, BRUSHED MOTOR, ITHE ANGULNR
TRANSDUCER A PLASTIC FILM POTENTIOMETER AND THE SPEED FEEDBACK TO
!
BE AN IDEAL DERIVATIVE FUNCTION
, !
I
TEIHERPOINTINGPLATFORM ANDSPACEELEVAiORMECHANISMS
Co
t.S
9
A_.A=: t00
-2.
K,_---4._. 40 _m,/v
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I
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i
FIG.3 AZIMUTH CHANNEL
- 20 m_
'_==" 2. m._
CONTROL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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It is so possib'le to evaluate the transient without
or with the lead/lag filter simply imposing respecti-
• = 20 m sec and u 2 = _ m secrely _ 1 = _2 = p or _
The response without the filter is shown in fig. 4
e//V 0.1
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0 I i |
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FIG.4 - Response without lead/log filter
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o
I I,1,5 BASELINE CON(
i I
' .....[ i
I
EPT- iCOMPONENT
I
I
I
S AND
I
I
i
.!
i.
i
I
I
TECHNOLOG IES
i
I
TO I_EET _THE TORQUE REQUIREMENTSi _ : i i
TORQUE MOTOR ilS M_NDATORY; _HE EEEDBt
I '
. i FI I
TRANSDUCERS
I
I
{ !LAS_IC
SYNCH'RO
l
i
i
WAYS,
!
ANGULAR
I
SANAR IUM
A _,BRUS_IED ,',
I E
- i i
COBALT D.C. (14c',N)
I OPTICAL ENCODER i
I ELECTRONIC DERIVATE OF TI-IE
S IGNATS , i
f ' i
, I i
SOLUTION UTILIZES : ; POTENTIOMETER AND
i i , i
,CKS CAN Bi OBTAINED IN DIFFERENT - !
LM POTENTIOMETER ' !.
i
D C, ANGULAR
i '
ELECTRONIC DE- i
SPEED TRANSDUCERS
t
I
THEiMOSTISIMPLE
I
RIVATE, ALL CONTROLS ARE IN D,C,
THEiNON CONTRpLLED ANGLES OF THE
I
, , •
! I I i
,THE DRAWBACK IS CONSTITUTEDi BY
POTENTIOMETER A_ ITSIEXTR MITIES.
i i ' i ' i, I
, i ' _ I !
tETHERPOINTINGPLATFORM ANt)SPACEELEVATORMECHANISMS
o
THE DWG, N F
' !
FEEDBACKS
E
5 ,
I , r
i ....... i ....
I
TE SQLUTION UT
_,_) OTILIZES SYNCHR
LI......,:........!,,iEii -r-i
LIZES: !SYNCBRO AND OPITICA_ ENCOD ,,
I i i I i -- ..THIS ISOLUTION iREQUIRES.A!MORE I i
SOPHISTICATED ELECTRoNIc _ _LY_ .....i
GI_S I HIG'-II_RESPON.SIETIMES;, I
I
, .... i !....I i
AND A _FL::IT D SC O,PTIC/_L EN_ODER i
- i
, 1
!
: I i
, i
!
I TETHERPOINTINGPLATFORM AND SPACEELLVATORMECHANISMS i
0
' 2.
2.11
..... r ...... T .......... l ......
I
1
SPACE'ELEVATOR
......._.........T - I i " i
1 I I , i
_ECHANISMIFOR_CALED SA]P
J i ;i
I
i i i ,
SCOPE i _ ' ' i
i I i i
I
AIMOVING ELEVATOR ALONG A TETHER DEPLOYED TO A F'XED LENGTH HAS
BEEN ALREADY PROPOSED IN!THE FRAME'OF S STE STUDIES AS A sPACE
STATION FA_ILIT _ I i i ! i :
, I i i _ !
i _ E _ SATPTHE CONCEP_ PROPOSED IN THIS HAPT R IS REFERRED TO A SCALED
WHERE THE TETHER INTERACTION LENGTH IS LIMITED TO 1,0 (APPROX.
METEB), THE TETHER IS MADE OF KEVL]_ (_ 2 MM) AND THE INTERAC-
TION MAX. FORCE IS 10 N. THE ELEVATOR WILL BE HOOKED TO THE
TETHER BY iMEANS OF THE RMSOF THE SHUTTLE,
THE SPEED RANGE: IS ZERO TO 1,0 METER/SECOND OR MORE, IF POSSIBLE.
THE MOVEMENT HAS TO BE SMOOTHED AND CONTROLLED BY P_OGRAMMED
SPEED PROFILES. THE OPERATIVE LIFETIME IS LIMITED TO ONE MONTH.
.............
i
q
!
F TETHER POINTING PLATFORMAND SPACE....ELEV.ATOR_ME.CHAf_ISMS --'j
o
! 2,_ CANDIDATE COICEP_S I _I._I___II __l.....).......l .!
......,--TH IDE TO )RAG- HE :'ETHER GRIPPING IT-BETWEEN TWO- ROTATI G WHEELS ..........
! ......... HA"-BEI_NEv,_LUAT"D-- _ECAU_E OF I ITS SEMPjLICI Y, I ! / II I A DESIG_ APPROACH!, 01 THE O.THERSIDJE, REQUII_ES I_VES_IGAT!ON N FR!IC-t '
..... ! I .... I " " _ I I ! i - I....I " , -, ....1 ..............i
! I TIqN BETWEEN THE riETH_R (K,VLAR_, 1_ _ _ MM),AND _HE MATERI',AL (RUBBER) -] I
............ ! ' " I ! - ' .... i .... I...... !i I COVERIN THEIWHEELs,i_ ' ] l 1_ .......i ..........,
I......... r "I ' _, I I I
, IN FIG, 6 TEST SET-UP AND TEST 'RESULTS ARE ',GIVEN, ! ! ' .....I......I .....I
.... i i i ' I ' i , , _ _ , l ,
UTILIZING THE MEASUREI] COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION, A PRELIMINARY DESIGN - - i -- ]
HAS BEEI_ DONE, 'THE ICONCEPT IS CONSIDERED THE BASELINE FOR TH E SC',ALED I..... i
. ; : I ', _ ! _ : i . j i I !
' SAI.P,WHILE OTHER! SOLUTIONS PROPOSED FOR. THE SATP(NEXT CHAPTER) WILL i
!
i
BE 'CONSIDERED AP
1 ,
I
)ROPRIATE
I
i _ : i I i i t i i
CONFIGURATIONS ALSO FOR THE SCALED ONE; I.......J
I i i !
, _ t i I
I ' I
I I I '
. I I .... [ .......
F
4-
I I I I I I
_or K;ng. ranqe
_.=to_ _ _- 0.5
P P
F
FIG,6 ....
TEST SET-UP FOR FRICTION MEASUREMENT AND TEST RESULTS
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o
!
t
!
¢
i
!
TEST SET-UP
,:o,,tp..,,.,,,r ,_ f_,.c_,'°.
FIG,6
FOR FRICTION MEASUREMENT AND
!
TEST RESULTS
)IC
TETHERP01NTINGPLATFORMA!!D_.SPA_CE..... EL VAT.OLMECHANISMS................................
!
o
oo
i
S
I ]
i---.-2,!3 - -§CALE_ SAT?BAIELINE_CONCEPT, . DESCRIPTION,, I " ' ; I '
' ' ' I i i 'TH ' ' ' i ' ........I OOKIr_G AT FIG.17 WE CAN EE T AT _CTIVE WHEEL IiS RO ATED BY ' '.
:- " i S D ICOBALT D,_, ORQU MOTOR (REDUNDED FOR RELIABILITY'! BRU HE SAMA IUM 4 ! L ' . _ , I _ I
I REASONS). '['HE SPEE_ CONTROL i IS REALIZED B_' A _ACHOGENEiATOR!.- I .......i ......
! _ T_HE TORQUE I_S _EASUI_ED B_ A P,IEZO.ELECTRIC TORQUE/AXIAL FORCE TRANS_UCER_ ......
.... THE WIHEEL _S COVEREI) BY A i i _ I *, i _, i- i - 'STRIP OF APRROPRIATE IFRICTION!MATERIAL, _
I ........... _ T .... r --- I -_ -7 ,- -I ! l ! , _, -_ ' ! ..... ! ........ I..........!RUBBER). THE PIRESS_RE oF THE',ACTIVE WHEEL ON THE PASSIVEIONE iS C'ONTROL-
!
L
I " ' i J i _ i ! i !
I I ! t - I ._ , ! ! ! : ]
LED BY A SECOND(LINEAR_ACTUATOR UTILIZING A SCREW 'AND A SPRING; THE i .... :
: i " i , i _, , .: i _ I [ i
PUSHING FORCE I;S MEASURED BY A SIMILAR I "TORQUE'AXIAL TRANSDUCE.R. _; _ !
THE ROTATION OF THE SCREW IS CONTROLLED BY(REDUNDED>BRUSHED D'.C. TORQUE
I i .... ! .....
MOTORS. THE FEEDBACKS ARE: TACHOGE_JERATOR AND PIEZO-ELECTRIC TRANSDUCER.
' THE WINDINGS ARE REDUNDED _AN ELECTROMAGNETIC CLUTCH IS ALSO FORESEEN;
(',FORRELIABILITk REXSONS_ , i
I
i............................................i...................
- -i..... !.....
t i
OA
- HoToR
FIG, 7 -SPACE ELEVATORMECHANISM
f
I
I
FOR SCOLED SATP
i!;i!;
ii. .,_
_::q,
•;! |,_
IIllll
hi,I!
_Ec'r,oN B- B
,C ........,• _ _':_,.
i
r .........
J TETHERPOINTINGPLAIFORM ANDSPACEELEVATORMECHANISMS
_Q
C,
IF SI:IPP_INGS OCCUR
INCREASE OF PUSHING
, I I
THE TORQUE TRANSDUCER EVIDENCES THE EVENT
FORCE IS COMMANDED TO THE LINEAR ACTUATOR,
AND AN
THE SIGNALS FROM THE PIEZO- ELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS AND FROM THE TACHOGENE-
RATORS WILL BE USED ALSO AS MONITORS,
2,4 ,SCALEDS_TP BASELINE CONCEPT- COMPONENTS AND TECHNOLOGIES
AN AETERNATIVE SOLUTION TO THE BRUSHED REDUNDED D,C, MOTORS IS THE
BRUSHLESS SYNCHRONOUS TORQUE MOTOR (WITH REDUNDED WINDING AND REDUNDED
E,C.U,) THIS MACHINE REQUIRES THE USE OF A ROTOR POSITION ENCODER
(HALL SENSOR ENCODER) AND THREE PHASE BRIDGE COMMUTATION CIRCUIT (THREE
PHASE CONFIGURATION) , THE SWITCHES ARE OPERATED SEQUENTIALLY AT INTER-
VALS ACCORDING TO THE SIGNALS GENERATED BY THE MAGNETIC ENCODER,
THIS SOLUTION LOOKS TOO COMPLICATE FOR THE SCALED SA_P WHEN THE OPERATIVE
LIFE IS OF THE ORDER OF ONE MONTH, IN ALTERNATIVE TO THE PIEZO-ELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
STRAIN GAUGES CAN BE USED,
TETHERP(JINIINGPLATFORM AND SPACE ELEVATOR I
3,
3,1
SPACE:.EEEVAIORMECHANISM
SCOPE i
I
_THIS SPACE STATION FACILITY
F •
I
I
FOIR
L
I
!
4
REQUIRES A SPECIFIC CONCEPT AS THE
MAIN ! REQUIREMENTS ARE COMPLETELYI DIFFERENT FROM THE SCALED SATP,i
IN FACT THE TETHER; HAS ;A DIAMETER_ OFi N 11/ MM • ,THE INTERACTION
MAX,:FORCEIS _N 150 N, THE ELEVATORMASSIS(PROBABLEO_~ 5 TONS
! : i ! ' : i i
AND THE OPERATIVE LIFETIME
LONGER THAN THE SCALED.. ONE,
S, AS MINIMUM, AN ORDER OF MAGN iTUDE
TETHER POINTING PLATFORM ANDSPACEELEVATOR l
(.o
l'Q
3.2 ' ' ' ICoNcEPT DESCRIPTIONSATP ELEMATOI_ BAsELINE_
, ! l ! I l i
IHE CONCEPT DE,SCRIBED IN CAPI, 2,51 CANNOT BE USED
IMINIMUM, TWO REASONS : , I ! i
I
' i
• t
o. SA[P, FORtAS
i ]
i
- THE DRAGGING FORCE ISISO HiGH iTHAT THE GRIPPING BETWEEN THE TWO
i
WHEELSICAN bEMAGE THE TETHER,
_ i ! i i i
THE SURFACEI OF CONTACT BETWEEN' THE TWO WHEELS AND TETHER IS TOO
LIMITED AND SLIPPING EVENTS;CANNOT BE AVOIDED,,
IHE CONCEPTI PROPOSEDi IN THIS PARAGRAPH, WILL ENSURE AN UNIFORM SURff
L I
FACE OF CONTACT: UTILIZING TWO!END£ESS TOOTHED BELTS DRAGGING THE f
TETHER!ALONG AILINEAR LENGTH, _ r ; ; .i if-HE BELTS ARE PRESSED BY SLIDING
! _ i , l
BLOCKS, FIG,B_DESCRIBES CLEARLY THE CONCEPT; THE ROTARY ACTUATOR i
UTILIZES TWO 'REDUNDED D,C, BRUSHED TORQUE MOTORS OF 0,92N M AND TACHOGENERA_
TOR , OR A SINGLE SYNCRONOUS, BRUSHLESS TORQUE MOTOR WITH :REI)UNDED WINDINGS AND
ECU; I'HE GEAR COUPLING I(WORM & WORMGEAR) ENSURES IRREVERS.IBILITY OF
: i _ i '
i I ' [
TETHER POINTING PLATFORM AND SPACE ELEVATOR
L,o
L_
! i - i ........... i "I i _' i i
THE ROTATIONS' THEISLIDING BLOCKS PRESS THE TETHER
A PROPOSEb ,iIN T'HEFORCES UT!LIZING_ LINEAR ACTUATOR SIMILAR TO THE
SCALED CONCEPT, A !TORQUE TRANSDUCER ASSEMBLEDi ON THE ACTIVE WHEEL
I I i
MEASURES THE DRAGGING PRovIDING A PROPORTIONAL iCONTROL OF THE SLID-
: , i i !
IPRESS _ ' , : ,ING BLOCK URES i : ' '
IF FURTHER ANALYSIS OR MORE DETAILED REQUIREMENTS !WILL REJECT THE
SLIDING BLOCKSD BECAUSE iOF THE WEAR AND DEBRITS, AN ARRAY OF NEEDLES
CAN BE USED SATISFACTORY (SEE PART, FIG, 8B), i ' , , )
ACCURATE EVALUATION OF THE TOOTHED BELT _TECHNOLOGY HAS STILL TO
! _ ! ! !
BE DONE: ANYHOW, METAL TAPES OR _ POSIDRIVE BELTS MADE OF NEOPRENE
WITH THEETH COVERED BY NYLON, INTERNALLY REINFORCED WITH METALLIC
CABLES CAN BE USED, _ i i
: i I
DETAILS OF THE DES GN AND THE TECHNOLOGIES ARE REPRESENTED IN FIG,
8B _
!
WITH CONTROLLED
_ {__)
_a
FIG,8a-SATP ELEVATOR MECHANISM (TOOTHED BELT CONCEPT)
At
i _:'-"-'_ T_ __iA
. o •
t...s
\ 1
" i
I
FIG, _ B - SATP ELEVATOR MECHANISM - DETAILS AND TECHNOLOGIES
! TETHERP01NIINGPLATFORM AND SPACEELEVATOR MECHANISMS
3,3 SATP ELEVATOR-ROBOTIC CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
_Q THE POSSIBILITY
NATIVE LINEAR MOTION HAS BEEN fNVESTIGATED,
THE CONCEPT IS DESCRIBED IN FIG, 9 A)
TWO LONG SCREWS WITH RECIRCULATING BALL BEARINGS
DIRECTIONS, TWO PINCERS, THE PINCER GRASPS
TO DRAG THE.TETHER UTILIZING TWO PINCERS AND AN ALTER-
ALONG THE SCREW WHILE THE SECOND ONE
POS IT ION, CONT INU ITY OF THE IVDTION
OF BOTH PINCERS FOR A WHILE UNDER Co_,q'ROLLED
WHEN AT THE END OF ITS STROKE, THE PINCER OPENS, THE OTHER ONE STARTS
HAVING COMPLETED THE IN_/ERSION OF MOTION AND INITIAL TRANSITORY,
(OPEN) RETURNS TO ITS INITIAL
IS ENSURED BY A CONTF_IvIK)RARY DRAGGING
IDENTICAL SPEEDS,
ITS STROKES
DRIVE, IN BOTH
THE TETHER AND DRAGS IT
-,,,,,,I
0
I)
C"I
j TETHER
I
I c_'o
POINTING AND SPACEELEVATOR MECHANISMS
i. FIG, 9 ASTP ELEVATOR ROBOTIC CONCEPT CONFIGURATION AND PINCER
TETHERPOINTING AND SPACEELEVATORMECHANISMS
F_
z
THE PINCER IS
0PENING/CLOSURE
DESCRIBED IN FIG, 9 B)
OPERATIONS ARE REALIZED BY A SMALL D,C, BRUSHLESS
TORQUE MOTOR, THE GRASPING BY AN ELECTROMAGNET ) CURRENT IS CONTROL-
LED BY THE DRAGGING FORCE MEASURED BY A PIEZO-ELECTRIC TRANSDUCER
(OR STRAIN-GAUGES) (FIG, 10 ),
WHEN A SLIPP.ING EVENT ARISES, AN INCREASE OF CURRENT IS COMMANDED TO
THE ELECTROMAGNET,
THE SLEEPING EVENTS ARE TAKEN BY A PICK-OFF (DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMER)
LOCATED INSIDE THE TWO JAWS GRASPING THE TETHER,
TETHERPOINTINGPLATFORMAND SPACEELEVATOR
T#.. 1"_ e I,"
f
'v/'
J
i
, i
FIG, i0 ELECTROMAGNET, JAWS GRASPING THE TETHER
MEASUREMENT TRANSDUCERS
WITH
TETHERPOINTINGPLATFORM AND SPACEELEVATOR
#o
O
l ) i ! i
r
SATP ELEVATOR - ELECTROMAGNETtCPROPULSION CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
THE POSSIBILITY TO DRAG A MASS OF 500 KG,(ELEVATOR) ALONG A TETHER OF
17 MM. DIAMETER EXCHANGING A MAX, FORCE OF 150 N WITH A MAX, SPEED OF
FEW METERS /PER SECOND UTILIZING ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCES HAS BEEN EVA-
LUATED,
THE INVESTIGATED CONCEPT UTILIZES THE FORCE OF A CORE IMMERGED IN A
MAGNETIC FIELD CREATED BY A COIL, . I| II
THE FORMULA OF THE FORCE IS .F- 1 Z aL-
. ---_-'-- _ WHERE IS THE
VARIATION OF THE INDUCTION DUE TO THE CORE MOVEMENT INSIDE THE COIL,
I IS THE CURRENT OF THE COIL,
IN FIG, 11 IS INDICATED THE BEHAVIOUR OF A CORE MOVING INSIDE A
COIL,
FlC, ii
TEIHER POINTINGPLAIFORMAND SPACE ELEVAr0R
i I
, !
I
, I
THE FORCE ACTING
!
i
I
i
ON A CORE IMMERGED IN A SINGLE COIL INCREASES AND
INVERTS 'ITS'DIRECTION'WHERE CROSSING THE COIL,
i
THE REALIZATION OF!A HIGH MEAN FORCE AND MINIMUM RIPPLE IS POSSIBLE IF:
- MANY COILS ARE USED : THE COILS HAVE TO BE OPPORTUNELY OUT OF PHA-
SEilN REFERENCE TO THE CORE POSITIONS,
i
- COILS ARE sWITCHED OFF WHEN CORES CROSS THE COILSI THIS AVOIDS
BRAKING FORCES
- A SWITCHING: PROCEDURE IS USED I IN SUCH A WAY TO REALIZE A CONTI-
NOUS MOVEMENT IN BOTH SENSES,
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE FORMER ASSUMPTIONS
FOLLOWING GEOMETRIC CONFIGURATION HAS BEEN
AND THE REQUIREMENTS, THE
OBTAINED (SEE FI_, 12 ),
i
FIG.12
7
GEOMETRICAL, ARRANGEMENT OF THE COILS AND CORES
TETHERPOI NTI NG PLATFORM AND SPACE ELEVATOR
H
i
l
i
' I i
THE DIMENSIONS OE THE; COIL PACKAGE
: I
ANYHOW A CONGRUENT SET OF VALUES IS
H = 2,0;M _, D = 6,25 CM _ _i ""
1
l
,,--I- i¸
ARE ,DEPENDENT; ON MANY, PIARAMETERS;,
; i
NDICATED I IN _:IG, i 13 WHERE
21 MM /p_*_-_,z5=_
FIG, 13 COIL PACKAGE LAYOUT
iTETHER..POINIINB AND SPACE.ELEVATOR
, ' I l i i I I :
! ' ' I I i. j ,!
I I , I I '
I i : ,
]HE TETHER SECTION INCLUDING ELECTRICAL_ CABLES : ;• ,_ORES_ AND. sTRUCTURAL
SKIN IS SKETCHED IN FIG, 14 : '
i
FIG,14 TETHER SECTION
!
THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR CAN BE INVESTIGATED UTILIZ
et
l:.,.(y,)- F = M,,I,,,,"2' :
NG THE FORMULA :
THE PROPULSIVE FORCE
Y_(_*' IF F 150 N,
--R i
'rT(XJ'--'--IS VARIABLE INSIDE
_ele_ 5000 KG
!THE LIMITS':
_.._= l#ohl / F_,_,.-2_';z,Y - THE CURRENT, IN THE COIIS, IS, :r- 5,34 A AND THE
TOTAL ELECI'RIC _R IS 281D0 W WHERE THE rvECHANIC/M.._R IS Ira,,. =_ (N) ' -5 (M/S)
; : !
: 750W, COOLII',IGOF 1HE COILS RESULTS NECESS/_'RY, : i
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Substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (8) yields,
V s = -GMom [R_ + h 2 + £2 + 2£hs8
+ 2R hs_ + 2R £c(_-8)] -I/2
O O
Equation (9) can be rewritten as:
(9)
V s = -(GMom/Ro)[l+(h2+£2+2£hsS)/R2
O
-i12
+ 2(hs_ + £c(_-e))/R o] (I0)
Because h 2, £2, and £h << R 2 the expansion of certain components
of the-second term inside t_e bracket yields higher order terms
as compared with the remaining terms. With the binomial ex-
pansion, retaining terms of order (h/R) 2, etc. from the brackets,
V s = -(GMom/Ro){l-(hs_+£c(_-8))/R °
_(h2+_2+2£hsS)/(2R )2
O
2
+ (3/2)[h2s2_ + 2h£s_c(V-e) + £2c (_-e)]/R 2 } (Ii)
O
Based on Kepler's third law
m = GM /R , and (12)
O
therefore, Eq (ll), becomes
V = - m2m[R2-hR s_-£R c(V-0) -(h2+£2+2£hsS)/(2)
S 0 0 0
+(3/2)h2s2_ + 3h£s_c(_-8) + (3/2)£2c2(V-8)] (13)
The platform potential energy is denoted by,
2
= + (3/2)m (I - I_) (s2T-l)Vp - GMoM/R ° (14)
Where I and I_ are the platform yaw and roll principal mo-
ments o_ inertia, respectively. The second term represents
the effects of a distributed massive rigid body under the
influence of a gravitational gradient.lu The total system
potential energy is a combination of the platform and sub-
satellite contributions as given in Eqs. (14) and (13_
v = v + v (15)
p s
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columns, (P') it can be verified that Det P' = 20_
0; therefore, the rank of P is 6 and the system is com-
pletely controllable. It can also be verified that with
control generated by a single input represented only by
tether tension modulation, then the system is uncontrollable.
On the otherhan_ for the case where only a platform pitch
controller is used (except for possibly some singular values
of the inertia ratio, _), and when 8 = O, the system is
controllable. For the general case with offset a further
numerical analysis would be required, but due to the in-
creased coupling it is thought the same results would prevail.
If all the state variables are available as measureable out-
puts, Y, the matrix, C, in the equation: Y = CX is an identity
matrix (6x6) in which case the observability condition becomes
trivial. But, if due to practical limitations only two of
the state variables, length (£) and length rate (£') are
available as outputs, then, the output vector, Y, can be
written as
Y fficx (33)
where
[:00000
Through the rotation of a drum, £ can be measured, and with
a chronometer, an average £' can be determined at all in-
stants of time. A linear control strategy, U, as based on
linear state feedback of the form: U = -KX, requires the
complete knowledge of all state variablesat all instants of
time.
In the system under consideration the swing angle, 8, swing
rate, e', pitch, P, and pitch rate, _', would then have to be
estimated from the output measurements. This is possible onl_
if the system equations satisfy the observability condition.
The system is observable if and only if the matrix
= [cTI AT cTI (AT)2cTI ...I (AT) n-I C T] (34)
has rank = n
It can be verified that the rank of Q is 6 and the system is
completely observable. By measuring only the length (£) and
length rate (£') the other system state variables can be esti-
mated. For many applications of the tethered platform system it will
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TABLE 2
TETHER AND PLATFORM CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS AND
CONTROL LAW GAINS
Offset - 0.0 m
Least Damped Modal Time Constant = 0.243 hr
State penalty matrix, q=1061j
Control penalty matrix,
Gains,
K¢ = 7.99860
KT =_I;q8671
Re - 3,37475
K¢, = 6_86226
K_, = 1.19052
Re' = 3.12771
C¢ - 2.00348
CT - 2.05478
Ce = 1.30765
C¢, = 1.19052
C_, = 5.23986
C8' = 0.083203
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE TECHNOLOGY
AND TEST PANEL
Recommendations:
1) Recommendations of committee should be coord/nated with those of tl,e
Space Station panel due to obvious overlay.
2) Regarding dynamic simulation capability, general purpose complete
software programs should be used only after extensive preliminary
design parametric studies are performed using simpler routines
oriented toward a specific configuration, but often neglecting some
of the physical effects. The general purpose and specific software
routines should thus be used in a loglcal complimentar_ fashion.
3) There is an impending need to provide an in-orbit demonstration test
of the validity of exlsting dynamic simulations. This should be done
in three distinct phases: (a) during deployment; (b) during
station-keeping; and (c) during retrieval operations. As a start,
the TSS-I mission in which atmospheric drag effects are expected to
be small is suggested. A confidence in the accuracy of dynamic
models will provide a significant boost to the more complex TSS-2
mission in whlch the effect of the rotating atmosphere will be impor-
tant, especially if altitudes as low as 90 km will be considered. An
experiment should also be designed for the TSS-2 mission to test the
accuracy of the way in which atmospheric effects are modeled.
Needless to say, if either of the first two missions is not
successful, or encounters partial dynamic problems, the potential
Jeopardy to the whole TSS concept and its many exciting applications
should be obvious.
It would appear that some care in validating existing dynamic
analysis (and making necessary changes) in this initial phase may pay
greater dividends in the long run.
Respectfully subm£tted by
Peter M. Bainum
Panel Member
Peter M. Balnum
Dept. of Mechanlcal Engr.
Howard University
Washington, D.C. 20059
(202) 636-6612
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ROTATIONSAND VIBRATIONSOF THE TETHERARE INHERENTLYUNSTABLE
DURINGRETRIEVALOF THE SUBSATELLITE.
SCHEMESEXISTTO CONTROLROTATIONALMOTIONSUCCESSFULLY.
CONTROLOF LONGITUDINALAND TRANSVERSEVIBP_TIONSSTILL
REMAINSA PROBLEM,
NONLINEARCOUPLINGBETWEENTRANSVERSEAND LONGITUDINAL
VIBRATIONSIS IMPORTANT,
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CONTROL STRATEGIES
Tension control strategy as proposed by Kissel (Bcker et o1.)"
uptlmol law based on on application of the linear regLiato,
problem as proposed by Bolnum and Kumor **;
Several nonlinear control strategies sensitive to the
tether length, length rate, ]lbrotionol and vibrational
dynamics***;
Nonlinear control strategies together with thrusters t.
P.W. Baker, et o]., "Tethered SubsateIIite Study," NASA
TM X-73314, March 1976.
P.M. Boinum, and V.K. Kumor, "Optimum Control of the Shuttle-
Tethered Subsotelllte System," 30th Congress of the Inter-
notlono] Astronautical Federation, Rome, Italy, September
1981, Paper No.IAF-81-347; also Acre Astronoutico, Vol.9,
No.6-7, 1982, pp.437-443.
Xu, D.M., Mlsra, A.K., and Modl, V.J., "On Vibration Control
of Tethered Satellite Systems," NASA/JPL Workshop on Applica-
tion of Dlstr[buted System Theory to the Control of Large
Space Structures, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Callf.,
U.S.A., July 1982, NASA/JPL Publication 83-46, Editor:
G. Rodrigues, pp.317-327.
xu, P.M., M1sra, A.K., and Mad1, V.J., "On Thruster Augmented
Active Control of o Tethered Subsatel]lte System During Retrieval,"
AIAA/AAS Astro_n_lcs _onference, Seattle, Wash., U.S.A.,
August 1984, Paper No. AIAA-84-1993.
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COMMENTS
GENERAL :
Oo
i,,.=
IF ONE JUDGES FROM THE MATERIAL PRESENTED AT THIS
CONFERENCE, THE PROGRESS MADE SINCE THE FIRST WORKSHOP
APPEARS TO BE MINIMAL.
TIME HAS COME TO GROW OUT OF THE INFANTILE PHASE OF
ENUMERATING A WIDE VARIETY OF POSSIBLE TETHER APPLICATIONS
AND SETTLE DOWN ON DETAILED STUDIES OF A FEW APPLICATIONS
CONSISTENT WITH COMMITTED PROGRAMS AND AVAILABLE RESOURCES.
TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY BY ALLOCATORS OF FUNDS AND PROGRAM
MANAGERS, THE WORKSHOP OF THIS NATURE SHOULD FOCUS
ATTENTION, NOT DIFFUSE IT.
• WITH THE U. S. COMMITMENT TO A
OF THE TETHER CONCEPT HAS THE
AREA.. JUST AS THE SPACE STATION
CONFIGURATION, THIS WORKSHOP, OR
IDENTIFY "BASELINE CONFIGURATIONS"
SPACE STATION, THE FUTURE
MAXIMUM PROMISE IN THAT
HAS A BASELINE
THE FUTURE ONE, SHOULD
FOR POSSIBLE TETHER
PROJECTS. WHAT IS NEEDED IS A CONCERTED EFFORT IN A FEW
WELL THOUGHTOUT PROJECTS RATHER THAN AN TORRENTIAL
OUTPOUR OF CONCEPTS WHICH REMAIN CONCEPTS.
COMMENTS
SPECIFIC :
L_
CO
SUCCESS OF MOST OF THE CONCEPTS TALKED ABOUT AT THIS
WORKSHOP RELY ON THE FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENT OF DYNAMICS,
STABILITY AND CONTROL OF TSS DURING DEPLOYMENT,
STATIONKEEPING AND RETRIEVAL. MORE ATTENTION SHOULD BE
DIRECTED TOWARDS NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE DYNAMICS AND
CONTROL WITH PRE- TSS-1 EXPERIMENT(S) ABOARD THE ORBITER
TO VALIDATE THE MODEL AND OBTAIN RELIABLE INFORMATION
CONCERNING KEY INPUT PARAMETERS. IT SEEMS TO ME THAT
THIS IS OF FUNDAMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE.
FOCUS ATTENTION ON APPLICATIONS OF THE TETHER CONCEPT TO
THE SPACE STATION "SPACE CRANE', MRMS BASED TETHERED SYSTEM
FOR CC)NTROLLED GRAVITY EXPERIMENTS, AND DEPLOYMENT OF A
PLATFORM AT A DESIRED DISTANCE ARE THE ONES WHICH SHOW
PROMISE.
WE HAVE BEEN VISIONARIES TO DATE, AND RIGHTLY SO.
THE TIME HAS COME TO BE PRAGMATIC.
TECHNOLOGY AND TEST PANEL
PRESENTATION Vii
ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHER
TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS
OCTOBER 15 - 17, 1985
JOSEPH C. KOLECKI
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
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Electrodynamlc Tether Operation
Subsatellite
V
I
®-=
-- Orbiter
Figure I. Electrodynamlc Drag IX x B. Decrease in Orbiter Total Energy
= Electric Energy In Electrodynamlc Tether Circuit.
Some Technology Areas
o Plasma Contactors
- Hollow Cathodes
- Hollow Cathode Based Plasma Contactor
- Electron Gun
0 Power Management and Conditioning
- Interface Electronics Between End Of Tether And User
- High Power Components
- Switching
- Storage
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o Materials
- Any materials to be exposed in the LEO environment must Be able
to withstand a harsh atomic oxygen environment.
Status
o Plasma Contactors
- Study program which Involvevs experimental and theoretical
characterization of hollow cathodes and hollow cathode based
plasma contactors
- Some early results: improved electron collection character-
istics seem to occur with increased ion production efficiency.
For ml/m c - 300, li+- 1/301e_: ie., to collect x amps of
electron current from the magnetoplasma, an ion current of
- x/30 amps is sufficient for an ion to electron mass ratio of
300.
- Advantage exists in the fact that a plasma contactor can
"clamp" a spacecraft to within a few volts of plasma potential.
o Power Management and Conditioning
- There are no tether related activities in this area at present.
- Need to identify electrodynamlc tether operational voltage and
current ranges. This will be done in the System Studies
presently underway.
- Need to identify state-of-the-art vs. advanced technology
requirements.
- Need to Begin the necessary component and circuit development
programs early enough so as not to impact schedules later on.
Materials
- Study program includes in-alr and In-vacuo techniques for
applying oxygen resistant, insulating coatings onto
electrodynamlc tethers.
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Summary
o High power, i.e., multlkllowatt electrodynamlc tether systems need a
variety of supporting technologies in order to be viable.
o Study programs show that some of the necessary subsystems should
prove workable.
o The area of interface between the high voltage end of the electro-
dynamic tether and the user has not been addressed. This area is
vital to the successful and safe operation of an electrodynamic
tether system, and should begin to be addressed as operating ranges
of multlkilowatt systems are defined.
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TECHNOLOGY AND TEST PANEL
PRESENTATION VIII
COMLINK
PROPOSAL
FOR FUTURE MISSIONS
OF TETHERED SATELLITE
OCTOBER 15 - 17, 1985
FILIPPO SCIARRINO
CONTRAVES ITALIANA
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SHUTTLE
Go
Go
_[_ _THERED SATELLITE
COMLINK
OBJECTIVES :
• TEST THE QUALITY OF THE COMMUNICATIONS LINKS BETWEEN
SATELLITES
L_
CO
INVESTIGATE THE INTERACTION BETWEEN
WAVES, .GENERATED BY THE CONDUCTING
SHF AND YHF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES,
20130 GHZ TRANSMITTER ON SATELLITE
THE VLF AND ELF
TETHER, AND THE
GENERATED BY THE
MEASUREMENT ON IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY
BY MEANS OF PHASE-COHERENT RF TRANSMISSION
THE TWO VEHICLES
IRREGULARITIES
BETWEEN
OBSERVE
DOPPLER
SATELLITE
MOTION OF THE TETHERED SATELLITE, THROUGH THE
LINK ESTABLISHED BETWEEN THE SHUTTLE AND THE
• TEST THE TECHNOLOGY AND DEPLOYMENT OF SPACE-BORN
ANTENNAS OF LARGER DIAMETER
• DATA COLLECTION ON BOARD THE SHUTTLE
INSTRUMENTATION :
THE PAYLOAD WILL CONSIST OF A TEST ANTENNA AND
RECEIVER, MOUNTED ON THE SHUTTLE PLATFORM AND
A TRANSMITTER, PLACED ON THE SATELLITE, WHICH
GENERATES MICROWAVE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
L_
Q
_-USSISlLA BTEnIMZlOllAUErrLETTnOlltr.A_E HI MIIOSPAZI_
Roma, 26- 31 Matzo 1985
I'ILII'PO SCI ARi_INO
A IJAVLOAD FOR UTILIZATION OF SPACE PLAIFORM IN THE
FIELD OF COMMUNICATION AND EARTH OBSERVATION
E_trutto da&li Atli dtl
tS" r_llMr_l mll_ utul spt_l
N-EI-a llhfm
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4. PAYLOAD ION COq4UNII.ATIL)N L,IliE LXI'IHII411T ON
TNE _I,Ul ILL- IL hILNLU ;AILi t l _l
Shutt|e-|ethered S4t¢iloLu 5y_tt.m will utlllL_ the 0hurtle, Ill url, lt 14,
Oilrth it on dlt(|ude O| ippru_llkltely ZUU ICJ Irl u,m_r t. dl*iolU¥, by I_tlllb
tethe¢, t _dteiltLe up Lo • dlst411L¢ Ot |_0 _41 illld II_ld it IIo • |l_d
• !tiOn ulUt rllupect t8 tk Shuttle.
qlS system, the Iol_ 9 comlu_tt. 9 tett.,f Nl(h IVmlth; ,,f I()-iO0 Kill wou|li
: Stria4191 ¥ with the t-nospl_;_l and id,p.,tu_,pl_re. A nul,er uf _pa-I
plrturlbstlim IIHxrtm.nt_ cao0 be 4cc.mlJllt, hwd witl_ |lie _.almJ_ttflg tether
till tllstrlalritild el,,,c.tr'od¥_iulocb S4tt, l ltt_, d..pl_ywd it • 4o_,tonCt_ of
'_0 _ 4_OVl till Shuttte. OINrr4tlmo Of th_,lr I:lit.tr(IdylidlilL e.t_rill_rlts Ilou|d
_lvl p4rt|Clpet|o¢o Of 5hutt|e-OIbit¢¢ Wo*.onl,el ahd r¢,-,tl: ',."di_ur'e,n-.o0tS
:_ IJruuhd S14Liu41b. _.t till5 II_ll:_urem,plL tt,Lh.lq)_t_ but|¢_s Lid do'_ddVlflLi0_i
illlited (Uiltll¢l. LiMb and tl_ dl_tu, blh.U e|(l_Ltb Gi_ to the dlfltrllltt
bile| _b I t lollS.
fN. tlli$ I)4|14_r (]e_Lrlbrb in pdyl.d,I tilil*h Ib %lt|{lll,ll_ LO ('ri'dLIr • lei_urt'l_tlt
l_reh_e Syrian fur i.un|lhucJ Ul_l_l'dtlUII dlld wltlo %tl_IL]]f t_fl¥1ouliM_liLli I_llll-
titS.
I_ pl'Oll_OSl:d I)_ylu_d ulll pvrll,lm {ill L'_|.'I ll_lott _}ll qOImlUgilC4tllall Iilik
Utl IIIK) I_t_¢n tile _|i.LLI_ m,d the IL't_lca_d _tlLl:l l l|l_.
I IH[ OBJ[LIIYL_ Ut LUI4LINI_
• ubJ{cLives of the LuIIIIl_lll{4llOfl }IN & i_l_! |ll_/t_ lll'l_ Ill _- lUII_s:
le_t Lit qudllt$ o| trle LLIIIIIUIIiI. II. ILMI |ll_k% I_[ll_l_li %4t_llite% I#1 bp4ce;
Investl_LI fIR tlltl;lll{liL_Ol_ bo:tll_t:ll the Vii 41.1 Ill wave'.. ,w_reCeal by LM
COl_ll_(llflll |lcllllr. lctIN 9 4% lllllt'llllll II| ildlllit'|lPl_ill_i_dl I 6|it| th_ _1_1 i/Id tdlll*
III(|I'UIMWLIL 1_4¥e$, _t.lielrdLt:d by Lh¢ _4t¢||ltt:.
id_,M I_ilSUl'Ml_fl[ ell I¢|liO_llJ|H.°rlL I_lt'* L0oll lll_li',ily |rFC{|U|_II Ill{b, b_ Itll_S
el pho_-c_l_rrolt f4'llull¢_l_ll_ tl'dlll_ll_tlUIt I_l_[ll_l_n t|ll: [1114_ vlllli.|ll$
(_lmttilr ittd _ub-;otullii_);
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{illi_ la_ LMit(li [Itl_ _hu t | I I_ 4lid buh -_.i _.¢ I I i L_.
tebt Uie teclmuloq¥ _o_d _l'phJyllIL'lll of bpaltl_ btt_'ll¢" IIIl_tltliil_l Of liralrr di4-
I_ 51_uttie-lethcred _4LIIliltlt {llLlltloll |lOt k 1_ _ilLRII_ in _lg. 4.
.Z II1[ W$CIIIPIIUll _ L{_LIIIK PAYL_I)
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SHUTTLE
COMLINK
TETHERED SATELLITE
TlC. 4,: S_.'_',-I[*TL ":',_.r-_'Z-* SAT_--;'TT£ _,c_v_n_car, io_ ILnk
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INPUT TO TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
FROM PIERGIOVANNI MAGNANI
(FIAR SP A - MILANE)
• TENSIOMETER :
IT IS DESIRABLE TO PERFORM A TECHNOLOGICAL /STATE OF
THE ART SURVEY (OR ANALYSIS) IN ORDER TO ASSESS
FEASIBILITY I AVAILABILITY
(SPACE QUALIFICATION IS NEEDED)
"EQUATORIAL" ATTITUDE CONTROL OF TETHERED SATELLITE:
IN ORDER TO AVOID PLUME POLLUTION AROUND THE SIC, THE
POSSIBILITY OF ATTITUDE STABILIZATION BY MEANS OF "MAGNETIC
DIPOLE" TECHNIQUE CAN BE INVESTIGATED
INPUT TO TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
FROM GUALTIERO MARONE (con't)
POWER MANAGEMENT AND CONDITIONING
- HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
- HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
COMMUNICATION WITH OPTICAL FIBERS
- OPTICAL FIBERS CHARACTERISTICS (ELECTRICAL/THERMAL)
- OPTICAL TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER DEVICES
TETHER CONFIGURATIONS
- MECHANICAL I ELECTRICAL CONSTRAINTS
-TETHER MANUFACTURING ASPECTS
SPACE STATION PANEL
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INPUT TO TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
FROM PIERGIOVANNI MAGNANI
(FIAR SP A - MILANE)
TENSIOMETER :
IT IS DESIRABLE TO PERFORM A
THE ART SURVEY ( OR ANALYSIS)
FEASIBILITY I AVAILABILITY
(SPACE
TECHNOLOGICAL / STATE
IN ORDER TO ASSESS
QUALIFICATION IS NEEDED)
OF
"EQUATORIAL" ATTITUDE CONTROL OF TETHERED SATELLITE:
IN ORDER TO AVOID PLUME POLLUTION AROUND THE
POSSIBILITY OF ATTITUDE STABILIZATION BY MEANS OF
DIPOLE" TECHNIQUE CAN BE INVESTIGATED
SIC, THE
"MAGNETIC

INPUT TO TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
FROM GUALTIERO MARONE
SOCIETA ITAUANA AVIONIOA (S.I.A.)
THE GROWING IN EXPERIMENT COMPLEXITY REQUIRE:
- INCREMENT OF
- INCREMENT OF
ENERGY AVAILABLE
COMMUNICATION BIT RATE
STUDIES ARE LOOKING AT THE POSSIBILITY TO USE THE TETHER AS :
- POWER LINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
- COMMUNICATION UNK ( WITH OPTICAL FIBERS )
CRITICAL AREAS AND TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS THAT ARE
INVESTIGATED ARE :
TO BE
HIGH VOLTAGE POWER TRANSPORTATION
- TETHER CONDUCTORS
- TETHER INSULATORS
INPUT TO TECHNOLOGY AND TEST
FROM GUALTIERO MARONE (con't)
POWER MANAGEMENT AND CONDITIONING
- HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
- HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
Go
COMMUNICATION WITH OPTICAL FIBERS
- OPTICAL FIBERS CHARACTERISTICS (ELECTRICAL/THERMAL)
- OPTICAL TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER DEVICES
TETHER CONFIGURATIONS
- MECHANICAL I ELECTRICAL CONSTRAINTS
-. TETHER MANUFACTURING ASPECTS
SPACE STATION PANEL
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I. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL BACKGROUND
It has not happened very often in space flight that a long dormant
but radical new element of space flight is about to appear at the scene
of space operations. The last several years have seen the advent and
growth of a new avenue to space utilization: the tether. Well-organlzed
and structured efforts of considerable magnitude have explored and de-
fined the engineering and technological requirements of the use of
tethers in space and have discovered their broad range of operational and
economic benefits. The results of these efforts have produced a family
of extremely promising candidate applications. The extensive efforts now
in progress are gaining momentum and a series of flight demonstrations
are being planned and can be expected to take place In a few years. This
report is structured to cover the general and specific roles of tethers
in space as they apply to NASA's planned Space Station.
The evolution of the tether concept into an engineering program is
phased with the growth of the Space Station program. In such a way there
is the possibility to have the tether applications compatible with the
Space Station configuration and/or to be aware of what kind of tether
related operations have to be eliminated due to evident conflict with
respect to the Space Station requirements. Specific studies - started
even before the Space Station program became offlclally approved - have
been very useful in terms of a fast and efficient evaluation of what and
how the tether concept could be of benefit to the Space Station program.
In addition, the results of system investlgation/dynamlc studles/slmula-
tions and, later on, flight demonstration through the first TSS mission
are major drivers for tether concept application, particularly to the
Space Station. The success of early flight demonstrations will offici-
ally open a new door for the tether space activity, and the Space Station
area will not be second to any other kind of application. Many attract-
ive ideas have been generated so far on tether concept applications to
Space Station. Therefore we are now in a position to start filtering out
what, at present, is considered feasible and at the same time useful in
terms of science, technology, and operation. The major final goal is to
have tether concept application in conjunction with the lOC-phase Space
Station. In that regard, after having assured/verlfled the compatibility
402
with the Space Station configuration, the associated benefits should
automatically facilitate any final decision. It is anticipated that
total or partial demonstration is required in order to complete the
technical and safety scenario, considering also the technology and
operation derived from the new proposed solutlons. The major hope is
that the impacts on the Space Station configuration can be easily
accommodated. That can more probably become a reallty if the specific
issues are approached as soon as possible and in the most proper way.
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2. TETHER APPLICATIONS TO SPACE STATION
Fundamental Items
o
o
o
o
o
o
Specific Tether Applications
Issues and Concerns
Priorities
Flight Demonstrations
Application Priorities
Conclusions and Recommendations
Space Station Facilities and Capabilities (IOC era) - priorities will
vary
with program changes
Tethered Orbiter Deployment (with OMS Propellant Scavenging)
Tethered Launch of OTV
IOC Tethered Space Station C.G. Vernier (C.G. Management)
IOC Electrodynamlc Reserve Power
IOC Electrodynamlc Thrust (Drag Make-up)
IOC Tethered Platform (short mission)
IOC "Zero G" Laboratory (soft suspension)
IOC Tethered Elevator (soft suspension)
Remote Docking of Orbiter
IOC Deboostlng Small Cargo Modules
IOC Electrodynamlc Tether (Research)
Tethered Propellant Depot and Fuel Transfer
Tethered Antenna Farm
IOC Multi-Probe (beads on string)(short mission)
Remote Wake Shield
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3. SPACESTATIONBENEFITSFROMTETHERAPPLICATIONS
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
"Zero G" Laboratory
Reserve Power Generator
Halve Orbiter Deboost Propellant Requirement Through Tether Assisted
Deboost
C.G. Management
Waste Disposal by Tether
Quick Sample Return
Eliminate OMV Propellant Tanker
- Scavenge OMS Propellant During Tether Assisted Deorblt of
Orbiter
Eliminate Instrument Contamination
- Tethered Instrument Modules
Transfer of Hard Point For MRMS/Tether Operations From Orbiter to
Space Station
Platform Useful to Settle Materials Before Processing
Periodic Supply of OMS BI-Propellant for OMV and Platforms
Reduction of Statlonkeeping Propellant Deliveries
Reduced Requirements for De-Orbit Logistic Through Tethered Waste
Disposal
Tether Assisted Attitude Control (Contamination Reduction)
Combination of Center Mass Control Antenna Farm, Tether Assisted
Attitude Control and Collision Avoidance Maneuver Capability by a
Specific Tether System (Deployed Mass)
Maintenance of Constant Altitude Capability for Specific Earth
Observations
Utilization of Power Surge Caused by Orbiter Deployment for Material
Melting Coincident with the Generated G-Field for Settling the Melt
Tether is the Only Way to Ma_ntain a_d Exercise Control Over Various
Variable Gravity Fields (I0 to I0 ) and Thus Responding to an
Urgent Scientific Requirement (Evolution of Gravity Maps)
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4. FLIGHTDEMONSTRATIONS
o
o
o
o
o
o
Tether Shape Measurements
KITE/Scaled-SATP
Disposable Tether System Verification
Fluid Transfer Experiments Under Various DC and AC
Accelerations
Experiments Already Made to be Repeated Under Different
G-Levels
Needed: Tether Mediated Rendezvous Demonstration
- P/L Deployment and Subsequent Retrieval
Elevator/Crawler Demonstration (Gravity Field Mapping and
Perturbation Determinations)
Verifying and Refining Dynamic Models in Flight Demos
Attachment Detachment of Crawler to Tether
- RMS
- EVA
Drive Mechanism for Crawler
- Electromechanical
- Electromagnetic
Varlable/Minlmum Gravity
- Accuracy
- Duration
Attitude Control
- Rotation About Tether
- Stabilization for Instrument Pointing
Power Generaton/Disslpatlon
C.G. Location and Maintenance for P/L's and Experiments
Attached to Crawler
Degree of Automatlon/Robotlcs
Internal Suspension System
/,06
5. REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY EMPHASIS
o
Tether Technology
- Materials and Configurations
- Maintainability
- Tension Control
- Damping Characteristics
- Environmental CompatiSility
Deployer Technology
- Motor/Generator
- Motor/Reel Coupling
Electrodynamic Technology
- Plasma Contactors
- High Voltage Insulation
- High Voltage Conversion and Control
- Specific Tether Construction
- Environmental Compatibility
Engineering Instrumentation
Science Instrumentation
Critical Systems Hardware (Mechanisms, Devices, etc.)
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D IMPACT ON SPACE STATION CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION
Issues and Concerns
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Space Station Collision Avoidance Maneuvers
- 20 km Displacement in any Direction
- Up to 24 Hours Notice
Space Station Quiet Periods Up to 30 Consecutive Days (10 -6 g)
Proximity Operations
Debris Collision Probability of Long Duration Platform Tether
Platform May Have to be Retrievable Without Tether
Manned Zero G Laboratory
High G Levels During Orbiter and OTV Deployment (10 -2 g)
Zero G Tether Module Should Also Serve as Transportation to
Platform
On-Board Zero-G Laboratory Quite Massive ( 25,000 kg)
Platform May Have to Have An Autonomous Power System because
Electrical Tethers Introduce Perturbations
Energy Supply and Dissipation for Elevator
Tethered Fuel Facility Has Severe Operational Problems
Thrust Generation Due to Punctured Tank Cannot Be Bandied
Requirement to Support 20,000 N Longitudinal Force By Space
Station Structure
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7. SPACE STATION TETHER APPLICATIONS PRIORITIES
Criteria: o IOC Space Station Applicability
o Improved Operational Capability
o Solution to Space Station Problems
Priorities:
o Variable Gravity Laborabory (Controllable)
o Deboostlng Small Cargo Modules
o Electrodynamic Reserve Power
o Tether Space Station C.G. Control (Vernier)
o Tethered Orbiter Deboost
o Tethered Remote Docking of Orbiter
o Tethered Sclence/Appllcatlons Platform
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8. FUTURE TETHER APPLICATIONS
A. Other Potentlal Tether Facilities in Earth Orbit
A-I Electrodynamlc OMV and Debris Collector
A-2 Spinning Facility for Simulating Lunar and Martian Gravity
A-3 Spinning Transport Node near GEO
B. Potential Lunar, Martian, and Asteroldal Tether Facilities
B-I Surface-Based Sllngs (on the Moon, Phobos, and Asterolds)(see
Figure I)
B-2 Transport Node in Low Lunar Orbit (See Figure 2)
B-3 Space Station in Low Mars Orbit
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Lunar-Sur face-Based Slln$
0
0
0
0
"Minimal mass-drlver" " fishing reel on Apollo II
Launcher for i0 kg payloads should fit in I shuttle
300 m tether @ 54 rpm imposes <I000 g on payloads;
bearing loads are similar to those on a train axle;
I launch/5 mln. uses <I00 kW, boosts 1,000 tons/yr
An orbiting tether facility collects launched payloads
Collision and debris generation may be a major problem
Figure 1
EARTH-MOONTETHER-TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE
AFV (AEROBRAIONGFERRY VEHICLE)
1. AEROONAKESAND IS CAPTUREDBY TAMPS 3. B TETHER/ROCKETBOOSTEDTO MOON
2. IS UNLOADEO& REFUELED 4. IS CAPTURED& LOADEDBY LOTS
5. IS SLUNG BACK TOWAROS EARTH BY LOTS
LESS
(LUNAR EQUATORSURFACE SLING)
__"_(_AFV THROWS--1Ok, MOONROCXSINTO LOW4.FETIMIE\ i/f._\
AFV LOTS
(LUNAR ORBmNG TETHER STATION)
jr TAMPS 1. CATCHES ROCKS,SPINS-UP,CATCHES AFV
(TETHER.AND MATERIALS PROCESSINGSTATION)
1. CATCHES AEBODRAKEOAFV. RETRIEVES& UNLOAOSIT
2. PROCHBB MOONNOCK8oi'ro LO. LrTc
3. FUELS AFV & REBOOSTSfT TOWABO$ MOON
4. RECOVERSMOMENTUM W/ELECTROOYNAMICTETHER
IL ALSO CAPTURES,REFUELS,REiIOOSl'S AF'V'SG0iN
TO 6EO & DEEP SPACE
Figure 2
2. LOAOS AFV W11"H'_ OF ROCKS
3. SPINS,UP & THROWS AFV TO TEl
4. DESPINS& LOA08 OTHER ROCK8
ON
6. SPINS-UP& DEBOOSTSROCKSFOil
MOMENTUM RECOVERY
411
9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
o
o
o
o
o
Tethers can uniquely provide for the accomplishment of the Space
Station basic objectives
Tether applications have solutions to significant Space Station
problems
Tether applications can greatly improve Space Station capabilities
and operational efflciencles
The complex interactions and Interrelations of the many parameters
of tether dynamics require improved understanding and an increased
level of activity
Tether applications should be incorporated into Space Station design
for use at IOC
412
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TETHEREDELEVATORAND PLATFORMSAS SPACE STATION FACILITIES
SYSTEMSTUDIES AND DERONSTRATIVEEXPERIMENTS
PANEL PRESENTATION
_2ND APPLICATIONS OF TETHERS IN SPACE WORKSHOP_
VENICE, ITALY, OCTOBER 15-17, 1985
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SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS TETHEREUPLATFORJ_
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WHATTO DO IT
- SEVERALPROBISING APPLICATIONS: KEY CONCEPTS
o RICROGRAVlTY SCIENCE IN A CONTROLLED-GENVIRONMENT
o HIGHLY STABLE POINTING PLATFORd FOR ASTRONOBYAND EARTH SCIENCE
o TRANSPORTATIONTO AND FROGTHE PLATFORB
o ACCESSIBILITY/UNCONTAmINATED ENVIRONMENT
HOWTO DO IT
- AUTONOMYVS.SttARING OF SPACE STATION RESOURCES
- TETHER TECHNOLOGY:POWERLINE, COB_UNICATIONSLINK
- SPACE ELEVATORAS MICROGRAVlTY FACILITY
- POINTING PLATFORHBY HOVABLEATTACHHENTPOINT CONTROL
- SPACE ELEVATORAS TRANSPORTATIONFACILITY
WHYO0 IT
- CO_IPARISONgITH CONVENTIONALSOLUTIONS.
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KEY CONCEPT - i - THE SPACE ELEVATOR
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THE SPACE ELEVATOR IS AN ELEMENT ABLE TO MOVE ALONG THE TETHER IN A
CONTROLLED WAY. THE MOST INTRIGUING TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURE IS THE AC
TUATOR MECHANIS_, DEVOTED TO CONTROL ELEVATOR MOTION ALONG THE TE-
THER. SEVERAL IDEAS ARE UNDER STUDY IN THE FOLLOWING TWO BROAD CLAS
SES:
o BECHANICAL DEVICES (FRICTION INTERACTION WITH TETHER)
o ELECTROi_AGNETICDEVICES (_GNETI[ INTERACTION WITH TETHER)
THE SPACE ELEVATOR MAY BE USED AS SPACE STATION FACILITY IN A TWO
FOLD WAY.
o i41CROGRAVITYFACILITY TO TAP DIFFERENT LEVELS OF RESIDUAL GRAVITY
o TRANSPORTATION FACILITY TO EASY ACCESS TETHERED PLATFORMS;
SG-PB-AI-018 - 3- 15-17/10185
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THE HICROGRAVlTY SPACE ELEVATOR
IRI finme(zunizu
THE SPACE ELEVATORAS _ICROGRAVITY FACILITY SEEi4STO BE THE MOSTPRO
IqlSING CONCEPT. IN FACT THE JlICROGRAVITY SCIENTISTS HAVE CONSIDERED
THIS CONCEPTVERY INTRIGUING BECAUSEOF THE UNIOUE CAPABILITIES THAT
IT ALLOWS.
TO EVALUATETHE PERFORMANCEOF A RICROGRAVITY FACILITY TWONAIN FEA-
TURES HAVE TO BE CONSIDERED:
o THE MICROGRAVITYENVIRONMENT
o THE RESOURCES/LOGISTICSUPPORT
UP TO NOW AN UNdANNED FREE-FLYING PLATFORM OFFERS THE BEST _IEROGRA-
VITY ENVIRONMENT, BUT A SPACE STATION MAY OFFER THE BEST RESOURCES/
LOGISTIC SUPPORT.
WHAT IS THE ELEVATOR CONCEPT ROLE?
SG-PB-AI-018 - 4 - 15-17/10/85
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THE NICROGRAVITY SPACE ELEVATOR(CONT'D)
THE _ICROGRAVITY ENVIRONNENT
.,..j
THE ORDEROF itAGNITUDE OF THE RINIMUM GRAVITY ACCELERATIONATTAINA-
BLE BY ELEVATORCLOSE TO THE CENTEROF ORBIT OF A TETHERED SYSTEfl
HAS BEEN FOUND10 -8 G. THIS RESULT NEEDSFURTHERANALYSIS, MAINLY
FOR THE DISTURBANCESCOMINGFROMTHE SPACE STATION. HOWEVERTHIS RE
SULT IS COMPARABLEWITH NINIRUQ G-LEVEL BY FREE-FLYING PLATFORM.
TETHERED ELEVATORS ALLOW A NEW MICROGRAVITY ENVIRONMENT, THE
MAIN CIIARACTERISTICSOF ELEVATOR MICROGRAVITY ENVIRONMENT ARE:
o WIDE, CONTINUOUS RANGE OF G-VALUES OBTAINABLE
o KNOWN G-DIRECTION
o G-QUALITY HIGHER THAN CLASSICAL ONE
o CONTROLLABILITY VS TIME BOTH IN INTENSITY AND DIRECTION
NEW
THE ADDITION OF THE TIME DIMENSION APPEARS TO BE THE _OST PROMISING
FEATURE OFFERED BY ELEVATOR.
SG-PB-AI-018 - 5 - 15-17/10/85
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Duration and/eve/of reduced Microgravity
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THE J_ICROGRAVITYSPACE ELEVATOR (CONT'D)
RESOURCES/LOGISTICSUPPORT
0
THE _ICROGRAVITY ELEVATOR WILL OPERATE NEAR THE SPACE STATION.
A PROPOSED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION IS CONSTITUTED BY S/S, 10 KM TETHER,
A SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK AS A BALLAST, AND THE ELEVATOR.
IN THIS CONFIGURATION, THE ELEVATOR dOVES ALONG 1K_ OF TETHER FROM
THE STATION; IT IS POSSIBLE WITH A SHORT AND SLACK CABLE TO USE SPACE
STATION RESOURCES, INCLUDING:
o ELECTRICAL POWER BY POWER LINE TRANSMISSION
o DATA, CONTROL AND _ONITORING BY OPTICAL FIBRE LINK
MOREOVER, THE ELEVATOR CAN BE RETRIEVED AT ANY TIME PROVIDING EASY AC
CESS TO REPAIR _ALFUNCTIONS AND EXCHANGE EXPERIMENTS, SAMPLES, ETC.
THE ELEVATOR IS ABLE TO FULLY UTILIZE THE SPACE STATION SUPPORT AND
TO AVOID THE S/S CONTAMINATED ENVIRONMENT FROM A MICRO-G POINT OF
VIEW BY TETHER MEDIATION,
SG-PB-AI-018 - 8 - 15-17/10/85
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THE TRANSPORTATIONSPACEELEVATOR
I,o
I',o
THE IDEA OF USING LARGE TETHERED PLATFORMS CONNECTED TO THE SPACE STA
TION BY POWER LINE AND COMMUNICATIONS LINK (VIA TETHER TECHNOLOGY) HA
KES UNREALISTIC FREQUENT OPERATIONS OF DEPLOYdENT AND RETRIEVAL.
ON THE OTHER HAND, THE PLATFORH HAY REQUIRE EASY ACCESS FOR MAINTENAN
CE, SUPPLY OF CONSUMABLES, _ODULE AND EXPERIHENT EXCHANGE.
THE ELEVATOR, AS TRANSPORTATIONFACILITY ABLE TO HOVE ALONG THE TETHER
TO AND From THE PLATFORM, I_AY BE THE TOOL FOR TETHEREDPLATFORMEVOLU
TION.
SEVERAL TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEIISHAVE TO BE ANALYSED TO VALIDATE THE
FEASIBILITY OF THIS IDEA, BUT THE FIRST STEP IS TO EVALUATE THE DYNA-
MICS OF THE SYSTEM DURING THE ELEVATOR MOTION.
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THE TRANSPORTATIONSPACE ELEVATOR (CONT'D)
DYNAMICSi_ODELS
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TWODIFFERENT ilODELS WEREDEVELOPEDTO SIMULATE THE SPACE ELEVATORDY
NAMICS:
- 5 D.O.F, HODELTO SIBULATE SYSTEB C,G,, SPACE STATION, PLATFORMAND
ELEVATORMOTION,
ASSUBPTIONS: o STATION. ELEVATORAND PLATFORMARE POINT BASSES
o TETHER ELASTICITY IS NEGLECTED
o ONLY IN-PLANE MOTION IS MODELLED
- CONTINUOUSMODELTO SIBULATE TETHER LATERAL AND LONGITUDINAL VIBRA-
TIONS ORIGINATED BY ELEVATORMOTION,
ASSUMPTIONS: o ELASTIC AND ORBITAL EFFECTS ONLY WEAKLYCOUPLED
o TENSION CONSTANTALONG THE TETHER
o ELEVATORMOTION SIMULATED AS AN EXTERNALFORCE
o ELEVATOR TRAVELSWITH CONSTANTVELOCITY.
S6-PB-AI-O18 - 11 - 15-17/10/85
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THE TRANSPORTATIONSPACE ELEVATOR(CONT'D)
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SYSTEMDYNAMICS
.1:"
SYSTEMPARAMETERS:
SPACE STATION _ASS
PLATFORMMASS
INITIAL ORBIT
= 106 K6 ELEVATORflASS = 5 '103 K6
= 5 "104 KG TETHER LENGTH = 10 KM
= CIRCULAR, 500 KM HEIGHT
ELEVATORFREE MOTION WAS INVESTIGATED BY IMPARTING THE NECESSARYIM-
PULSE TO REACH THE C.O.G. FROM THE SPACE STATION.
SYSTEMDYNAMICAL BEHAVIOURSHOWSTHAT VELOCITY CONTROLIS NEEDED.
CONTROLLEDTRANSFERWASANALYSEDFOR CONSTANTTRANSFERVELOCITY.
FOR SMALL VELOCITIES, MOTION IS STABLE AND TETHER DEFLECTION IS BOUN
DED. AS VELOCITY INCREASESPERTURBINGOSCILLATIONS ARE EXCITED.
SG-PB-AI-018 - ]2 - ]5-17/10/85
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THE TRANSPORTATIONSPACE ELEVATOR'(CONT'D)
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TETHER LATERAL VIBRATIONS
SYSTEM PARAI_ETERS:
PLATFORQ _ASS = 5 '10q KG
TETHER LENGTH = 10 KM
ELEVATOR MASS = 5 .10 _ KG
ORBIT = CIRCULAR, 500 KM HEIGHT
(DO
TETHER LATERAL VIBRATIONS ARE INDUCED BY THE CORIOLIS FORCE
ON THE ELEVATOR AS IT MOVES ALONG THE TETHER.
ACTING
THE ELEVATOR WAS ASSUMED TO TRAVEL WITH 2 M/S CONSTANT VELOCITY, THE
FIRST TWENTY ,40DESWERE INCLUDED AND THE TETHER DA,IPINGWAS NEGLEC-
TED.
THE VIEWING OF THE VIBRATIONS OF SELECTED POINTS ALONG THE TETHER
SHOWS THAT THE SMALLER THE DISTANCE FROM THE S/S THE GREATER THE EF
FECT OF HIGHER iIODES.
TETHER SHAPE AS A FUNCTION OF TIHE IS TWO QUITE LINEAR SECTIONS WITH
SLOPE CHANGE AT ELEVATOR POSITION.
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TETHER V]]3RATIONS CAUSE) BY ELEVATOR HOTI(gN l_ JJNE 1985
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THE TRANSPORTATIONSPACE ELEVATOR(CONT'D)
TETHER LONGITUDINAL VIBRATIONS
SYSTEMPARAMETERSSAMEAS FOR LATERAL VIBRATIONS.
Lo
TETHER LONGITUDINAL VIBRATIONS ARE INDUCEDBY ELEVATORCONTROLFOR-
CES TO MAINTAIN CONSTANTVELOCITY OF 2 M/S.
THE FIRST TWENTYMODESHErE INCLUDED AND THE TETHER DAMPING WASNE-
GLECTED.
THE DISPLACEMENTSARE RELATIVE TO TETHER STRETCHEDCONFIGURATIONUN
DER EONSTANTTENSION.
THE VIEWING OF DISPLACEMENTS For THE COdPLETE TRANSFER OF THE ELEVA
TOR FROM THE S/S TO THE SATP SHOWSONLYDISPLACEMENTSCAUSEDBY IqASS
TRANSFER. VIBRATIONS ARE NO APPRECIABLE.
THE PLOTS OF THE FIRST 250 SEE. OF THE MOTION CONFIRMSTHAT
TIONS ARE PRESENT BUT OF OUITE NEGLIGIBLE Ai4PLITUDE.
SG-PB-A1-018 - 19 -
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TE-II-IZRVIBRAT'I_ CAUSt]) BY ELEVATOR HOTI(]N TURIN JULY 1985
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KEY CONCEPT - 2 - THE POINTING PLATFORM
L_
THE USE OF A TETHERED PLATFORM AS A SUPPORT FOR OPERATING ASTrOPHY
SICAL AND OTHER OBSERVATIONAL INSTRUMENTS REOUIRING PRECISION POIN-
TING AND CONTROL PRESENTS SEVERAL ADVANTAGES:
o ELECTRICAL POWERFROB SPACE STATION
o HIGH CAPACITY OF DATA TRANSMISSION BY OPTICAL FIBRES
o POSSIBILITY OF HUMANINTERVENTION
o EASE OF ACCESS
o FREEDOMFROMCONTAMINATION
THIS CONCEPTCOULDBECOMEATTRACTIVE ONCE IT IS DEMONSTRATEDTflAT A
POINTING PErFORmANCEON THE ORDEr OF ArCSECONDSCAN BE REACHED BY
THE COMBINATION OF DISTURBANCESATTENUATION THROUGHTETHER AND ACT!
VE CONTROLOF A BOVABLE ATTACHBENTPOINT.
THIS IDEA REPRESENTSA NEWWAYTO CONTROLTHE ATTITUDE OF A TETHERED
BODY,
SG-PB-AI-018 - 22 - 15-17/10/85
THE POINTING PLATFORM CONCEPT
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THE POINTING PLATFORM (cONT'D)
MOVABLETETHER ATTACHMENTPOINT
on
THEORETICAL CONTROLPHILOSOPHYWAS INVESTIGATED
o INTRODUCTIONOF DAMPING TERM PROPORTIONALTO ATTITUDE ANGULARRATE
o ROUGHDETERMINATIONOF CRITICAL DAMPING cOEFFIcIENTS
o INTRODUCTION OF STABILIZATION TERM TO COMPENSATE DISTURBANCES DUE
TO TETHER DYNAMICS.
CHECKSIMULATION WAS PERFORMED WITH DATA FRO_ TSS ELECTRODYNAMIC MIS-
SION
o HARDWARE AND CONTROL ERRORS WERE NEGLECTED
o ATTITUDE (ANGLES, ANGULAR RATES) AND TETHER TENSION (3-AXIS)MEASU
REMENT WERE ASSUMED
o DRAG, ELECTRODYNAMIC FORCES (1A), TETHER LIBRATIONS AND FIRST TWO
LONGITUDINAL VIBRATIONS WERE INCLUDED IN THE MODEL.
SG-PB-AI-018 - 24 - 15-17/10/85
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THE POINTING PLATFORm (CONT'D)
dOVABLETETHER ATTACHMENTPOINT (CONI'D)
RESULTS ARE ENCOURAGING.THEORETICALCONTROLALLOWSSTABILIZATION TO
ARCSEC_AGNITUDE.
AREAS TO BE INVESTIGATED:
o HECHANISd, SENSORSAND CONTROLERROS
o i_OUNTINGRISALIGNMENTS
o THERdO-STRUCTURALSTABILITY.
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THE POINTING PLATFORM (CONT'D)
INITIAL CONFIGURATION
0
AS INITIAL STEP TO TETHEREDPLATFORMSEVOLUTION, A MEDIUR SIZE POIN
TING PLATFORMSEEMS THE dOST SUITABLE FACILITY FOR A CLASS OF OBSER
VATIONAL APPLICATIONS.
IN FACT IF AMBITIOUS ASTROPHYSICALPROJECTSJUSTIFY THE DESIGN OF A
DEDICATED COMPLEXFREE-FLYER, dEDIUB OBSERVATIONALAPPLICATIONS OF
RELATIVELY SHORTDURATION COULD TAKE ADVANTAGEOF A STANDARD POIN-
TING FACILITY ABLE TO ARRANGEAT DIFFERENT TIRE SEVERALOBSERVATIO-
NAL INSTRUMENTS,
THIS POINTING FACILITY COULDALLOW GREATREDUCTION OF COSTS, AVOI-
DING THE COST OF SEPARATESERVICE FUNCTIONS FOR EACH APPLICATION,
PRELIMINARY CONFIGURATION STUDY OF THE POINTING PLATFORM IS IN PRO-
GRESS.
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THE POINTING PLATFORM (CONT'D)
PRELIMINARY GENERALREOUIREMENTS
o DEPLOYMENTTO 10 KR FROMTHE SPACE STATION
o POWERTRANSdlSSION AND DATA LINK BY TETHER TECHNOLOGY
o INERTIAL POINTING AND STABILIZATION ABOUT3-AXIS
o RESCUEOPERATION COMPATIBLE
o MOUNTINGOF PAYLOADSBOTH FOR ASTROPHYSICALOBSERVATIONAND FOR EAR
TH SURVEY
o STANDARDSERVICE 140DULEgITH CENTRALIZED FUNCTIONS:
- ELECTRICAL POgER SUPPLY
- DATA TRANSMISSIONS
- ON-BOARDDATA HANDLING
- AUXILIARY PROPULSIONSYSTEM
- ATTITUDE MEASUREMENTAND CONTROL
- STANDARDPAYLOADSINTERFACE.
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'TECHNICAL ISSUES
L,a
o SPACE STATION IMPACTS
- STATIC ACCELERATIONLEVELS (10 -q G)
- DEPLOYERSYSTEMLOCATION REQUIREMENTS
- ELECTRICAL POWERSUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
- DATA HANDLING REOUIREMENTS
- OPERATIONSCONTROL
o TETHER
- DEBRIS COLLISION HAZARD
- ELECTRICAL POWER LINE TECHNOLOGY
- OPTICAL FIBRE TECHNOLOGY
- DURABILITY
- DESIGN FOR PERIODICAL RECOIL
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TECHNICAL ISSUES (CONT'D)
.p-
..p,
o DYNAJ_ICSAND CONTROL
- ELEVATOR MOTION DYNAMICS AND CONTROL
- PLATFORM ATTITUDE DYNAMICS AND CONTROL
- TETHER DYNAMICS
o NEW SPACE TECHNOLOGY
- MECHANISMS FOR ALONG TETHER MOTION
-,IECHANISMS FOR MOVABLE ATTACHMENT POINT CONTROL
- DEPLOYER SYSTEMS
- COMPLEX-MULTIFUNCTION TETHERS.
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0 THE SPACEELEVATOR
- UNIQUE CAPABILITY AS MICROGRAVITYFACILITY
- THE BEST FACILITY TO ACCESSLARGETETHEREDPLATFORMS
O THE POINTING PLATFORM
- HIGH POINTING PERFORMANCE
- HIGH CAPACITY OF DATA TRANSMISSION
- ACCESSREADINESS
- FREEDOMFROR CONTAMINATION
- COST EFFECTIVENESS FOR A LARGE CLASS OF OBSERVATIONALAPPLICA-
TIONS,
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SHUTTLE-DEPLOYEDnDOWN-SCALEDPLATFORMn
DEMONSTRATIONOF FEASIBILITY AND PERFORMANCEIS NEEDEDBEFOREAPPLI
CATION IS PROPOSEDFOR THE SPACE STATION.
TO SAVE TIME AND LIMIT COSTS: USE OF STANDARDTSS DEPLOYER.
OUESTION TO BE ANSWERED:
o TO WHATEXTENT IS DOWN-SCALINGMEANINGFUL ("SCALING LAWS_)
o WHATFEATURESARE TO BE dODELLED:
- RICROGRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
- STABILITY PROPERTIES
- OTHER
o IMPLEMENTATIONOF CONCEPT
- ELEVATOR
- NOVABLE TETHER ATTACHMENT POINT
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SCALED-SATP CONCEPT
AN ASSESSMENTSTUDY OF THE CAPABILITIES OF A SATP REDUCED-SIZE MO-
DEL TO GIVE SATP FEASIBILITY AND PERFORMANCEDEMONSTRATIONWAS PER-
FORMED.
PARTICULAR REFERENCEWASMADETO APPLICATIONS OF MICROGRAVITY AND
OF VERY FINE INSTRUMENTPOINTING. SPECIAL CARE WASGIVEN TO THE ELE
VATOR MOTION OUTLINE.
ON THE BASIS OF THIS ANALYSIS SOMECONSIDERATIONSCAN BE MADE ABOUT
THE EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEM:
- FULL SIMILARITY OF ALL EFFECTS IS POSSIBLE ONLY For ONE-TO-ONE SEA
LE. IT SEEMSALSO TO BE NOT NECESSARY.
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SCALED-SATP CONCEPT (CONT'D)
o0
- RESTRICTED SIRILARITY IS POSSIBLE.
SCALED SATP KEEPS FULL EFFECTIVENESS FOR TESTING REFINED MODELS
OF PHENOI_ENA(IT IS COMMONATTITUDE IN THE FIELD OF CORPLEXMODE-
LING),
- THE DIFFERENT ASPECTS DEALING WITH THE PROPOSED CONCEPTS AND THE
COMPLEXITY OF PHENOdENA SEE_S TO _AKE ESSENTIAL THE IN-FLIGHT
TESTS.
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THE NECESSITY TO UTILIZE THE ON-GOING TETHEREDSATELLITE SYSTEMAP-
PEARS EVIDENT FOR COSTSAND SCHEDULEREASONS.
-k"-
_D
AS A GENERAL APPROACH:
- THE INTERFACES AND THE GENERAL REQUIREMENTS DEFINED FOR THE TSS
CANNOT BE CHANGED,
- ONLY THE TSS-SATELLITE MUST BE CHANGED,AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE IN
ORDERTO MAXII_IZE THE EXISTING HARDWAREUTILIZATION.
A CONFIGURATIONSTUDY WASPERFORMEDIN orDEr TO EVALUATETHE SATEL-
LITE DESIGN CHANGESREQUIREDTO LOCATE THE MOVABLEATTACHMENTRECHA
NISMS AND THE ELEVATOR INSIDE THE SATELLITE.
THE dOVABLE ATTACHMENT POINT CONCEPT REQUIRES ONLY SMALL MODIFICA-
TIONS OF THE CURRENT DESIGN.
THE ELEVATORHOUSEDIN THE SATELLITE REQUIRES LARGE DESIGN _ODIFICA
TIONS (E.G., THE TANK HAVE TO BE SHIFTED).
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PROPOSEDCONFIGURATION
THE INTRODUCTION OF BOTH CONCEPTS (ELEVATOR AND MOVABLE ATTACHMENT
POINT) ON THE PRESENT SATELLITE DESIGN APPEARS VERY CRITICAL BECA-
USE OF THE VARIATION INDUCED ON THE STRUCTURE.
_n
ROUNTING ONLY THE HOVABLE ATTACHRENT POINT HARDWARE ON THE SATELLI
TE SEERS TO BE A VERY CHEAP SOLUTION CONSIDERING THAT THE DESIGN
_ODIFICATION COULD BE SIMPLE.
THE ELEVATOR COULD BE DESIGNED TO PERJ_IT ITS ROUNTING ON THE TETHER
(BY REANS OF THE SHUTTLE RI_S) ONCE THE SATELLITE IS FAR OFF THE DE
PLOYERAND RECOVEREDBEFORESATELLITE RETRIEVAL.
A PRELIdlNARY STUDY OF THIS CONFIGURATION IS IN PROGRESS. THE SCA-
LED ELEVATOR WILL BE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE:
o RRS GRAPPLE FIXTURE
o FRONT SLOT FOR THE POSITIONING ON THE TETHER
o FINAL TETHER GUIDE-CAPTURE SENSORS AND MECHANISRS,
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MOUNTING ON THE TETHER
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PRELIBINARY ELEVATOr CHARACTERISTICS
k,n
L_
o DIMENSIONS
o dASS
o RAX VELOCITY
(TETHER REFERENCEFRAHE)
o POWERCONSURPTION
: 0,65 x 0,65 x 1,05 M
: 70 KG
: 2 i'l/S
: _ 100 W
o ONE-AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL (YAW AXIS) BY BAGNETIC COILS
o PASSIVE THERMAL CONTROL AND DEDICATED HEATERS
o HYBRID STRUCTURE (CO_POSITES, AL ALLOYS)
o FRICTION DRIVE _qECHANIS_
o S-BAND CO_I_UNIEATIONS(5 KB/SEC-TENTATIVE)
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CONCLUSIONS
t.n
OTETHEREDELEVATORAND PLATFORMSCOULDIdPROVE THE SPACE STATION SCI
ENTIFIC AND APPLICATIVE CAPABILITIES.
o THE SPACE ELEVATOR PRESENTS UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS AS ,41CROGRAVITY
FACILITY AND AS A TETHERED PLATFOR_ SERVICING VEHICLE.
o POINTING PLATFORMS COULD REPRESENT A NEW KIND OF OBSERVATION FACI-
LITY FOR LARGE CLASS OF PAYLOADS.
o THE DYNAMICAL. CONTROL AND TECHNOLOGICAL CO,4PLEXITYOF THESE CON-
CEPTS ADVISES DEBONSTRATIVE EXPERIHENTS.
o THE ON-GOING TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM OFFERS THE OPPORTUNITY TO
PERFORm SUCH EXPERIi4ENTS.
o FEASIBILITY STUDIES ARE IN PROGRESS.
THE _AJOR EFFORT WILL BE DEDICATED TO OUTLINE CONCEPTS AND TECHNI-
QUES OF SUCH A DEMONSTRATION.
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ROLES FOR TETHERS ON AN EVOLVING SPACE STATION
_n
Joseph A. Carroll
California Space Institute
SIO/UCSD, La Jolla, CA 92093
619/459-7437
SUMMARY OF CONTRACT WORK STATEMENT:
Ln
O0
I. Develop a scenario for evolution of space station tether capabilities.
Minimize tether-imposed constraints on station development & operations,
but derive maximum benefit from a mutually compatible combination of:
Electrodynamic tethers for power, thrust, and libration control;
Momentum transfer operations involving the STS or upper stages;
Aeromaneuvering devices for space station orbital plane change;
Tethered constellations and tether/free-flyer combinations.
2. For advanced tether facilitiesorbiting the moon, determine:
Stationkeeping deltaVs to stay in precise equatorial or polar orbits;
Ratio of facilitymass to maximum payload mass (surface-orbit-escape);
Electric-thruster power requirements & maximum rendezvous frequencies;
OveraLl capabilities and major constraints on such facilties.
_n
ATTRACTIVE ROLES IDENTIFIED DURING STUDY:
Facility/Operation
1. Gravity-Gradient Fluid Settling
2. Tethered MicroGee Platform
3. Tethered Earth-Viewing Platform
4. Electrodynamic Power Management
5. Electrodynamic OMV
6. Payload Boosting, STS Deboosting
7. Payload Juggling by Tether
8. Tethered Docking of STS by SS
9. Hazardous or contaminating ops.
Location-. Operational:
I0.
ii.
12.
Near top & bottom
Station CG
Bottom
Top or bottom
LEO free-flyer
Top & bottom
Top & bottom
Bottom
Bottom
Usually
Usually
Usually
As needed
As needed
Occasionally
Occasionally
Occasionally
Occasionally
Lunar-Orbiting Tether Facility
Lunar-Surface-Based Sling
Mars-Orbiting Tether Facilities
Lunar orbit
Lunar equator or pole
Various Mars orbits
When needed
When needed
When needed
I. GRAVITY-GRADIENT FLUID SETTLING
O%
O
O
@
Gravity-gradient fluid settling need not be limited to propellants:
Fluids are also used in science, materials processing, & habitation.
Gravity-gradients of 20-30 microgee may often be enough for settling;
when more is needed, all that is needed is to deploy ANY tethered mass.
0 0
Attached___Depot
Tethered ._
Depot _ ...
Tethered
"Anchor" _,_(any mass
Two Propellant-Settling Options
2. TETHERED MICROGEE PLATFORM
@ This facilitycan be moved when the stationCG moves,
or another tether can be adjusted to trim the station CG.
Slack restraint tethers
Umbilical tether
.!i
Active station-keeping
(adjust "slack" tethers?)
3. TETHERED EARTH-VIEWING PLATFORM
t,o
• Minimizes contamination & disturbances.
e Provides stationkeeping & attitude control.
o Allows convenient power & data transfer. "
• Allows station CG adjustment (adjust length).
4. ELECTRODYNAIVIIC POWER (& MOMENTUM) MANAGEMENT
• Off-peak power can be used for orbit boosting.
@ Stored orbital energy can offset drag makeup,
or can be recovered during peak-power times.
O_
L_
v"PLASMA CONTACTOR
ORBITAL
/ VF.LOCr_
EARTH'S .
MAGHETIC/
,_/i PLASMA CONTAC'TOR
5. AN ELECTRODYNAMIC ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE
i m iii in n Ill u I n _ • ii i _ n imlll -
o -10 km tether (1 cm diameter aluminum + 3 kV insulation)
© In the middle: OMV-like RCS, TV, end effectors,
• At each end: variable voltage DC power supply (0-3 kV)
electron gun and large sail (of'ion emitter)
• DC & AC currents can alter all 6 orbital elements.
etc.
In LEO:
about 1.3 kWh is required per tonne.km altitude change
altitude changes over 100 kin/day may be possible
inclination changes over .5 deg/day may be possible
Ln
6. PAYLOAD BoosTING , STS DEBOOSTING
O Large boosts & deboosts must be paired so SS can return to formation.
Pairing can also be with electrodynamic ops or tethered rendezvous.
@ Propellant savings scale with station loads & orbit change: for each
100 ib load & i nmi delta-a, 200 lbs/op is saved. Questions:
What loads should the station be designed or scarred for?
What are maximum allowable short-term orbit perturbations?
r,1T _< 7L if hanging release
I_L if swinging release-'_" _>14L if splm or winched
r__
Effects of Tether Deployment and Release
7. PAYLOAD JUGGLING BY TETHER: NEAR & FAR-TERM POTENTIALS
Using a Momentum Transfer Tether to "Juggle" Payloads:
Station-Tended Swarm of Free-Flyers:
.- _ _ _ _ _
Payload is boosted & released by hanging or swinging tp.ther;
Released payload flies free for months while its orbit decays;
When payload passes under station, tether recaptures it.
Station does any necessary servicing & maintenance on payload.
D a
g
Single-orbit aerod namic sensin testin or air collection:
Vehicle is slung upwards from station by spinning tether; _ o
. e -_
Station damps tether spin by active length control;
3[4 orbit after release, vehicle reaches perigee;
• • " _ . _1/4-1/2 orbit later, vehmle is recaptured from decayed orbit;,
• ° , •
0 6_Q'° • " f" • "U
8. TETHERED DOCKING OF SHALE WITH SPACE STATION
...... lili I i i i ii i i J i
e Hardware & constraints mostly common w/STS deboost.
e Vary tether length with prop. needs & solar cycle.
km.• Savings scale with tether length up to about 60
• Potential 60% increase in STS throughput!
Slightly lower apogee
Much lower perigee
Tethered deboost
Cryo scavenging
470 x 470 km
x 415 km
After MECO,
GPS + RCS used
for mid-course
_ corrections.
>_'00 km "% .,
Shuttle hovers tillcaptured, or
aborts to freefall rendezvous.
At end of mission, tether
deboosts shuttle and
reboosts station.
9. HAZARDOUS OR CONTAMINATING OPERATIONS
@ Tether isolates contaminating & hazardous ops,
while providing attitude, power, stationkeeping.
• Downward deployment shortens debris orbital life.
• An example: skin, cut up, & melt down ETs:
kO
I0. LUNAR-ORBITING TETHER FACILITY
, i J
o Long swinging tethers or short spinning ones?
O Three ranges of deltaV have utility:
small, for capturing payloads in orbit
850 m/s, to get 2/3 of surface-TEl deltaV
1700 m/s, to pick up objects on surface
(Mr <(Mp)
(Mt _ Mp)
(Mt_10Mp)
Required Technology:
Advanced tether controls
Powerful tether deployer
Maneuverable tether tip
Large power supply
High-lsp propulsion
Propellant extraction
Transport Capabilities:
Surface--Orbit--Escape
Handles large payloads
Max g-loads < .3 lgee
Rocket backup if desired
Two-way mass flow is "free"
Net boosting costs ---25MWH/tonne
Polar orbit: frequent access to poles &
infrequent access everywhere
Equatorial: frequent aeeess to equator
O
•pumpk _f°r spin damp swing->
Boost
II. LUNAR-SURFACE-BASED SLING
.D-
O
o "Minimal mass-driver" = fishing reel on Apollo II?
o Launcher for 10 kg payloads should fit in 1 shuttle.
300 m tether @ 54 rpm imposes <1000 gees on payloads;
Bearing loads are similar to those on a train axle;
1 launch/5 rain.uses <100 kW, boosts 1,000 tonnes/yr.
e An orbiting tether facility collects launched payloads.
• Collision & debris generation may be a major problem.
/-J ,,
/ "
/ I I
_-..,.---..._
12. MARS-ORBITING TETHER FACILITIES
Mars & itsmoons are uniquely suited to tether operations:
• Both moons are in relativelylow equatorial orbits;
® Most required deltaVs are well under 1 km/sec, so Mt<Mp.
A system of 3 facilitiescould have powerful capabilities:
• Sling on Phobos (inner moon) throws mass into low-periapsis orbits;
o Station in low orbit collects mass from Phobos & from atmosphere;
• Facility in eccentric orbit throws payloads to earth or asteroids.
/'/ "_
Phobos-Based Sling Mars Space Station Tether "Upper Stage"
CONCLUSIONS:
-.j
r,o
. Most proposed tether concepts on a space station are compatible:
fu11-time operatioi_ is not needed, so time-sharing can be done.
• Many concepts are synergistic (e.g., STS deboost & rendezvous), so
cost-benefit studies of single concepts understate the true benefits.
• Some concepts may require station scars IN THE DESIGN PHASE.
RECOMMEND AT IONS:
• NASA & Phase-B contractors should study concepts #I-#9 for relevance.
• Cost-benefit studies should include combinations of concepts #i-#9.
• Microgee tethered platforms should be built & tested on KC-135 & STS.
• Already-flown "micro-gee" experiments should be reflown on TSS-1, to see
if 20-40 microgees (typical g.g. levels on station) make a difference.
III
WORKSHOP SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
473
The Friday morning session of the Applications of Tethers in Space Workshop in
Venice included the pane] co-chairmen, and was devoted to listing those
applications which would be appropriate for the following eras:
A. Shuttle
B. Space Station - IOC
C. Space Station - Post IOC
D. Post IOC - General
Some discussion was also devoted to demonstration and TSS missions, which
would provide high science return and/or proof of an operational capability.
This input is provided in outline form only. Detailed discussion of most of
these applications may be found in the proceedings, or the attached
references.
A. Operational Applications of Tethers for the Shuttle era.
1. Small Payload Placement
2. Electrodynamic Power Supply
3. Multiprobe (Constellation) System
4. Open Wind Tunnel
5. Gravity Controlled Experiments
B. Space Station Facilities and Capabi|ities in the IOC era.
I. Variable Length Tether for Space Station C.G. Management
2. Electrodynamic Power Supply
3. Electrodynamic Thrust (Drag Makeup)
4. Tethered Platform (Short Term Missions)
5. "Zero G" Laboratory using a Tethered Elevator
6. Deboosting Small Cargo Modules
7. Electrodynamic Tether for Research
8. Multi-probe "Beads on String" Constellation
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C. Space Station in the Post lOC era.
1. Tethered Orbiter Deployment with OMS Propellant Scavanging
2. Tethered Launch of OTV
3. Remote Docking of Orbiter
4. Tethered Propellant Depot and Fuel Transfer
5. Tethered Antenna Farm
6. Remote Wake Shield
D. Post IOC - General
1. Spinning Manned Facility
2. Tethers on Platforms
3. Electrodynamic OMV
4. Remote Aerobraking
5. Two Dimensional Constellations
6. Station in LEO to Capture Launch Vehicles in Suborbital Trajectories
(LEO Node)
7. Higher Orbit Tether Transfer Nodes
8. Rotating Tether (Sling) attached to the Moon or an Asteroid to Eject
Surface Material into Orbit
9. Tether Facilities at other planets
In addition to these applications, some discussion was given to demonstration
missions and their candidate objectives. The following are somewhat in
chronological order of development.
A. Plasma Motor Generator (McCoy - 86)
o Demonstrate feasibility and performance of hollow cathode
o Dynamics and Temperature Response
o Pulse Effects on Ambient Plasma
o KU-Band Radar Tests
(Frequent reflights are planned)
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B_ Disposable Deployer (Carroll - 87)
o Test Successful Release of Tether
o Vibration Dynamics
o Aerobraking Effects of Tether
o Aerothermal Effects using Balloon
o Tether Recoil and Shape
o Conduct low gravity experiments on orbiter during Tether deployment
(Frequent reflights are planned)
Co Spinning Orbiter with Tethered Satellite
o Test Fluid Settling and Slosh
o Conduct low-gravity science
D. Tethered Satellite System (TSS-1)
o Accurate Dynamics Verification
o Data Collection for other applications
o Passive Electron/Ion Collection Efficiency
o Effectiveness of Hollow Cathode on Orbiter
o Test Accelerometers on Orbiter
o Test Tensiometrs on Satellite
o Satellite Passive Retrieval mode for backup
Eo Shuttle released Dumbell Satellite
o Test Rendezvous Feasibility
o Dynamic Behavior
o Elevator attachment
F. Tethered Centaur
o Test feasibility
G. Kinetic Isolation Tether Experiment (KITE)
o Pointing Stability and accuracy
o Disturbance Isolation
o Test Extension Cord Concept
o Do low gravity experiment on orbiter
476
H, Tethered Satellite System (TSS-2)
o Planned Aerodynamic Experiments
o Low Gravity on Orbiter
o Possible Elevator test
I • Tethered Satellite System (TSS-3)
o (See TSS-1 Applications)
o Plasma Contactor on Orbiter and Satellite
o Test Spin Mode
477
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APPLICATIONSOFTETHERSIN SPACEWORKSHOP
AGENDA
15-17 October 1985
14 October, 1985 - Monday
6:00pm -- 9:00am REGISTRATION
15 October, 1985 - Tuesday
8:00am -- 8:30am REGISTRATION
8:30am -- 8:45am
8:45am -- 9:00am
9:00am -- 9:30am
9:30am -- lO:OOam
lO:OOam -- lO:15am
SESSION I - INTRODUCTION
Orientation and Purpose...L. Guerriero
Welcome...representing the M_yor of Venice, Mr.
A. Salvadori
Opening Address...Sen. Luigi Granelli, Minister
of Scientific Research and Technology
BREAK
Keynote Address...l. Bekey
SESSION II - GENERAL PRESENTATIONS
lO:lSam -- lO:30am Tethered Satellite System ....I. Sisson
lO:30am -- lO:45am Tethered Satellite Design...G. Manarini, A.
Lotenzoni
lO:45am -- ll:15am Tether Fundamentals ....3. Carroll/S. Bergamaschi
ll:lSam -- ll:45am Science Applicatlons...F. Marlani/P. Penzo
ll:45am -- 12:lSpm Electrodynamlc Interactions...M Dobrowolny/J. E.
McCoy
12:lSpm -- 12:45pm Transportation...G. yon Tiesenhausen
12:45pm -- 2:30pm
2:30pm -- 3:00pm
3:00pm -- 3:30pm
3:30pm -- 4:00pm
4:00pm -- 4:30pm
4:30pm -- 5:15pm
7:15pm
LUNCH
Variable and/or Artificial Gravity... L.
Napolltano/K. Kroll
Space Station ... W. Nobles/P. Merlina
Technology and Test ... C. Buongiorno/P. Siemers
Constellations ... E. Lorenzlnl
Tether Dynamics Movie ... J. Loftus
RECEPTION HOSTED BY THE MAYOR OF VENICE
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AGENDA(CONT.)
15-17 October 1985
16 October, 1985 - Wednesday
SESSION III - PANEL MEETINGS
8:30am -- 12:00pm Panels Meet in Assigned Rooms
12:00pm -- 2:00 pm LUNCH
2:00pm -- 4:00pm Panels Meet in Assigned Rooms
4:00pm -- 5:00pm Plenary Session - Preliminary Panel Reports
8:00pm -- ll:OOpm GALA DINNER...J. ARNOLD GUEST SPEAKER
17 October, 1985 - Thursday
SESSION III - PANEL MEETINGS (CONTINUED)
8:30am -- 12:00pm Panels Meet in Assigned Rooms
12:00pm -- l:30pm LUNCH
SESSION IV - WORKSHOP SUMMARY
l:30pm -- 3:30pm Final Report Preparation - Panel Chairmen Meet
3:30pm -- 5:30pm Plenary Session - Summary of Workshop
Recommendatlons
18 October, 1985 - Friday
8:30am -- 12:30pm Panel Chairmen Turn in Final Panel Reports,
Legibly Prepared with Sketches, Diagrams and
Reproducible Graphics as Available
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